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ABSTRACT
An abstract of the dis~el1ation of Melvin Earl DeGraw for the ~)octor of Pihilosophy in
Urban Studies presenh;d March 8,11995.
Title: Pretria~ ReJ.e<lse iro Crim!nal Courts: A St",dy of Three Oregon
Counti~~s
Pretrial release (PTR) is the permanent or temporary freedom from incarceration
for criminal defendants awaiting adjjudication of their cases in COI.lrt. From Anglo Saxon
times in England, peqple accused: of non-capital crimes were generally permitted to
remain free until judi<;ial officials i could hear the charges against them. :In America,
pretrial release has be:en advocated by the courts since the coJonial era., The U. S.
Constitution requires t.hat bail not be excessive, but leaves gov~~rnments ftee to decide
how bail laws are administered.
The study briefly traces the historical developments of PTR up to the present time.
The study then cente~'s on the PTR process of three Oregon counties ~Multnomah,
Washington, and Yarylhill) and observes the decisions of jUQges, relea$e assistance
officers, and jailers in relation to the release outcomes for a stuc/y group (~~ = 619) who
were booked into jails of the three !counties in 1993. Background data on defendants in
the study include gend~~r, race, the l!:rimes for which they were aqested, criminal history,
and the disposition of the current c:harges.
2Seventy-one percent of the defendants received PTR. Significant factors in the
release outcome, as shown by logistic and multiple regression analyses, were probation
violation status, felony in the current charge, narcotics offenses in the current charge, and
charged with multiple offenses. Gender and race were not strong influences on the
release outcome. Hispanic defendants (N = 108) in the study, however, were detained in
jail longer than Whites (N=394). Hispanics were less likely than Whites to be released
on the same day of arrest and served generally longer jail terms than Whites under similar
sentences. Possible explanations are that Hispanics were more frequently charged with
distributing narcotics and charged with multiple offenses. Implications suggest further
studies on minorities in judicial and corrections settings.
The study has applications in judicial and corrections policies on the early release
of inmates, an important issue as jails become increasingly overcrowded.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This study is designed to explore how the pretrial release process works. A
review of the literature, which begins in Chapter II, indicates that little research has been
devoted to aid in the understanding of how pretrial release decisions are made and the
relationship of pretrial decisions and release outcomes for people accused of crimes.
Reaves (1992) points out that about 65 percent of criminal defendants in American jails
are released before their cases are heard in court. What is not understood, however, is
what accounts for those who are not released. Carbone (1983) explains that crime
severity and criminal history of the defendant are the primary criteria upon which pretrial
release decisions are based. For years, however, the media and the public have
perceptions of dangerous offenders being released from jails, only to commit new crimes.
Rather than detaining dangerous criminals, some studies (Beeley, 1966; Thomas, 1976)
have argued that courts traditionally detained poor and minority defendant., who lacked
the money to post bond. Bail reform movements, described by Goldfarb (1965) and
Goldkamp (1979), were successful in urging courts to use nonfinancial conditions of
release. With courts relying less on financial bail, research in the 1970's strived to
predict pretrial crime and failure to appear in court based on defendants' criminal and
social background. Research findings had a mixed review (Eskridge, 1983; Goldkamp,
1989). The literature indicates that the most recent development in pretrial release has
2been preventive detention, wherein federal and state legislatures have authorized courts
to deny pretrial relealie to defendant1'i who: pose a I;1anger to society (Gottlieb & Rosen,
1985; Toborg, 1986).
Chapter III describes the re~earch design ilIld methods of the study. From a
grounded theory approach, it was thoughlt that the; best way to investigate the pretrial
relea~e process was to explore how Ute process wmked ~>n a sample ofjailed defendants.
Using three Oregon counties (Multnomaht, Washington, and Yamhill) as the research
setting. data were collected on 619 inmates who hlld been booked into the three county
jails in July and August, 1993. Back~rounlJ informlltion Iwas collected on the defendants,
including age, gender, race, criminal charge and criminal history. Jail and court records
were reviewed on each defendant tp determine the pretrial release decision, how the
defendant was actually released, and the diispositioll of the ca~e in court. Also reviewed
were Oregon laws governing pretrial release, jail policies on the release of inmates, and
other documents related to court policies and the release environment.
In Chapter IV, the resultli of the Istudy lQ'e presented. Crosstahulations were
prepared to show the percentages of ~efendantswhp welle released under various release
conditions. In all, there were 18 categories of releases, such as recognizance,
conditional, released due to jail overcrow~ing, ane' oth¢r types of release. Seventy-one
percent of the defendant~ were given pretrial reIeC,lse, and the remainder were released
after serving time in jail following conviction or were tr'dnsferred to other jurisdictions.
The study also revealed that judges, releasf assistance ofiicers (who are employed by the
courts) and jail staff made relealie de;cisions. Analysis a.lso focused on defendant groups
3hy gender and race to explore the relationship of gender and race on release outcomes.
Analysis also included the criminal charge, criminal history, and other defendant variables
in relation to release outcomes and the length of stay in jail. Statistical analyses included
differences in means, differences in percents, multiple regression, and logistic analysis.
Evaluation and interpretation of the findings are presented in Chapter V. The
findings of the research are evaluated in the context of how well the study advanced
knowledge of the pretrial release process and areas where questions still remain. Since
the issue of fairness in pretrial release has been raised often (Carson, 1992; Eisenstein &
Jacob, 1976; Flemming, 1982; Landau, 1992; Skolnick, 1967), the research findings are
evaluated to determine if there is evidence that release decisions, outcomes, and
convictions on the current charge impact unfairly based on the defendants' race or
gender.
The dissertation is concluded in Chapter VI with a discussion on the future
prospects of pretrial release as jails become increasingly overcrowded. Practical
applications for the study are suggested and areas where future research is needed are also
discussed.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Bail - Used broadly to refer to pretrial release. Carbone (1983) explained that in
the past bail referred to financial types of release, such as "posting bail," but today bail
is used to describe any form of pretrial release.
Bail:thle - Eligible for pretrial release. Carbone (1983) observed that the term was
4used in England through the 19th Century, but is used less frequently in American
jurisprudence.
Booking - According to W. Barrigan (1993), booking is the process of
documenting the arrival of an accused at the jail. The booking procedure typically
involves photographing and fingerprinting the accused, a search for weapons and
contraband, and recording the accused's personal descriptive and background information.
Citation - A summons for court appearance issued by a police officer in the field
in lieu of arrest (Ares, Rankin & Sturz, 1963).
Conditional Release - A release from jail wherein the defendant agrees to abide
by specified criteria imposed by the releasing official (W. Barrigan, 1993). Frequently
used conditions are: to avoid drugs or alcohol while on pretrial release; abstain from
contact with certain persons; refrain from driving a motor vehicle or drive only with a
valid license; maintain contact with the court; and release to the supervision of a third
party, according to W. Barrigan.
Failure to Appear (FTA) - The defendant does not show up in court in violation
of instructions given by the releasing official (VanArsdel, 1993; Steele, 1993; Hirota,
1993).
Hold - The term signifies various options in the pretrial release process, according
to W. Barrigan (1993). A recommendation of "hold" by a pretrial release officer means
that the release officer is deferring the release decision to the judge (Hirota, 1993). A
"hold" placed on a defendant in jail may indicate the defendant is wanted in another
jurisdiction, according to W. Barrigan (1993). The judge may also, in some cases,
5instruct the jail to nhol~n a defendant until his or her court appearance, signaling that the
defendant should not l1e released prior to the court appearance.
J.IDl - City or cpunty incarceration facility (Klofas, 1990).
Matrix - Relea~e from jail to avert overcrowding (Wood, 1993). The term is
derived from a matrix system in which jails assign point values to factors such as crime
severity and criminal "istory for inmates in the jail. If releases are necessary to avoid
overcrowding, inmates with the most favorable scores on the matrix are released first,
according to Wood. An dample of the matrix system for Washington County is in
Appendix A.
Pretrial Release - Hie permanent or temporary freedom from incarceration for
criminal defendants &waitirllg adjudication of their cases in court (Toborg, 1981).
Shaughnessy (1982, p. 3) ddfines pretrial release as, II ... release from custody pending
trial on assurance that ... {the defendant} ... will subsequently appear for trial when
required. "
Recognizance - Sami:.lha (1981) said its early use meant IIbinding over ll to appear
in court. Carbone (1983) explained that modem use means a personal promise by the
defendant to appear in court. A common term observed in court documents is "ROR,"
meaning, "released on recognizance. II (Hirota, 1993).
Release ofticer.1RQl - The Pretrial Polity and Procedure for Yamhill COUllty
(1987, p. 6), defines R,elease Officer (also called Release Assistance Officer) as: "Person
appointed by the pr~siding Circuit Court judge, who interviews clients; verifies
information; and, ma~;es recommendations for the form of release. And, if delegated
6release authority by the presiding Circuit Court judge, ma~es the release decision. "
Security Release - The Pretrial Policy and Procedw'e for YamhW County (1987),
page 6, defines Security Release as: "a release condition<;d on a promise to appear in
court at all appropriate times which is secured by cash, stocks, bonds or real property."
S!I~ - A guarantee by a third party to produce th<; defendant at trial or pay his
fine upon conviction (Carbone, 1983).
Time Served - Booking logs in the three counties sll.ldied indicat~d"time served"
or "time" as the release method for defendants who were released from jail after
adjudication and sentencing of their case.
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUpy
As with other componenlli of the American judici~l system, pretrial release is
grounded in principles of fairness to those accused of a crirne but not convicted in a court
of law. Accusation of a crime does not fulfill standards Qf proof beyond a reasonable
doubt; confronting one's accuser in court; the ability to formulate a defense of the
charges; and having the evidence presented to and assesse(.l by one's peers -- the jury.
Being confined in jail, awaiting trial, is a loss of freedomi based only on
accusation Such a loss of freedom can have serious consequences for the accused,
affecting health, employment, personal relationships, and ft.lture StatllS ih the community
(Moore, 1988; Skolnick, 1967).
The question of whom to release and under what Qonditions also has important
implications for judicial officials, legislators, and jail adIT/inistrators. I A defendant on
7pretrial release who fails to show up for court or commits new crimes angers the public,
increases fear of crime, co~1s more tax money to rearrest the defendant, and often leads
to striQter laws affecting all defendants (Flemming, 1982).
To advance truly effective and fair policies governing pretrial release requires an
accura\e understand/ing of how the pretrial release process works. Policies that are based
on fau~ty perceptions, emotions generated by sensational news accounts, and inaccurate
informiltion fail bmth the criminal justice system and the public. With many jails
constantly at the saturation point, poor release policies may fail the justice system and
comml/nities even funher by indiscriminate releases that put dangerous offenders back on
the str~~ets and detain poor and minority defendants until trial (Goldkamp, 1979).
POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS
This study contributes to the eXil\1ing body of knowledge of pretrial release in a
variety of ways. ~ central emphasis of the study is in exploring how pretrial release
actuallr works. Frbm the time a defendant accused of a crime is booked into jail and the
case is finally adjudicated in court, many events can take place. The time span of these
events may range from hours to months or even a year or longer. Many people are
making decisions allong the way: jailers, judges, release officers, and the defendants.
There are several preu'ial decision options, such as requiring the defendant to post
financiill bail to be' released, releasing the defendant on his or her personal promise to
appear in court (recognizance), or relea<;ing the defendant under some specified condition,
such a~i not to abuse alcohol (Nagel, 1983).
8Previous research in pretrial release, based on a review of the literature, has been
limited to selected area'i, such as pretrial drug testing (Smith, Wish, & JaIjoura, 1989)
judicial discretion in the courtroom (Mohr, 1976), and the development of prediction
models and guidelines (Klein & Caggiano, 1986; Schmidt & Witte, 1988). While these
studies add important information to the field of knowledge in pretrial release, the inner
workings of the release process have largely been ignored.
Understanding the total process, from a defendant tirst being booked into jail until
the final disposition of the case is recorded, can potentially lead to more efficient and
timely policies benefiting courts, corrections, tax payers and criminal defendants. As
jails become overcrowded and penalty sanctions become more severe, pretrial decisions
may play increasingly important roles. For example, Mr. Bill Wood, Director of
Programs for MuItnomah County Corrections, said that in the near future defendants
sentenced to serve six months or less in prison will remain in the county jail instead of
serving the time in the state prison system (Wood, 1995). This policy will have the
effect of increasing the number of inmates in the county jail. With finite jail space, more
defendants would have to be relea'ied at the pretrial stage to make room for inmates who
have been sentenced.
Understanding the overall nature of pretrial release should be a first step if issues
such as fairness, community safety and judicial efticiency are to be adequately addressed.
The study endeavors to identify who makes pretrial decisions. the types of
decisions, and the ways in which these decisions affect a sample of defendant'i. The
study attempts to determine if certain defendant chanlcteristics are related to release status
9and case outcome, which addresses important issues of equality and fairness. The
research setting consists of three Oregon counties. Since pretrial release practices are
formulated at the county level, based on local needs (Juszkiewicz, 1992), the research
would explore similarities and differences in the counties. A benefit in using three
counties is to see how factors such as size of jail, number of judges and release officers,
and population densities might play a role in release decision-making and release
outcomes for defendants. The use of three counties may also enhance the ability to
generalize findings of the research to other counties. Some differences in county
structure and release practices are explained further in Chapter V.
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
In February, 1992, the Oregon Supreme Court and the Oregon Judicial
Conference recommended the creation of a Judicial Department Task Force on
Racial/Ethnic Issues in the Judicial System (Carson, 1992). The purpose of the task force
was to identify problems faced by racial and ethnic minorities who participate in the
judicial system and to propose solutions that the judicial department could implement.
The task force was formed in the summer of 1992 and consisted of sixteen members
including representatives of African-Americans, Native-Americans, Asian-Americans,
persons of Middle East extraction, and persons from district attorneys' offices, judges,
lawyers, and persons from the general public, according to Carson.
A particular area of interest to the task force was pretrial release and bail pmctices
in Oregon's criminal courts (Landau, 1992). In a meeting with a representative of the
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task force, the possibility of focusing on pretrial release as a dissertation topic was
discussed. Not much was known about the topic by this researcher or the committee
member; only that pretrial release was an area that could impact adversely on racial and
ethnic minority defendants in the court systems.
In deGiding to study pretrial release for the dissertation, preliminary surveys in
several coun~es indicated that problems would likely be encountered in collecting
sufficient dat.a to I make the study meaningful. In particular, information that would
reflect an inmate's booking into a jail, the pretrial release decision affecting the inmate,
demographic data land criminal history of the inmate, and disposition of the inmate's case
might all be ~vailable but dispersed among different government entities. In Multnomah
County, for example, the jail records often contained information on the defendant's court
status, the Ol.\tcome of hearings, and the case disposition. In Washington County, jail
records cont~inedl less information, requiring a search through the court files to obtain
information C/n how the defendant was released.
This research had no outside financial backing. The research was undertaken not
oniy to satisfy the requirement'i of a doctoral program, but to attempt to advance
understandin¥ in an area of criminal justice that would be beneficial to the public and
those who pr~ctice in the criminal justice system.
Severlll rellease officers said they thought it would be informative to know more
about the tot.ll pkture of pretrial release, as they see only portions of it in their daily
work.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The central problem which this study addresses is the lack of social science
research devoted to increasing knowledge of the pretrial release process. Studies, as
noted earlier, have been conducted aimed at improving the fairness ofjudicial discretion,
limiting the use of financial bail and using instead nonfinancial pretrial releases sl.1ch as
recognizance. A body of literature (discussed in Chapter II) describes empirical &wdies
designed to give judges better guidelines in formulating the release decision. Other
studies review important court decisions impacting on pretrial release, legislative activities
to change release practices, and analysis of data dealing with pretrial crime comP1itted
by people who were on release. These studies, however, examine only parts tOr
components of pretrial events and fail to adequately investigate pretrial re tease as an
environment of jails, decision makers, groups of defendants with varying backgrounds
and criminal histories, and the potential for pretrial decisions to affect defenda.nts in
different ways. To fully understand pretrial release, a study must go beyond an inquil/)'
that focuses only on a specific event within the continuum of the release process. IA
study of ihis process would logically begin when me defendant entered the jail. What
events take place? Who makes the first decisions related to the defendants's pretrial
status? What determines the nature of these decisions? Do defendants them~elves
somehow contribute to their pretrial fate?
A question often debated in pretrial release is whether the system discriminates
against wme classes of defendant'i. This issue should be addressed in a study pf the
release process, since equality is of primary importance in the American judicial system.
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For anyone arrested and placed in jail, the problem of pretrial release becomes a
probl.em shared by the community, the judge in the case, the jail administrators, the
polic,e, and many others. Each group may have specific interests in the release outcome.
The defendant and his or her family may see no reason why the defendant can't be free
until the case is heard in court. The jail administrators might want the defendant
incarcerated, but overcrowding prevents it. The prosecutor might feel the defendant is
danglerous and should stay in jail, while the defendant's attorney argues the opposite.
Legal scholars argue that pretrial confinement might equate to punishment without due
proce:ss of the law, while citizens in the community are afraid that people released before
trial will commit other crimes.
Defendants in jail may face risks of physical and sexual assaults (Goodman, 1994;
Dumond, 1992) and risks to health, such all AIDS, tuberculosis, and hepatitis (Moore,
1988). The number of women inmates in American corrections facilities has been
growing, according to Applebome (1992). Applebome rted that women inmates, in a
surve:y of corrections facilities (both jails and prisons) in 1989, left 167,000 children
behind. Excessive force by guards against jail inmates has also been reported
(Zimmerman, 1993).
Flesher (1992) reported that housing America's federal, state and local prisoners
costs taxpayers about $20 billion a year. When a person is locked up in jail, there is also
the potential for lost wages if the defendant had been working prior to the arrest.
Eskridge (1983) studied lost income for inmates in Dayton, Ohio, concluding that $75
was I:ost per average pretrial detainee. For married males, welfare payments to their
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wives and children were estimated to be $575 per average pretrial incarceration period.
An important consideration in exploring the problems of pretrial release verses
pretrial confinement is that many defendants are not convicted, and for those who are
convicted, many are not given confinement sentences. Friedman (1992) reported that
over 19 percent of the defendants arrested on federal charges between 1980 and 1988
were not convicted Appropriately, three percent were acquitted and the remaining 16
percent had charges against them dismissed. In 75 of the largest U. S. counties in 1988,
Friedman (1992) found that 23 percent of defendants arrested were not convicted.
Charges against 22 percent were dismissed, while one percent were acquitted. These
findings led Friedman (1992, p. 140) to conclude, "Stigmatization without trial,
humiliation without proof, and character assassination as punishment are all convenient
methods of avoiding the protections normally accorded criminal defendantII. "
A discussion of the problems of pretrial release and pretrial confinement would
not be complete without addressing the issue of overcrowding in America's jails.
Bloomstein (1988) proposed that jail overcrowding reflects in part the influences of three
trends in the 1970's and 1980's: 1) the maturation of large numbers of 1960's "echo
boomers" into the most crime-prone age groups; 2) a "get tough" movement that fueled
demands for mandatory arrest, tougher sentencing, and restrictions of the use ofprobation
and parole; and 3) increased intervention by courts to reform cruel and unusual conditions
of confinement in jails. Outcomes reflecting these trends include increases in crime, an
increased use of incarceration, and population limitll on overtaxed jails and prisons.
Jail overcrowding has resulted in court injunctions to limit the populations in many
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jails. Welsh (1993) reported that 28 percent of American jails in 1990 were under court
order to limit their populations. Civil suits on behalf of inmates have also resulted in
court orders to improve sanitary conditions, quality of food, medicinal care, recreation
facilities, law books, and other features in various corrections facilities across the nation
(Champagne, 1983; F. Hall, 1994). The county jails of Multnomah, Washington and
Yamhill in Oregon were each under court-imposed population caps (W. Barrigan, 1993).
As a concluding comment on the problem statement for the dissertation, without
having more knowledge of the pretrial release process, attempting to isolate and correct
things from the perspective of communities, jails, prosecutors, defendants, and others
could result in piecemeal attempts that would ultimately be counter-productive. For
example, detaining more inmates as a result of media and citizen pressure would require
more expensive jail construction. Additional prosecutors, judges, and corrections
personnel would probably follow to handle the increased caseload. Detain~ng a larger
portion of defendants, rather than looking at ways to improve pretrial release, could
compound problems.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This research has been conducted within a grounded theory perspective. As
explained by Babbie (1989) and Singleton, Straits, Straits, and McAllister (1988),
grounded theory is the creation of theory based on the direct observation of events in
progress.
At the inception of this study, little was known about the interactive nature of
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defendants, judges, jailers, ~he release options that beGome availablle to inmates over the
period of their incarceration, and the different decisions that could be made determining
a defendant's release status.
The study began with casual, informal converslltions and note-taking in meetings
between the researcher and jail personnel, judges, release officers, clerks of courts,
prosecuting attorneys and even some former inmates. Jail operations in the three target
counties were observed. S~veral pretrial release hear~gs were attended.
As a general picture of the pretrial release prqcess began to emerge, a research
design was prepared that would enable observatio\l of components of the pretrial
environment from the point a defendant Iwall booked i\ltO jail to the final adjudication of
the case. A more structured interview format was dt;veloped to il:cquire more detailed
information on the relealle process (Appendix B).
The inductive formal of the studly greatly facilitated the anility to inquire in all
phases of the release process, to adjust emphasis or, areas needing c1aritication, and
flexibility to gather information that would lead to a fuller understanding of the release
process.
RESEARCH QUESTI~)NS
J. What are the general hi~torical and legal features 'that underlie today's
pretrial release practices?
The ~1udy explores the historical develqpment and cll1anges over time that
help explain current laws, rnethods and practices in ttIe release ofl criminal defendants.
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UnderstaQding the historical aspects and influences that have resulted in changes, such as
court dec~siol1lS, legislative activity, and society's role is important in comprehending
current pr.etrial practices.
2. How does the pretrial release process work?
One way to understand how pretrial release works would be to observe the
release prQCess as it applies to a group of criminal defendants in jail. The study explores
the releas~ environment of a sample of inmates (N =619) to determine what groups made
re1ea~e decisions, how the decisions were formulated, and how the decisions affected
release outcomes. Since the literature (Juszkiewicz, 1992; Toborg, 1981) indicated that
county pIC,lctices of pretrial release vary to meet local needs, the research setting consists
of three cquntmes so that different methods in processing releases may be observed. Three
counties would, to some extent, enhance the ability to generalize the research findings.
3. Is the process ofpretrial release fair?
The issue of fairness, according to Carbone (1983), Duker (1977), and
Thomas (19761), has been at the center of reform movements in America, primarily aimed
ai: reduciQg rteliance on financial bail because it creates a disadvantage for poor and
minority people. The Oregon Judicial Task Force (Carson, 1992; Landau, 1992) was
interested in whether minorities and women were treated fairly in pretrial release. This
study explores the issue of fairness by observing how release decisions and release
outcomes;lffect women and minority defendants in the sample of defendants of the three
target cou,nties.
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SCOPE AND DELIMITATIONS
This research is centered on the pretrial release processes in Multnomah,
Washington and Yamhill Counties in Oregon. Data collection for the study began in
April, 1993, and was concluded in April, 1994. Some follow-up data collection, such
as clarifying certain questions and release procedures, extended into February, 1995.
For the 619 defendants in the sample, information was collected to identify the
defendant<; by age, gender, race, criminal history, the charges for which they were
booked, how they were released from jail, the decisions that determined their release
status, and the disposition of their cases in court.
Sources for this information (described in more detail in Chapter Ill) included
records maintained by the jails, courts, prosecuting attorney's offices, and pretrial
services offices in each of the three counties.
The Oregon Revised Statutes and Laws pertaining to pretrial release (Appendix
C) were those on the books in 1993. Features of each of the three counties, such as
revenue allocations to operate the jails, jail capacities, the number of judges and release
officers, were also those features existing during the time of data collection for the study.
The scope of the study was guided by several considerations. Money available
for the research was limited, so counties relatively close to the researcher's residence
were selected for the research setting. Another factor was access to jail records. The
sheriffs in Multnomah, Washington, and Yamhill Counties were very amenable to the
research project and gave the researcher permission to exambe jail records and collect
data needed for the study. Also, the three counties represented to some degree the
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elements of urban, suburban, and rural characteristics, as explained in more detail in
Chapter ))).
The ability to generalize findings in the study to other counties or states is limited.
This is because each county jurisdiction devises pretrial services to meet local needs based
on a variety of factors, such as size of the jail, budgets, and other resources.
The scope of the research is limited in the use of ~1atisticalmeasures of association
and test') of significance. Attempt') to quantify the relationship between variables such
as types of release and release outcomes and pretrial decisions as they relate to
characteristics of defendants must take into account that the stuuy did not address the
motives that underlie discretionary release decisions.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of past studies on pretrial release facilitates understanding of how and
why the release process operates as it does today. From the earliest known practices,
dating from the seventh and eighth centuries in England, legislators and court'i have
shaped and molded how pretrial relea'ies function. The literature review begins with the
early developments of pretrial release. It is particularly informative to note the various
interests served with pretrial release ali crimes in England changed from private disputes
to affairs of the ~tate following the Norman Conquest. As punishment'i for crimes
became more severe, the likelihood that the accused would tlee to avoid punishment led
to more elaborate classifications of which defendants deserved to be released and which
defendants should be confined.
Over the centuries, England codified pretrial release procedures into such a
confusing array of classifications that the new colonists in America, while at first trying
to use England's laws, decided instead to develop their own methods of pretrial release.
Of importance, however, several statutes enacted in England, such as the Habeas Corpus
Act and the Bill of Rights, would later help form the U. S. Constitution and would have
signiticant intluence on the treatment of pretrial release all the way to the present day.
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Beginning in the 1920's books and articles began to appear in America focul\ing
attention on how financial bail and disparate judicial decisions were impacting unf&irly
on poor and minority people who had been accused of crimes. While reforms in the
administration of pretrial release led to greater use of nonfinancial methods of releilSe,
such as recognizance and conditional release, research in the 1970's through the e~ly
1980's centered on whether or not it was possible to predict which criminal defendilIlts
would be the best risks if they were released. The risk of releasing defendants was that
they might commit new crimes or fail to show up for trial. It is noteworthy to ohs~rve
in this portion of the literature review that some studies demonstrated succes~ in
predictions, while other studies showed the opposite.
One section in the literature review outlines the most recent developmellt in
pretrial release, which is the denial of release for some criminal defendants who pose a
danger to themselves or society. The concept of preventive detention, which implie~ the
ability to predict future criminal actions, is intere~1ing when compared to the mjxed
review emanating from earlier research on predicting pretrial crime and failure to appear.
The research, in fact, had shown no success in predicting future crimes.
Overall, the Iitemture review carries the historical features of pretrial release and
past studies directly into the current research setting in Oregon. It will be observed pow
Oregon law gives preference to recognizance over financial release, which is ~~ven
codified in the state's cO~1itution. Oregon court decisions, mindful of the fact that spme
states authorize preventive detention, prohibits such practices in Oregon. Other historical
developments reviewed in the litemture, such a\i ~1ahlishment of release officers to a~sist
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the courts, are part of Oregon's pretrial release environment. Differences in release
pra<:tices within the three counties studied will also reflect how the literature describes
pretrial release as being county-based to meet local needs.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
It is generally agreed that the Anglo-Saxons invented the bail system as a pretrial
complement to a ~)'stem of money fines designed to compensate private grievances
(Carbone, 1983). The root idea of the practice of bail, however, can be traced to tribal
cU~1toms on the continent of Europe, Carbone says.
In early Scandinavia and Germany, surety was originally a hostage, either
physically or symbolically held in custody by the creditor. The surety would insist that
the accused surrender himself into the surety's hands until he could restore to the
aggrieved person the goods he had pledged (DeHaa'i, 1966).
Other researchers, notes DeHaas, who are concerned more generally with the
periiod of folk law and the Anglos and Saxons in Britain, subscribe to the theory that the
release through bail represents essentially a contract situation, that the origin of bail is
found in the law governing debt and that the surety arlcll1gement, guardnteeing the
payment of a "wergeld," approximates most nearly the modem bail system. The accused
was called upon to. make wergeld payments and to enter into a contract for such
payments; the surety was to guarantee these payments. The accused in modern law may
be Iproduced to go to trial, whereas in the Anglo-Saxon period he was produced to make
wergeld payments. Both procedures rest on a contract basis, DeHaas believes.
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Extant records from early British courts reveal practices of the early bail system,
as noted in the following excerp~ (DeHaas, '1966, p. 8):
If the relatives will neither redeem him, nor stand surety for him, he shall
swear, as the bishop directs him, that he will desist from every form of
crime, and he shall remain in bondage until his wergeld is paid.
The first mention of the practice of wergeld payment in the Anglo-Saxon laws is
found in royal records of Aethelberht of Kenlt in 604, reported by DeHaas (1966, p. 10):
"If he slays a smith in the King's service, ora messenger belonging to the King, he shall
pay an ordinary wergeld." In medieval England, disease-ridden jails and delayed trials
by traveling justices necessitated the creation of a system to free untried prisoners. At
first, sheriffs exercised their discretion to release a prisoner on his own promise, or that
of an acceptable third party, that he would appear for trial. If the defendant escaped, the
third party surety was required to surrender himself; hence he was given custodial
powers over the accused. Bail literdJly meant the bailment or delivery of an accused to
jailers of his own choosing. In ti~ne, sureties l -- who were usually required to be property
owners -- were permitted to forf~it promised' sums of money instead of themselves in the
event the accused failed to app~r, according to DeHaas.
Carbone (~983) states tha,t in the course of the development of the Anglo-Saxon
justice system, property was gmQually substituted for the body. There was also a need
to keep the debtor free to acquire the money which would be paid to the aggrieved party.
Although physical injury could be inflicted upon a surety who failed to produce the
principal, attachment of property was the primary consequence resulting from failure to
present the one who had been pl~ged.
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The purpose of the Anglo-Saxon bail system, notes Carbone (1983), was to ensure
that the debt owed the victim or victim's family was paid. Money fines, or "bots," were
usually the medium of payment, although in some instances the medium could be in land,
live~1ock, or other commodities. The bot can be traced back to at leac;t the seventh
century, according to Carbone. To initiate the Anglo-Saxon process, the aggrieved
"sued" the accused; the accused was then required to secure a surety, who would provide
the pledge, or "borh," and would guarantee both the appearance of the accused at trial
and payment of the bot upon conviction, notes Carbone.
If the accused fled, he was presumed guilty and the surety became responsible for
payment of the bot. Thus, the amount of the pledge, that is, the amount of bail, was
identical to the penalty upon conviction. Carbone (1983) observed that the Anglo-Saxon
bail system was perhaps the last entirely mtional application of bail. Since the amount
of the pledge and the possible penalty were identical, the effect of a successful escape
would have been a default judgment for the amount of the bot. To the extent the accused
left behind sufficient property to pay the bot, he would have had no incentive for flight.
In addition, the accused would be outlawed from the crmmunity and subject to ~'Ummary
execution upon capture.
Carbone (1983) observed that during the Anglo-Saxon period in England, few
defendants had the mobility to flee, and the consequences of flight were harsh enough to
make it an uncommon occurrence. Most defendants were known personally by the sheriff
or justice of the peace. Imprisonment was rare, and danger to the community was
seldom a concern. Summary execution, not detention, protected the community from
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those caught too often in the act of crime. Upon conviction, however, those too poor to
pay the bot were given over to the victim for execution or enslavement. Mutilation or
corporal punishment were also provided for false accusers, persons of evil repute, and
habitual criminals (Carbone, 1983).
Promoting the Anglo-Saxon bail system as an alternative to blood feuds had
important ramifications during this period. Brown and Esbensen (1990) write that blood
feuds became so disruptive in European society that they posed a threat to the stability
of an emerging feudal system in the Middle Ages. Without strong public authority to
punish acts of violence, aggrieved persons had a duty to seek vengeance not only against
the offender, but the offender's family. These private wars often led to a series of
killings. The Anglo-Saxon bail system allowed the aggrieved party to sue the offender
rather than pursue vengeance leading to further violence, according to Brown and
Esbensen. Feudal lords capitalized 00 religiously based opinions regarding the causes of
crime, with the Holy Inquisition and the practice of "witch hunting" emerging in this
context.
In Anglo-Saxon times the amount of the fine or bot was set by statute in
accordance with the value of the lives of different classes in the community and the value
of the different limbs and bodily functions (Carbone, 1983). The Anglo-Saxon bail laws,
however, began to disappear as reliance on corporal punishment grew following the
Norman Conquest of 1066. The bot had depended on the ability of defendant'i to pay the
tine. Another reason for the demise of the Anglo-Saxon bail system was a period of
economic difficulty that made bot payments more onerous, according to Carbone.
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Where the bot previously was to resolve private disputes, in the period following
the Norman invasion criminal justice gradually became an affair of the state. Criminal
processes could now be initiated by the suspicions of a presentment juryl as well as the
sworn statemenlo; of the aggrieved (Carbone, 1983). Capital and other forms of corporal
punishment replaced money fines for all but the least serious offense and the delays
between accusation and trial lengthened as itinerant royal justices traveled through the
communities to hold court.
Changes in the criminal law brought new problems for both the accused and the
judicial administrators. Under the revised criminal sanctions, an accused threatened with
loss of life or limb had a greater incentive to flee than the prisoner facing a money fine.
Judicial officers possessed no sure formulae for equating the amount of the pledge or the
number of sureties with the deterrence of tlight (Freed & Wald, 1964).
Growing delays between accusation and trial increased the importance of pretrial
release. The determination of whom to release became a far more complicated issue than
calculating the amount of the bot.
Under Anglo-Saxon law, as long as all offenses were punished by payment of the
bot, all prisoners were bailable. The first prisoners to lose the right to bail were those
accused of homicide, the first crime subject to capital punishment (Carbone, 1983).
The second set of restrictions, set forth during the twelfth century in the Writ de
homine replegiando, removed from the sheriffs authority to bail those atTested by order
of the King or his justices or those accused of forest offenses (poaching in the royal
'The presentment jury, a predecessor of the grand jury, was
established by the Assize of Clarendon in 1166. (Carbone, 1983, p. 522).
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forests), according to Carbone (1983, p. 527).
The third category of prisoners unbailable by order of the sheriffs developed as
a matter of local practice. English custom varied from community to community and the
local sheriff, both at common law and under chancery writs such as the Writ de homine
replegiando, enjoyed enormous discretion in setting bail. The only crimes bailable at
common law were minor offenses considered violations of the "sheriffs peace." The
sheriff had complete jurisdiction over these offenses, and the penalties were limited to
pecuniary ones, according to Carbone (1983, p. 522).
Carbone (1983) said that in 1275, following the exposure of widespread corruption
in the administration of hail, Parliament sought to circumscribe the discretion of the
sheriffs. The Statute of Westminster therefore codified the common law rules governing
the English bail system, which would remain in place for the next five centuries.
Although the Statute of Westminster sought to define bailable and unhailable
offenses, the phrase "bailable and unbailable" is misleading, ohserves Carbone (1983).
Those bailable under the statute could be let to bail by the sheriffs; those unbailable
could he released only hy a higher court.
Modern analysis of the Statute of Westminster emphasizes the right to hail,
ohserved Carbone (1983). In enacting the law, however, Parliament sought not to
Jibemlize bail pmctice but to codify existing law in order to protect hailahle prisoners
from the abuses of the sheriffs. The statute also sought to protect the community from
the illegal release of the unbailable.
The ~1atute's categories ofhailahle and unhailahle offenses did not truly decide the
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issue of bailability, Carbone (1983) observed; rather, the statute defined bailable and
unbailable prisoners by an inconsistent set of criteria of offenses with which they were
charged. The statute further divided prisoners by the probability of conviction.
Unbailable prisoners were:
Provers (those who confess); such as be taken with the manour, although
manour is a stolen article, the category includes anyone caught in the act;
such as be accused by provers, so long as the provers be living; if the
prisoners be not of good fame; and persons excommunicated and taken
at the reque~1 of the Bishop (Carbone, 1983, p. 528).
The most far-reaching change from Anglo-Saxon custom came with the end of
indiscriminatory reliance on the initial charge. Under the Statute of Westmin~1er, the
sheriff had to consider not only the seriousness of the charge but the likelihood of
conviction. As interpreted by Carbone (1983), consideidtion of evidence wao; central to
the statute.
The bail process codified by the Statute of Westminster used the severity of the
penalty and the likelihood of conviction, the same issues decided at trial and sentence.
The statute continued to define which prisoners were bailable until 1826, notes DeHaas
(1966). Parliament did occasionally pass new legislation defining bailability of crimes
not mentioned in the Statute of Westminster. During the fourteenth century, bail
authority was transferred from sheriffs to jU~1ices of the peace. Justices of the peace were
court officers of townships who were authorized by the royal justices to settle civil
disputes and hold hearings to determine if sufficient evidence existed to charge a person
with a crime (DeHaas, 1966).
Of most concern was the determination of "light suspicion" and "ill fame" by the
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justice of the peace. In 1486, P;ulia:ment required approval of two justices of the peace,
rather tham one, to release a pri~oner (DeHaas, 1966). A halficenturylater ~ still trying i
to contend with corrupt practic~s, parliament re-enacted the 11486 s~tute, I adding the I
requirem(~nt that bailment be mllde lin open sessions, that both justices of the peace be I
present, ~md that the examination o~' the prisonersy testimony of witnesses and evid~nce
presented be recorded in writing before bailment (Carbone, 1983). This new proc~ure
marked the introduction of the preliminary hearing into Englishi law. It 1S alsp noted that
during the 12th and 13th centuries,: the Writ de ~Jtio et aria served a similar funqtion
(Carbone, 1983, p. 532). In cases illitiated by the accusation 01f the aggrieved party/ the
accused could challenge the charge as motivated by "hate and ~1>ite" (o~io eti atia). The
concept is similar to the moderrl notion of Malicipus Prosecution, and the focus of the
writ gradually shifted from a ~est of the accuser's motives Ito a pr~trial Itest of the I
sufticiency of evidence (Carbon~, 1983).
In another gesture of reform, Parliament enacted the Petition of Right w~ich
prohibited a prisoner's detentioQ without formal c~arges.
The Haheas Corpus Act of X679 establish~d procedures to preyent long d~Jays I
before a bail hearing was held. Ten years later, Parliament added the .BiIJ of Righ~ to
prohibit e:xcessive bail (DeHaas1 1966).
These act'\ were aimed sf,lecifically at abus~s of baiJ. In the Habeas aorpus Act, I
a prisonelf, Jenkes, had been arrestetl for a bailable offense but was held wilthout a bail I
hearing. The Act explained, in part, "Whereby rnany of the ICing's Svbjecils had been
long deta:ined in Prison, in sucq cases where by l--aw they were bailable." (Carbpne,
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1983, p. 529).
Of particular historical interest, the Bill of Rights marked the first expression of
concern with detention because of high bail rather than the denial of bail. Carbone
(1983) observed that whether in earlier centuries such detention was rare, or merely not
viewed as unjust, is not clear.
English criminal law had changed considerably from the Anglo-Saxon's use of the
bot. With increasingly severe penalties, pretrial detention was becoming more frequent
and Parliament and the courts were paying closer attention to bail practices. This
attention was moving in several directions at once: defining who should be let to bail and
who should be detained, protecting the community as well as the defendant, and ensuring
that the system was not abused (DeHaas, 1966).
English bail law, however, still provided the judiciary with a wide range of
discretionary powers and the ability to create exceptions to practically any rule or law.
One historian described the system as a "tangled morass and a confusing legislative
patchwork guilt" (sic) (Carbone, 1983, p. 531).
Discretion in applying bail also served royal interests in other ways. Samaha
(1981) observed that the use of recognizance in 16th century England gave legal officials
a means to prevent threats to public order. Capitalizing on the concepts of "light
suspicion" and "ill fame," justices could supervise and regulate the lives of persons
considered undesimble or dangerous to the community. Character and habits of suspected
offenders could be incorporated into the bailability equation. As observed by Samaha
(1981, p. 204): "the recognizance was a general, all-pervasive instrument that could be
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used to solve every sort of social evil from violence to poor demeanor, from immorality
to drunkenness and even poverty and bad reputation. "
Tracing England's bail system to America, Carbone (1983) Qotes that the: English
colonists carried with them across the Atlantic the Statute ofWestmiQSter and at f,ir!l1 trie~
to apply it verbatim. Crime among the colonists was not as seri~)Us a problc.em as ip
England. The colonies began to liberalize criminal penalties and us.ed pretrial detention
less frequently. The colonies also soon shared England's disen.chantment with th.e
confusing and conflicting categories of the Statute of Westmin!l1er.
The Massachusetts Colony was the first to replace the statute in legislation aime~
at reforming bail practices. In 1641 the Body of Liberties came closer to what PaTliameqt
had never actually accomplished by creating a "right" to bail for rlon-capital offense!;,
observed Carbone (1983). In the Charter of Liberties and Privil~ges, the legislature
rewrote the list of capital crimes, removing burglary, robbery and l~ceny offenses (th&t
often led to the gallows in England) but adding moral offenses. Tqe new li!l1 df capitql
offenses, from Colonial documents, included:
Idolatrie, withGf'<lft, blasphemie, be!l1ialitie, slaying in Anger pr Cruelty of
passion, poysoning, wilful murther, sodomie, adulterie, manstealing,
falsewitness, insurrection, child over 16 cursing or smiting hi~ parents, son
over 16 rebelling against his parents, and rape (Carbone, 1983, p. 532)1.
Invocation of the death penalty was infrequent and reserved for the mO!li seriou~
crimes. The right to bail in non-capital offenses could be overridd~n by the legislatur~
(DeHaas, 1966).
The Massachusett'i charter did not become a model for otller states (G:arbone,
1983) and even in Massachusetts the bail provisions never becaQle part of the stat~
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constitution. In 1682, however, Pennsylvania adopted an even more liberal provision in
its new constitution, providing that, "all Prisoners shall be Bailable by sufficient sureties.
unless for capital offenses, where proof is evident or the presumption great." (Carbone,
1983, p. 536). Pennsylvania, under influence of the Quakers, was, like Massachusetts,
eager to depart from the Statute of Westminster, and the Quakers were among the first
to emphasize rehabilitation in administering criminal law, according to Carbone.
North Carolina adopted an identical provision in 1776 and Vermont followed in
1777. While most colonies adopted Pennsylvania's provision, Maryland and Georgia
incorporated provisions of the Statute of Westminster into colonial and early state law.
Maryland did not pass a statute extending the right to bail to all non-capital offenses until
the twentieth century. according to Carbone (1983). Many states retained a lengthy list
of capital crimes even as they liberalized bail. Some states, though, did the reverse and
retained strict bail provisions even while liberalizing penalties. The different philosophies
among the colonies in the application of bail would have some impact on the creation of
America's most historical document.
For pretrial release, the American Constitution took a curious turn. according to
Carbone (1983). The Bill of Rights, ratified in 1791 (Constitution of the United States),
comprises the fir~1 ten amendments, one of which, the Eighth Amendment, addresses the
issue of bail: "Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor
cruel and unusual punishment inflicted." (Constitution of the United States, Eighth
Amendment) .
As summarized by Carbone (1983), the Constitution of the United States
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guarantees Utat every person subject to arrest enjoys the right to a statement of charges,
a prompt he~lring, land a guarantee that the bail ~et not be eXcessive. But the Constitution
does not d~fine which crimes are bailable, nor which Idefendants can be detained.
Carbone (1983) sUlmmarized the writings of historian Cale~b Foote who traced the roles
of the English provisions of The Petition of Rig;ht of 1628,: Habeas Corpus Act of 1679,
Bill of RighlS of 11689, and the Statute of Westminster in the development of American
constitution'll guaItantees, and Foote argued th'lt the American Constitution inexplicably
fails to inclllde an underlying right to bail. 'The framers of the Constitution, argues
Carbone (I983), were aware that colonial bail l'lrovisions varied and even those colonies
that extendep a right to bail to all accused of n,on-capital dffenses did not agree in their
definition of capital offenses. While the framers found fundamental the right to have
bail determined illl accordance with law, they did not recognize a right to bail for,
particular offenses, Carbone says. Legal sQholar John Cooke concluded that, "no
constitutiona,l right of the accused has received less judicia:l clarification than the Eighth
Amendment prohibition against excessive bail." (Carbone~ 1983, p. 533).
The courts, however, became fairly explicit I in interpreting the Eighth,
Amendment.. A lleading U.S. Supreme COllrt case (Carlson v. Landon, 1952), in
upholding Ute denial of bail pending deportation proceedings against a defendant,
commented that the Eighth Amendment has 09t prevented Congress from defining the
classes of qlses in which bail should not be ~llowed in this country. More recently
(Systrunk v, Lyons, in Carbone, 1983, p. 5:~4), the federal Third Circuit Court of
Appeals wrqte,
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Unlike most guarantees in the Bill of Rights, it is not the naked right to
bail with which we deal, rather it is the right to be free from excessive
bail . . . States remain free within constitutional bounds to define the
range of offenses for which bail is discretionary.
Similarly, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia (United States v.
Edwards, 1981, p. 16) stated that:
While the history of the development of bail reveals that it is an important
right, and bail in non-capital cases has traditionally been a federal statutory
right, neither the historical evidence nor contemporary fundamental values
implicit in the criminal justice system requires recognition of the right to
bail as a "basic human right," ... which must then be construed to be of
constitutional dimensions.
The greatest test for the courts would begin in the mid 1980's when governments
sought detention without bail for defendants in non-capital cases.
The English system under the Statute of Westminster used as criteria for bailability
several components (Carbone, 1983, p. 536):
The offense - some minor offenses were bailable, but most were considered
serious enough to be in categories of "unbailable. "
The offender - those of "good fame," proper status, and reputations had better
chances of bailment than those of "ill fame," or being a threat to social order. The
statute explicitly included reference to the defendant's hi~10ry as an indication of guilt.
Evidence - mainly to reduce corruption by the sheriffs.
Probability of conviction - relied on "provers," witnesses, and closely tied to the
nature of the offense, the defendant, and the evidence.
In the development of American hail practices after the drafting of the
Constitution, judges detennined first whether bail was to be set or denied, and if it was
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to be set, in what amount (Carbone, 1983). Since bail was to be considered for all
except those clCCU~ed of capital offenses, the decision to deny bail was ba<;ed on two
detennination~: first, on the detennination that the offense was "capital," and second,
on a finding t,bat the, "proof was evident and the presumption great." (Carbone, 1983,
p. 536). Capital punishment was gradually reserved for murder alone, or murder and
rape in some ~tates. Except for the few charged with capital offenses, most defendant,;
were therefor~~ baillable.
In capital offenses, a centred focus on bailability has been the evidence against the
defendant. Irl England, the law provided that, where the evidence was available, the
judge must ru~e on its sufficiency to hold the prisoner, but that once a grand jury issued
an indictment1 the defendant was to be presumed guilty for all purposes before trial.
Carbone (1983) observed that American courts, whether following the Statute of
Westminster Qf administering a right to bail guaranteed by a state constitution, observed
the English Jl.lle !so long as grand jury minutes remained unavailable. As the rule
governing grClfld jury secrecy began to change in the middle of the nineteenth century,
each ~1ate adjllstedl on its own.
The qmtral dilemma, according to Carbone (1983), was how to make a
determination of, "proof evident, presumption great, " without duplicating or prejudging
the trial. In t.he treason trial of Aaron Burr (U.S. v. Burr, 1807, p. 2), Chief Justice
Marshall, in r~viewing a bail application before indictment, commented that normally a
probable caus~~ detennination should occur before loss of liberty, but that the court was
nembarrassed~ by having to give an opinion as to the strength of the evidence prior to the
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grand jury determination.
Over the course of the years, courts began relying on a bail hearing for the
purpose of determining bailability (Carbone, 1983). More recently, the court<; have
begun to permit examination of the evidence and placing the burden of proof on the
prosecution to come forward with more evidence than the mere fact of indictment.
Evidence that could be considered in the bail hearing might include the nature of the
crime, the relationship of the victim and the accused, the past criminal history of the
accused, and other factors which the judge could assess in making a decision in the hail
hearing (Bearden, 1994).
Twenty-two years after ratification of the Bill of Rights, the Supreme Court made
its first reference to bail. Chief Justice John Marshall wrote, "The object of bail is not
to enrich the treasury, hut to comhine the administration of criminal justice with the
convenience of a person accused, but not proved to be guilty." (U.S. v. Feely, 1813,
p.3).
Historically in American jurisprudence, the following factors have been
considered in determining the conditions of release:
I. The seriousness of the offense. Several studies (Ares et aI., 1963;
Flemming, 1982; Duker, 1977) observe that the offense is often the mo~t important
determinant of the bail amount. Carhone (1983) notes that in spite of the central role of
the criminal charge, the theory behind il<; inclusion in the bail decision has not been
carefully examined. The courts have often repeated the conclusion that the more serious
the crime, the more severe the penalty, and therefore the greater the incentive for flight.
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2. The weight of the evidence. Carbone (1983), in evaluating this component
of the bail decision, wrote that some measure of the evidence has almost always been
r~uired before bail could be denied. Yet, once the decision is made to grant bail, no
un_form rule requires that the evidence be considered at all in determining the amount.
No agJreement exists on a standard of review. Some states even prohibit any
consideration of the evidence in the determination of the amount of bail (Carbone, 1983).
Other states permit consideration of the evidence at the judge's discretion without
re~uiring an evidentiary review.
3. The character and criminal record of the accused. In English bail law, the
ill fame of the defendant could render him unbailable. That emphasis continued
sornew)~at in colonial bail decisions, but otherwise remained rare in American bail law
before the twentieth century (Carbone, 1983).
Early bail decisions in America seldom mentioned the defendant's record. In
19~~9, California added the previous criminal record of the defendant to the factors
gu_ding; determination of the amount of bail, and in 1946 the Federal Rules of Criminal
ProcedlUre adopted a similar provision, notes Carbone (1983). Virtually every state's bail
sta~ute now has such a provision. A summary of the defendant's record is presented at
the arraignment and is a part of modem bail decisions (VanArsdel, 1993).
4. The financial ability of the accused. The financial resources of the accused
were not a concern in England or the colonies, nor through the early nineteenth century
(D~Haas, 1966). In an 1820 U.S. Supreme Court decision, the Chief Justice said that
wQile the result of imposing bail on the poor and friendless was often incarceration, the
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court found the practice no more anomalous or unjust than imprisonment for debt -- a
practice widespread in the colonies even after independence. The court further remarked,
Such (incarceration) may be the consequence, but it by no means proves
the impropriety of the procedure. The rule is adapted to all who can
comply with its terms; and it is the misfortune of those who cannot give
the necessary security (Carbone, 1983, p. 549).
Fifteen years later, however, in a case that involved an attempt on the life of
Andrew Jackson, the trial court judge denied the government's request for high bail,
because the judge thought it was excessive (Carbone, 1983).
The state of Texas, in 1833, was among the first to require consideration of the
financial circumstances of the accused in setting bail (Carbone, 1983). By the tum of the
century, Indiana, Louisiana, and Nebra'ika did likewise. Virtually all the other states
followed their lead, according to Carbone.
An important distinction in court decisions of the early twentieth century is that
the courto; did not go so far as to say that inability to post bond made the bond excessive
per se (Carbone, 1983). By the mid-twentieth century, the criteria governing bail
decisions were being codified. Defendants accused of minor crimes and incarcerated
because of inability to meet even small amounts of bonu led io reforms.
BAIL REFORM MOVEMENTS
Throughout the nineteenth century, financial conditions of release, primarily based
on the nature and seriousness of the charged offense, continued to be viewed ali the
optimal means to obtain a defendant's appearance (Goldfarb, 1965). Gmdually, however,
it became increasingly difficult for defendants to secure a personal surety who would
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pledge money to the court as a guaranty that the defendant would appear. The failure of
the personal surety system according to Goldfarb (1965, p. 26) came apout for several
reasons: 1) the significant expansion of the right to bail in non-capital <;<lses ,after 1789
increased the demand for (but not the supply of) personal sureties; 2) Americans' pursuit
of the rapidly expanding frontier as well as the growth of imperso~lal urban areas
weakened the small community ties and personal relationships support~ng the personal
surety system; and 3) the unsettled frontier increased the risks of a defe,ndanfs flight.
Emerging to replace the personal surety system was the commercial bondsman,
who posted a monetary bond with the court to obtain a defendant's rel~e, in exchange
for a generally non-refundable fee from the defendant. Bondsmen guaranteed to the court
that if the defendant failed to appear, the bondsmen would forfeit the aml)unt <l>f the bond
to the court (Tobolowsky & Quinn, 1993).
Although the courts initially welcomed the development of the aommercial
bondsman to fill the void left by the demise of the personal surety syst~m, by the tum
of the century gen-::ral dissatisfaction began to appear. IndependeQt in\-1estigations
revealed widespread abuses and corruption in the commercial bondc;man system. including
the infiltration of criminals and organized crime into the bonding business. I bondsman
payoffs to police and court officials, and failure to payoff forfeited bpnds '(Goldfarb,
1965 and Thomas, 1976).
In the 1920's the University of Chicago began studying the use lof bail in
Chicago's criminal courts. Beeley (1966) concluded that approximately 48 pe~cent of the
defendant group studied could have been safely released on other than financial
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conditions. He suggested a general reduction in bail amounts, acceptance of cash or
collateral of real property as security, and a greater use of unsecured recognizance. He
noted in particular that many defendants charged with only minor offenses of thievery
were held on financial bail. Many of those who were held had no histories of violence
or other backgrounds that would indicate they could not be trusted with early release.
Taking note of the inequities in the American bail system, in 1946 the government
revised the bail provisions in the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure which 1) identified
assurclDce of the defendant's presence as the guiding factor in determining the amount of
bail; 2) required greater individualization in the determination of the amount of bail by
prescribing consideration of specific circumstances in addition to the charged offense; and
3) authorized a range of altemative release conditions, including an unsecured appearance
bond (Thomas, 1976, pp. 16-28).
In 1954 Caleb Foote published "Administration of Bail in Philadelphia"
(Tobolowsky & Quinn, 1993). Foote's findings paralleled those of Beeley's, including
the discovery that pretrial detention due to inability to post bond had a negative impact
on the likelihood of a defendant's conviction and the severity of sentence.
The 1960's was the decade of bail reform, starting in 1961 with the Vera
Foundation's "Manhattan Bail Project" (Ares et aI., 1963; Tobolowsky & Quinn, 1993;
Goldkamp, 1979). The Vera Foundation (later called the Vera Institute) was established
with a grant from industrialist Louis Schweitzer after he observed conditions in one of
New York's jails. The Foundation initiated the Manhattan Bail Project in cooperation
with the New York University School of Law and the Institute of judicial Administration.
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Law students staffed the project. Initial analysis of New York bail practices in 1960
showed little change in bail administration since Foote's research. Financial bail was still
being used in many cases where another form of release, such as recognizance, would be
applicable. At first the Foundation's staff considered creating a revolving bail fund
available to indigent defendants to help them obtain their release, but determined that this
approach would only perpetuate the reliance on financial conditions of release, according
to Ares et al. (1963). To foster a fundamental change in pretrial release practices, the
project decided to promote greater use of New York's authorization of recognizance
release without financial conditions.
Working with pretrial defendants, the project's staff made release
recommendations to the courts, notified released defendant,; of their court dates and
assisted in locating any released defendants who failed to appear for their court dates.
In its first eleven months of operation, of the 250 defendant'i released on recognizance
on the project's recommendations, only three failed to appear and only two were
rearrested on new charges (Ares et aI., 1963). Pretrial release also had a favorable effect
on disposition; a significantly higher percentage of the released experimental group than
the detained control group were acquitted or had their charges dismissed and a
significantly lower percentage of the convicted releasees than the detained control group
were sentenced to prison. The implication of this tlnding was that those defendants who
were detained had fewer opportunities to organize a defense strategy, to assist in the
location of witnesses who could testify on the defendant's behalf, and other possible
activities that were available to released defendants ?nd not available to those lodged in
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jail.
Owing directly to the Manhattan Bail Project's success, other jurisdictions began
experimenting with different forms of expanded pretrial release (Tobolowsky & Quinn,
1993). In 1964 the Vera Institute of Justice and the New York City Police Department
initiated the Manhattan Summons Project, wherein the police expanded the use of
citation, which is a summons for court appearance issued by the police officer in the field
in lieu of arrest (Tobolowsky & Quinn, 1993).
Court decisions in the 1960's sought to reaffirm that the function of bail was
limited, echoing the earlier U.S. Supreme Court ruling (Stack v. Boyle, 1952, p. 20)
that, "the fixing of bail for any individual defendant must be bac;ed upon standards
relevant to the purpose of assuring the presence of that defendant." Cautioning the
courts, Justice Frankfurter went on to say,
Admission to bail always involves a risk that the accused will take night.
That is a calculated risk which the law takes as the price of our system of
justice. . .. In allowances of bail, the duty of the judge is to reduce the
risk by fixing an amount reasonably calculated to hold the accused
available for trial (Stack v. Boyle, 1952, p. 26).
Also interested in bail reform was the U.S. Congress, culminating in the Bail
Reform Act of 1966 (Bail Reform Act of 1966). The act specified release,
... on (the defendant's) personal recognizance or upon the execution of
an unsecured appearance bond in an amount determined by the judicial
officer, unless the officer determines, in the exercise of his discretion, that
such a release will not reasonably assure the appearance of the person as
required (Bail Reform Act of 1966, p. 2).
In the act, Congress made changes in the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure
requiring the judicial officer to include in making determinations of pretrial relea<;e a
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defendant's stability and community ties.
Through the 1970's and 1980's, states expanded the use of nonfinancial or limited
financial pretrial release conditions. This era also witnessed four national stueJies of
pretrial release programs: a 1972 study of 88 programs conducted by researchers for the
federal Office of Economic Opportunity; a 1975 survey of 110 programs conducted by
researchers for the National Center for State Courts; a 1979 survey conducted by the
Pretrial Services Resource Center; and a 1989 survey by the National Association of
Pretrial Services Agencies (Tobolowsky & Quinn, 1993).
Pretrial programs developed in the early 1960's, notes Eskridge (1983), ~ended
to be privately funded, with a simple organizational structure consisting of two or three
paid staff members and a group of volunteers. From the mid 1960's, however, milny of
the pretrial release programs became incorporated into various state and local agf;.ncies.
The availability of federal funds through the Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis~ation
also served to encourage state and local agencies to undertake the development of such
programs, observed Eskridge (1983).
In 1974, Congress authorized the establishment of demonstration pretrial se;rvices
agencies in ten federal judicial districts. These agencies had the responsibility to \=ollect
and report on information regarding the pretrial release of each person charged with an
offense (Eskridge, 1983). In evaluating the demonstration project and deeming the
project a success, Congress authorized the establishment of pretrial services in all federal
judicial districts in the Pretrial Services Act of 1982, Eskridge said. Durif/g the
demonstration projects, of 38,000 defendants, 63 percent were released pretrial, with 46
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percent rel~.lsed on nonfinancial conditions. Less thlill four percent of rek;.ased defendanl~
failed to appear and less than three percent were charged with a new crime: while on
release (Tobolowsky & Quinn, 1993). Similar findings were recorded in other
assessments in states using nonfinancial conditions of release (Toborg, 1981).
The most frequently authorized nonfinanciq:1 release conditions 1neludJed release
to the cust~KJy of a third party or organization; restrictions OIn traveJ, resiidence, or
movement; and restrictions on contact with specific persons. Deposit bail (~equiring a
percentage pf the bail,: usually ten percent, to be deposited with the court) began to
replace cash and surety: bail (Toborg, 1981). Tile reason fori these c:hanges was the
increa~ing :lwareness by Congress, brought to Ught by studJies sucfI as Ithose just
mentioned, that nonfinancial pretrial release was a viable option for CO\lrts to consider.
The PretriaJ Services Act of 1982 was primarily aimed at collecting information on
criminal defendants, thriough an interviewing proce;.ss hy the pre,trial services personnel,
that could ~ used by the judge in making release de:cisions (Eskridge, 1983). ':With more
information on the defendant, such as previous criminal history, c;.ommlllnity ties,
employmen~ stability and other information, the jqdge would be in a better JPOsition to
assess the d~fendant's lilkelihood of appearing later for trial. Accurate information on the
defendant's backgroun(j, verified by the pretria~ services personnel afterl they had
interviewed a defendant, would give the judge more contidence in the releasl~ decision.
Maqy slates adopted the federal model cOQcerning pretIiial rele~e. By the late
1970's, wi\l1 input and guidelines suggested by such agencies as th~~ American Bar
Association, the National District Attorneys A~sociation and the Pretrial Services
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Resource Center, national standards governing pretrial release were adopted by the states
(Eskridge, 1983). Most of these standards included a presumption favoring nonfinancial
release under the least restrictive conditions, abolition of surety bonds, and establishment
of pretrial agencies or offices to provide information to the court relevant to pretrial
release decisions and to monitor defendant<;' compliance with release conditions
(Standards Relating to Pre-Trial Release, 1971).
PREDICTING FAILURE TO APPEAR AND PRETRIAL CRIME
As reforms in the American bail system moved steadily through the decades of the
1960's and 1970's, research began to focus on the problem of defendant<; failing to
appear for court and pretrial crimes committed by those relea<;ed. While several national
surveys (Toborg, 1981; Flemming, 1982; Tobolowsky & Quinn, 1993) revealed that
failure to appear (FTA) rates remained relatively low, averaging about ten percent of
released defendants in studies through the late 1970's, public concern about crime was
increasing. Growing numbers of legislatures in the 1970's and 1980's codified assurance
of community safety as an additional and equal criterion for determining pretrial release
conditions (Tobolowsky & Quinn, 1993). Public apprehension and legislative activity
threatened to offset the progress made in bail reforms. Except for the anomaly of an
1889 California Supreme Court ruling authorizing "community interest" as a gauge for
bail release, the courts remained fairly consistent in their belief that the sole purpose of
bail, or other forms of release, was to deter flight.
As in the initial movement toward bail reform, the first predictive models applied
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to FTA and pretrial crime wer~ patterned after the Vera Foundation's Manhattan Bail
Project. The Manhattan Bail Project's staff had at first attempted subjective release
recommendations to the courts. This practice was soon replaced by a quantitative scale
which assigned different point yaluesl to aspects of the defendant's prior record, family
ties, employment or school statl\S, residential stability, and a limited misceJlaneous factor
category. To qualify for a rele;lSe recommendation, a defendant had to be a New York
area resident and achieve a minimum of five out of eleven possible points on the scale
(Ares et aI., 1963).
Although prediction devices illl criminal justice have been recognized for many
years, Eskridge (1983) observe~ thatlthe devices seem to be seldom used. Reasons for
the reluctance to use predictive ipstruments, according to Eskridge, include: 1) prediction
models present a hazard of lo~ing sight of the individual as a living personality; 2)
predictions apply to groups and not to individuals, and they cannot teJl what will happen
to specific persons; 3) heredity and .environmental processes always result in a unique
outcome in the development of jndividual human conduct; 4) statistical prediction tends
to deal with the external rather 'Ulan the subjective aspects of behavior; and 5) the legal,
social, and political enviroDlnents lof the community limit the use of prediction
instruments. On this latter isslle, Eskridge (1983) noted that an individual accused of
rape may be found to be a good pretrial release risk, but such a finding would not be
readily accepted by most comml\nities, especiaJly if a number of highly-publicized violent
nlpes had recently occurred. Qne statement was made that David Berkowitz, the "Son
of Sam" murderer in New York City,! would have been eligible for pretrial release based
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on residence stability and community ties. When prediction devices are used, ~gency
administrators mu~1 not only consider the objective prediction scale score, but they mu~t,
also carefully weigh their subjective assessment of the current community f~:elings
relevant to the decision under consideration.
A common problem with the development of predictive scales in pretrial ~'elease
has been generalizability, which suggests the need for uniform data collection and
common operational definitions of the variables involved across jurisdictions. WQat, for
example, is meant by a failure-to-appear rate? Should every missed court appearance be
counted, or only willful non-appearance? The lack of agreement on these questjons is
reflected in the resultli of the 1973 Office of Economic Opportunity survey which found
that 51 pretrial release projects used 37 different methods of calculating FTA. rates
(Eskridge, 1983). Collecting data, in some areas, such as community ties, employment,
financial resources and criminal history is often difficult due to confidentiality pqlicies,
leaving weaknesses in creating meaningful prediction scales (Eskridge, 1983). In an
Oregon study leading toward creating a pretrial release point scale (Toborg Associates,
Inc., 1989), only a portion of the data originally sought was collectable.
The Vera Point Scale was not without critics. Eskridge (1983), citing r~search
conducted following the point scale's appearance, said que~tions developed over the
internal and external validity of the scale. Few attempts have been made to vefify the
Vera scale's generalizability, Eskridge said. Nevertheless, beginning in the 197Q's and
continuing into the 1980's, local pretrial release programs across the country impler/lented
the Vera scale, according to Eskridge. Some progrdms adopted the scale in its eqtirety,
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notes Eskridge (1983), while others modified the scale to meet local conditions and
needs. Commenting on the Vera scale's popularity, Eskridge (1983, p. 142) wrote,
When the program was initiated, it had the air of freshness and
innovativeness ... the (Vera) staff consi~1ed of bureaucratic zealots sold
on the recognizance philosophy and determined to show the world the
value of the program. Those days appear to be over; recognizance
release is now more or less accepted as a viable alternative to pretrial
detention or bail . .. .
Research into and development of prediction models in pretrial release tended to
focus on variables associated with successful/unsuccessful releases and pretrial crime.
The original Vera Point Scale concentrated on the defendant's prior record, family ties,
length of residence in the city, and employment or school status (Ares et a!., 1963).
Other research (Goldkamp & Gottfredson, 1985, pp. 72-73) would encompass a wider
variety of variables, including the following:
Current offense; Past appeanmce record; Having a telephone; Credit
rating; Self-esteem; Home ownership; Drug and alcohol use; Acceptance
of pretrial services in the community; Follow-up by pretrial relea'ie
officials to assure the accused individual's appearance in court; Sanctions
against failure to appear; Apathy on the part ofjudicial officers and relea'ie
personnel; Court operations and practices (including noise in the court
room or language barriers that cause confusion ali to future court action);
Clerical errors made by court clerks relative to the defendant's name,
address, and court appear.mce; Time-lag between release and future court
appearance; Intensity of pretrial supervision; Defendants with private
attorneys and those assigned public defenders; and Socioeconomic ~1atus.
Additional sub-variables often focused on formal and informal relationships
between the defendant and community ties and categories of criminal history divided into
property crimes and interpersonal offenses, according to Goldkamp and Gottfredson
(1985).
In follow-up ~ludies through the mid 1980's, there was a general consensus among
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researchers that no correlation could be found between community ties and socioeconomic
variables and an individual's FTA tendencies (Eskridge, 1983). With other variables,
some studies showed direct relationships with FTA tendencies while other studies
suggested an inverse link (Eskridge, 1983). Shaughnessy (1982), in a multi-variate
analysis of over 800 cases in New York, concluded that no consistent direct correlation
existed among any of the social factors, suggesting that predictions based on factors such
as community ties and self-esteem were not useful in determining whether or not a
defendant would appear in court if given pretrial release.
Taking into consideration a number of studies, Goldkamp and Gottfredson (1985)
felt there wao; a relatively close agreement that some type of notification and follow-up
procedure by release authorities can reduce FTA rates. Factors most closely related to
the likelihood of FTA were prior arre~1 record, history of behavior while on pretrial
release, and age (Goldkamp, Gottfredson & Jones, 1988).
While the ability to predict FTA had a mixed review through the 1980's, very
little success was achieved in predicting dangerousness and pretrial crime (Eskridge,
1983). Although legislators encounlged the use of factors indicating potential
dangerousness in formulating release decisions, the practical limitations in predicting such
an event were problematic. Goldkamp concluded that predicting a defendant's propensity
to commit crime while on pretrial release is at present nearly impossible (Goldkamp,
Gottfredson & Jones, 1988).
While research on predictive models was primarily aimed at improving FTA Idles
and lowering pretrial crime, the focus was centered on judicial discretion in the release
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decision. This focus was actually not new, as early bail critics from the 1920's through
the 1950's described judges as transacting bail in line with punitive, political, or
idiosyncldtic aims (Beeley, 1966; Goldkamp, Gottfredson & Jones, 1988). Studies in the
late 1970's found substantial variation in release decision-making that could not be
explained by the nature of the charge or the characteristics of the offender (Goldkamp,
Gottfredson & Jones, 1988). Flemming (1982) conjectured that the critical aspect of
judicial discretion was that the content of choices involving defendants accused of roughly
similar crimes differed from one court to another.
Analyzing the criminal court environment, Eisenstein and Jacob (1976)
hypothesized that the procedures used by courtroom workgroups in the disposition of
cases become more routinized with the specialization of the workload and conversely,
ca'ies are less routinely handled when they are diverse. The size of the court docket or
volume of cases handled during a single session of court or a given time period also
affect routinization (Mohr, 1976). As caseloads become heavier, the procedures used by
officials will be more streamlined in order to minimize inefficiency. Mohr also
concluded that the quantity and quality of information officials have about defendant'i
facilitates the pretrial release decision. Reliable information enables an expeditious
handling of cases and the release decision can be made quickly with a feeling of
confidence that there is less need to probe defendants with questions. When information
is sparse and not dependable, officials must fall back to their ability to decipher the
character of defendants from the way they behave before the bench.
Several studies on judicial discretion (Nagel & Neef, 1979; Nagel, 1983;
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Goldkamp, Gottfredson & Jones, 1988) called for a need to channel pretrial release
decisions that would result in more equitable outcomes for defendants. Much of the
research on developing judicial guidelines focused on selected cities, using control and
experimental groups to evaluate the viability of guideline implementation (Goldkamp,
Gottfredson & Jones, 1988). By the mid 1980's, most states had codified pretrial release
processes within the states' criminal procedure laws. The state of Oregon incorporates
pretrial release guidelines and criteria in a statutory format which the criminal courtll use
in formulating release decisions (see Appendix C).
The use of pretrial drug testing also emerged in the early 1980's. Pretrial drug
te~1ing is a form of conditional release imposed by the court and usually requires the
defendant to submit to random urine-testing pending trial outcome. The premise of
pretrial drug testing was vested in the hypothesis that because large proportions of
arrestees test positively for drugs of abuse as they enter the criminal process, evidence
of drug use should be considered a significant predictor of crime during the pretrial
release period (Goldkamp, Gottfredson & Weiland, 1988). As with earlier prediction
methodologies, the viability of pretrial drug testing as a correlate to FTA and pretrial
crime showed mixed results in follow-up studies (Toborg, Bellassai, Yezer & Trost,
1989; Goldkamp, 1989). In a critique of pretrial drug testing and other forms of
conditional release, Goldkamp and Gottfredson (1985) observed that judges may be
creating a new area of state supervision amounting to pretrial probation.
Minimizing the risk of FTA and pretrial crime continued as the focus of research
up to the mid 1980's. While FTA and pretrial crime mles varied from jurisdiction to
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jurisdiction (and methodologies used in their computation), pretrial release in non-capital
cases was fairly well established in America's criminal c6urts. Reaves (1992), in a
survey of the Nation's 75 most populous counti~s, estimated iliat 65 percent of defendant..
were released prior to the disposition of their Cilse. Among the 35 percent of defendants
who were not released, five out of six could O<)t post the required bail amount, and one
in six were held without bail.
While the bail reform movements contirlUed to move I forward, primarily aimed at
improving di~1Jarate judicial decisions in pretrial release settings, criminal activities in the
United States were capturing the mood of Conwess and the American public. Some of
these criminal activities included an assassination attempt am President Reagan, with the
person accused of the crime later determined by a jury to be :not responsible for the crime
because of insanity. "Serial ki11er" was becof11ing a frequently-mentioned term in the
news. John Wayne Gasey was convicted of mlJIdering overl' twenty-five youths. A "get
tough on crime" momentum was swinging toward a heavier use of incarceration and
harsher sanctions. Mandatory sentencing and s~ntencing guidelines were usurping judicial
discretion and career-criminal prosecution uqit<; became established in many cities.
Frequent polls revealed fear of crime hovered near the top lof American's concerns and
people seeking public office were learning that a tough stance on crime gave them better
assurJJlce of a political future (Gordon, 1991; Walker, 1994; Forer, 1994). Violent
crime rates, as reflected in the FBI's Uniform Crime Reports, increased throughout the
1970's but declined from about 1980 to 1985 (~k1and-Olso~l, Kelly & Eisenberg, 1992).
In the decade of the 1980's, the United State~~ incarceration rate increased 96 percent.
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By the end of the decade we were ~dding the equivalent of two 500-bed state facilities
every six days (Ekland-Olson et al., 1992). The impact of these events would lead to
stricter policies on pretrial release, ~xplained ito the next section. For better or worse,
things were changing.
PREVENTIVE DIETENTION
The movement toward preventive detention, which allows courts to withhold
pretrial release for defendants who pose a danger to themselves or to communities, or
who have been charged with certain crimes, such as drug offenses, began on the state
level. Texas, for example, notes Tclbolowsky'& Quinn (1993), enacted a constitutional
amendment providing that a defend\lnt chargecl with a non-capital felony who had two
prior felony convictions, may be denied bail pending trial. Arizona and Utah
constitutions authorized exceptions \0 the right to bail for those accused of new crimes
while already on pretrial release, aq;ording to Carbone (1983). Carbone also observed
that in the early 1970's, Vermont p~ssed a law allowing consideration of dangerousness
in denying hail, although Vermont's Supreme Court invalidated the statute in 1975.
Carbone said that Maine, New Hampshire, andl Virginia, from the mid 1970's, provided
for the denial of hail of defendants whose release would jeopardize the defendants' or the
public's safety.
On the national level, the Nixon Adrninistmtion in the late 1960's proposed a
revision of the criminal code that would modify federal law to require the courts to set
conditions of release to assure community safety as well as the defendant's appearclOce
for trial (Carbone, 1983). The U.S, Congress enacted the 1966 Bail Reform Act which
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set forth conditions that were available to a federal judicial pfficeY' in frormulating a
release decision, Carbone said. However, the conditions cO\lSisteQ of recognizance,
conditional release and security bail, and did not include a provjsion for theldetention of
defendants for community safety purposes.
The first federal legislation authorizing preventive detentjon wa,s the 1970 District
of Columbia Court Reform and Criminal Procedures Act, whicij actually applied only to
Washington, D.C., where all offenses are federal (Carbone, 1983). Scott ~[1989) noted
that even though the Act was restricted to Washington, D.C., it was s~gnifidant from the
perspective that for the first time Congress permitted judicial officers ~o cOl1!sider danger
to the community, as well as the risk of flight, in establishirjg conditions of pretrial
release in non-capital cases. Scott believed that the Act was a te,st ballc;){)fi in anticipation
of subsequent legislative reform. The constitutionality of the Act wa'i url)held by the
District of Columbia Court of Appeals in 1981. The court not only rejected CIOnstitutional
challenges, but provided guidelines for future enactments of a s~milar pature, Scott said.
In 1981, the Attorney General's Task Force on Violen~. Clime, relying heavily
u[X)n the wide support expressed by influential groups and leaders, rcc9mmelfided federal
legislation to permit courts to deny bail to persons who [X)sed ¢ulger to the: community
(Scott, 1989).
The genercll public, legislators, judicial officials, natio~al lea~lers and the news
media carried strong opinions that the community was at risk from cyiminal defendant'!
being released before trial, according to Scott (1989). Preside;.nt Ropald Reagan, in a
speech to the International Association of Chiefs of Police in Sep~embeY', 198 '11, advocated
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that dangerous offenders be held without bail, Scott said. In a speech to the American
Bar Association meeting in Houston, Texas in February, 1981, Chief Justice Warren
Burger said :
(ilt is clear that there is a startling amount of crime committed by persons
on release awaiting trial, on parole, and on probation release. It is not
uncommon for an accused finally to be brought to trial with two, three,
or more charges pending ... Bail release (should include] the crucial
element of future dangerousness based on a combination of the particular
crime and past record to deter crime while on bail. (Toborg, 1986, p. 13)
According to Toborg (1986) public opinion polls reflected the national sentiment
on the issue. A 1981 survey of California residents found that 84 percent of those polled
believed that too many crimes were being committed by defendants released on bail; 83
percent of the respondents were in favor of allowing danger-related criteria to affect
release standards. Similar findings w~re revealed in polls taken in the early 1980's in
Tennessee, Arizona, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, and Wisconsin (Toborg, 1986).
The impact of public opinion is illustrated in Wisconsin, where a young woman was
raped and murdered by a defendant released pending trial on two pending rape charges.
The murder victim's parents undertook a campaign to change the state's pretrial relea'le
laws, a campaign which evolved into a drive to amend the State Constitution. The
family's efforts received national media coverage and was widely credited as the
determining factor in putting pretrial detention on the ballot and securing its passage
(Toborg 1986). In Arizona and Indiana, danger legislation was drafted in direct response
to specific instances of pretrial crimes involving brutal murders committed as the
culmination of rape or robbery and all were widely publicized in the news media, leading
to an outpouring of public protest that impacted on the passage of danger legislation,
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Toborg said.
Increased attention was also being focused on the victims of crime. The Victims
of Crime Act of 1984 established a fund making grants available to states for victim
compensation, victim assistance programs, and child abuse prevention and treatment.
Funds for these grdIlts came from fmes in federal criminal cases, penalty assessments,
forfeitures of federd.1 bail bond'i, as well as a federal "Son of Sam" law, whereby funds
from literary or other exploitation of the criminal's activities must be escrowed for the
benefit of the victim (Carrington & Nicholson, 1989).
In 1984 the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of a New York
juvenile detention statute, offering another green light for future pretrial detention statutes
(Scott, 1989). Interestingly, in the New York juvenile case, then Associate Justice
Rehnquist, speaking for the majority and rejecting the contention that it was impossible
for a judge to make a prediction of future dangerousness, said, "IF]rom a legal point of
view there is nothing inherently unattainable about a prediction of future criminal
conduct." (Scott, 1989, p. 5).
Scott (1989) observed that pretrial detention was the congressional response to
public outcry over crimes committed by persons released pending criminal trial. As the
Senate Report noted, "... the fedeml bail law must address the alarming problem of
crimes committed by persons on release and must give the court adequate authority to
make decisions that give appropriate recognition to the danger a person may pose to
others if released." (Scott, 1989, p. 6).
On October 12, 1984, the U. S. Congress enacted the Bail Reform Act of 1984
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as part of the comprehensive Crime Control Act. This 1984 Act authoriZles pretrial
detention for certain defendants where no condition or combin~tion of conditions will
guarantee community safety. Federal criminal defendants sjJbject to detention as
"dangerous" include: 1) those charged with crimes of violence or those charged with
offenses punishable by life imprisonment or death; 2) defend<.ffits charged iwith drug
tmfficking offenses punishable by 10 years imprisonment or more; 3) defendants charged
with any felony offense if the defendant has two or more prior convictions for the
offenses mentioned above; and 4) defendants charged with finy fedeml offense, if
convicted within the last five years of a crime while on bail (TQborg, 1986, lP. I 1).
In addition to authorizing detention, other key provision~ of the Act include:
1. Federal courts may impose a "1O-day hold n if the Qefendant
was on pretrial release, probation or parole in order to
determine whether such earlier release status should be
revoked.
2. The standard of proof necessary for a finding of
dangerousness (and detention) is "clear and convincing
evidence. "
3. There is a rebuttable presumption that defendanls facing
felony charges, including drug sale, are "dangerous; n these
defendants must overcome that presumption \0 avoid
detention.
4. Rules of evidence do not apply at detention h~;ngs, so
hearsay evidence may be considered on the issl\e of the
defendant's dangerousness (Toborg, 1986, pp. 11-12).
A key provision of the 1984 Act makes it illegal for a bail-setting judidial officer
to impose a financial condition that results in the detention of the defendant. This
prohibition outlaws the practice of setting high money bonds ostt.1nsibly to pennit release
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but in fact detaining the defendant. Even opponents of the 1984 Act approved of its
abolition of such reliance on money to detain, which permitted both the judge and the
prosecutor to avoid stating on the record the reason') for perceiving the defendant as
dangerous (Toborg, 1986). In 1987 (U.S. v. Salerno, 1987), the U. S. Supreme Court
upheld the constitutionality of the Bail Reform Act of 1984.
Toborg (1986) reports that 32 states and the District of Columbia have altered
their bail laws to consider community safety in the pretrial release decision. A problem
confronting many states adopting preventive detention was the definition of
"dangerousness." No clear-cut consensus existed in the definition, according to Toborg
(1986). The three major factors relied upon by jurisdictions with danger statutes to
determine who is dangerous are:
I. Prior criminal record. Twenty-one states and the District
of Columbia define dangerousness at least in part on
consideration of prior criminal acts. Rearre~1 on bail is a
key element in defining dangerousness.
2. Seriousness of present offense charged. Twenty states and
the District of Columbia consider this element.
3. Judicial discretion. Twenty states and the District of
Columbia allow for some degree of judicial discretion in
the court's decision about who is dangerous--usually after
prior record and present charge--have also been weighed.
Judicial discretion in the definition of dangerousness is
subjective-based (Toborg, 1986, pp. 5-7).
Even after identitying a defendant a'\ dangerous, the court is still left with the
option of explicitly detaining the defendant until trial or imposing some type of
conditional relea'ie (Toborg, 1986).
An interesting tinding by Toborg (1986), in studies of four cities in states with
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preventive detention, is that danger laws are infrequently used. In the cities of Memphis,
Tennessee; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Phoenix, Arizonal; and Tucson, Arizona, defendanl'i
were detained until trial in approximately one-~lalf 01F all the cases studied. By far the
most common reason for detention in each city was that defendants did not post bond.
Gottlieb and Rosen (1985) point out that wecial procedures are required to invoke
the dangerousness provisions. At the time of tJIe release decision, the court mu~1 have
at its disposal sufficient information on the current c1~arge, the defendant's background
and criminal history, and other information $at would allow for a finding that the
defendant posed a danger to himself or others. Depending on the case, there may be
considerdble adversarial challenges by the defe~ldant Ion the issue of dangerousness and
flight risk, narrowing the judicial decision to a Plore subjective level (Gotlieb & Rosen,
1985).
This section has presented an overview pf prelVentive detention under provisions
of the federal Bail Reform Act of 1984 and states which have included preventive
detention in their pretrial release criteria. In r~ent .rears many innovative approaches
and new technolob'ies have emerged offering n~leasel alternatives, including: intensive
supervision; electronically monitored "house aqe~1;" urinalysis testing right in the court
house providing results within an hour for use by the judge; and specialized release plans
incorpomting employment counseling, halfway houses, and other alternatives (Toborg
1986; Tobolowsky & Quinn, 1993). Intensive prefuial supervision and pretrial drug
testing are part of the pretrial services in many citie:s. Budgets and other restrictions
\
often limit participation in intensive supervisi~)O progmms. Electronic monitoring is
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increasingly being used at the post-conviction stage and its use as a pretrial release
condition will likely receive more attention in the future.
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN
The research design is based on a grounded theory appr9ach! Methodology of the
study uses a triangulation of surveys, field research and the us~ of available data. Field
research methods, as described by Singleton et al. (1988) anq Ballbie (1989) are often
desirable in a natural setting where situations are complex and involve interrelated
phenomena. In such cases, the researcher must be open to all possibilities. Natural
settings are activities that occur without the contrivance of the investigator and do not
permit a rigid research design. The researcher avoids prese;.t h~potheses and instead
allows observations in the field to guide the formulation of hypotheses, the asking of
questions. and sampling. With the setting not under the researc~er's control. its activities
typically are not known in advance before entering the field. T~e precise research design
is therefore emergent rather than predetermined.
Pretrial release is a natural setting of complex interrel",ted activities wherein the
researcher would not be able to develop a preconceived re.search strategy. Design
elementIi are worked out during the course of the study. This fleXIbility ensures a more
thorough and in-depth approach as opposed to a rigid design structure which may neglect
important practical components in a complex setting.
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SELECTING THE RESEARCH SETTING
The progression of events typically encountered by persons charged with a :crime
offer a variety of settings within which pretrial release may be studied. These event<;
range from arrest or the issuance of a citation, booking into jail, arraignm~nt in court,
trial, sentencing, and punishment such as incarceration or a form of custodial super,vision
such as probation. Booking into jail offers the most ideal point for the study of pretrial,
release. Arrested individuals are taken to jail by police to be booked. Wh~~n a citation
is issued, in almost all instances the court requires the person to present himself or herself
to the booking facility. even though the person may not be lodged in jail. Arraignment
would miss those who were arrested or cited and then failed to appear for thejr tirst court
appearance. Since a number of cases are dismissed, the trial, sentencipg orl post-
conviction phase would miss others.
The booking procedure at most jails comprises of being fingerpI;inted.
photographed, and descriptive information taken including the name, date ~d place of
birth of the defendant, address, offense for which arrested or cited, and other dalta. If
the person is to he incarcerated, as noted hriefly in Chapter I, he or she is abio sea~'Ched,
given jail clothing, and other procedures dealing with security of the inmate apd jaill staff.
Being ahle to make comparisons of counties is an important cO/llponent in
understanding the pretrial release process. As noted earlier, pretrial releas~ is county-
based in the United States and the different ways in which pretrial practices are handled
can vary greatly from one county to the next (Juszkiewicz, 1992). The ~election of
counties for the study was guided by the following criteria:
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1. Cost. As observed by Singleton et al. (1988) an overriding concern in any
research project is cost. The coun~ies se]ectedl would need to be within rea<;onable driving
times and not incur overnight acc.ommodations or heavy expenses.
2. Cooperation. Inma.te data are, and should be, protected from unreasonable
disclosure. On-site research at j<;!ils incur work, inconvenience and expenses, to some
degree, for sheriffs' department<; ~nd jail pemmnel. For the successful completion of the
research, the sheriff and jail staff would have to be amenable to the research project.
3. Diversity, to some degree, in the economies, population mix, and spatial
characteristics between the countitjs selected fd>r the study. Ideally, in Oregon, this would
best be achieved in selecting counties from th.e coast, Willamette Valley and eastern and
southern parts of the state, which would, unfortunately, violate the tirst criteria, cost.
Surveys with sheriffs and .jail personnel and observations led to the selection of
Multnomah, Washington and Yarn-hill Countiies. Each of these counties met the above
criteria. In particular, the sheriffs and jail lpersonnel were most accommodating and
offered working space in the jail find assistance in the research.
Tables III. I and m.2 reflect ethnic di\rersity of Oregon and the United States and
the counties of Multnomah, WasQington, and: Yamhill (Center for Population Research
Census, Portland State University, 1992).
The Portland-Vancouver, Oregon-Washington Metropolitan Statistical Area
(MSA) includes Clackamas, Col4mbia, Multrnomah, and Yamhill Counties of Oregon,
and Clark County, Washington. The total population of the MSA in 1990 was
],640,863.
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Multnomah and Washington counties are the first and second largest counties,
respectively, in population of the state. Yamhill County is the eleventh largest in
population. Combined, the three counties comprise 33.81 percent of the state's
population.
TABLE III.!
COMPARISON OF U.S. AND OREGON ETHNIC DIVERSITY, 1970 AND 1990
OREGON UNITED STATES
...... 0" .. . . . . 99' ... .... ',0' ...
':':':':H>90':':':'........ '19.7 ....... ...... .1 0·.·.·. ·.·.·.·.19 ........
. . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . .......... . . . . . . . . . . .
WHITE 96.0% 90.7% 83.3% 75.3%
AFRICAN
AMERICAN 1.3% 1.6% 10.9% 11.9%
HISPANIC 1.1% 4.0% 4.5% 9.0%
OTHER 1.6% 3.7% 1.3% 3.8%
TABLE III.2
ETHNIC DIVERSITY FOR COUNTIES OF MULTNOMAH, WASHINGTON, AND YAMHILL
POPULATION WHITE BLACK NATIVE ASIAN OTHER HISPANIC
MULTNOMAH 583887 507890 35133 6734 27326 6804 18390
87% 6% 1.2% 4.7% 1.2% 3.1%
WASHINGTON 311554 286459 2058 1779 13424 7824 14401
92% 9~ .6% 4.3% 2.5% 4.6%• 0
YAMHILL 65551 62135 391 823 783 1440 4129
95% .6% 1.3% 1.2% 2.2% 6.3%
OREGON 2842321 2636787 46178 38495 69269 51591 112707
TOTAL 92.8% 1.6% 1.4% 2.4% 1.8% 4.0%
'".l::-
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DATA COLLECTION
Interviews with pretrial services personnel and jail administrators in Multnomah,
Washington and Yamhill Counties provided an overview of the ways in which inmates
are booked into jail and the progression of events through the judicial process. These
surveys resulted in an opportunity to formulate the study into a cross-sectional sampling
of the defendants booked into the jails during July and August, 1993. Since the jail
populations can differ from the beginning of the month to the end of the month, a sample
covering two months would capture more diversity. The sampling for those booked in
July would take place in August, 1993, and for those booked in August, the sampling
would be conducted in September, 1993.
For Washington and Yamhill Counties, permission wa'i obtained from the sheriffs
and jail management for this researcher to conduct on-site research at the respective jails.
For Multnomah County, the researcher did not have access to jail records; however, Ms.
Kim Hirota with the Pretrial Services Unit a!,'Teed to assist in the data collection. She
was trained by the researcher to select every tenth booking into the jail during July and
August, 1993.
The population of interest would be all defendants booked into the three county
jails in July and August, 1993. Defendant'i would all be adults, eighteen years of age ami
over, as no juveniles were processed at the county jails in the study.
The selection of cases for observation was guided from the perspective that the
sample would be representative of the target population.
The booking logs contained a chronology of each defendant hooked into the jail.
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These logs consisted of typed sheetc; prepared each day and filed by the month, with the
first sheelc; dated the first day of the month and the last sheets dated the last day of the
month. The logs contained the inmate's name, date of birth, date of booking, criminal
offense for which booked, and other data used by the jails. The booking logs were
preferred over the computer as the computer entries contained less information and the
computers were being used frequently by jail personnel in their daily duties.
The sample consisted of 619 inmates booked into jails of the three counties in July
and August, 1993. The total inmates who were booked into the jails during July and
August are shown in Table 111.3.
TABLE 111.3
BOOKINGS FOR MULTNOMAH, WASHINGTON, AND YAMHILL COUNTY
JAILS IN JULY AND AUGUST, 1993
Multnomah Washington Yamhill
July 2,839 866 237
August 2,752 876 303
TOTALS 5,591 1,742 540
With the booking logs as the original source for drawing the sample, a systematic
sampling technique was used. As described by Singleton et al. (1988), systematic
sampling consists of selecting every Kth case from a complete list of the population,
starting with a randomly chosen case from the first K cases on the list. Systematic
sampling has two requirements: 1) a sampling interval, which is the ratio of the number
of cases in the population to the desired sample size; and 2) a random start.
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Singleton et al. (1988) noted that a danger in systematic sampling is that the
available population listing may have a periodic or cyclical pattern that corresponds to the
sampling interval, which can create sample biases. Fortunately, the danger of periodicity
in a systematic sample is actua))y quite sma]) (Singleton et aJ., 1988).
A thorough review of the booking logs prior to sampling did not betray a periodic
or cyclical pattern. Since the booking logs' entries were made from one booking to the
next, without any attempt to arrange the entries alphabetically by name or similar design,
the pattern of bookings was itself quite mndom. There was also no scheme to separate
entries by offense; thus one entry may be for a traffic offense while the next entry was
for a serious felony.
To meet the requirements of systematic sampling, the sampling wa~ initiated by
generating a random number on a hand-held calculator. This number defined a random
starting point in the booking log for June, 1993. Using a skip factor of ten, beginning
from the random starting point, every tenth booking in July and August was selected.
For a)) three counties, as each case was selected, the data were entered on a
coding sheet (Appendix D). For Yamhill County, in addition to the systematic sampling
format described above, all females booked in July and August were included in the
sample to enable a more in-depth analysis of the issue of gender in pretrial release. This
over-sampling procedure wa<; not used in Multnomah and Washington Counties, since the
number of female arrestees seemed sufficient in volume to be representationaIJy captured
in the every-tenth selection process.
Table lIlA reflects the resulting sample, consisting of 619 defendants booked into
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the three jails.
TABLE IlIA
DISTRIBUTION BY COUNTY OF INMATE SAMPLE1 N = :619
Multnomah WashinQton : Yamhi 11
July 165 102 40
AUQust 167 91 54
TOTALS 332 193 94
Males constituted 75.1 percent of the sample (465 individuals)! and females
comprised 24.9 percent (154 individuals). As noted previously, Yamhil:1 County was
over-sampled to include all females booked into the jail in July am~ August.
Table 111.5 portrays the ethnic distribution of the sample.
TABLE 111.5
ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE
Frequency Percent
White 394 63.7%
African American 95 15.3%
Native American 10 1.6%
Hispanic 108 17.4%
Southeast Asian 8 1.3%
Middle Eastern 2 .3%
Chinese/Jaoanese 2 .3%
TOTALS 619 100%
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OTHER SOURCES OF DATA I
While the bookir,g logs proviided the sampli£1g frame frdm which the sample was
obtained, the booking logs themselves contained only a portion {])f the information needed
for the research pr~iect.
The booking logs provided ~he inmate's name, date ofi birth, booking number,
charge, and date book~~. In some cases, especIally if the i defendant was released
immediately after bookirlg, the dalle of relea'le a~ld release modality, e.g. security,
recognizance, conditio~l&l, was imcluded' To accurately. identify defendant'l as
"Hispanic:, " since they werre listed in Washington an~ Yamhill (Counties' booking logs as
"White," all defendants With SpaniSlh surnames we.re checked I for place of birth in the
actual booking sheets.
Sources for addi~ipnal data iUlcluded the follpwing:
I. Pretrial Services Office of each county. Records indicated whether or not
the defendant was inte,",/i~wed by a pretrial services official, the recommendation of the
official, and backgrounl1 of the defendant. In sorrle cases these records contained the
criminal history of the ~je:fendant.
2. Court records. The Oregon Judicial I.nformation INetwork (OJIN), a state~
wide computer Iink~up containing couut information pn criminal land civil defendants, was
next to useless for this re:search projject. Review of the actual court tile was necessary
to obtain such informatiO\l as final d~sposition of the: criminal charge, the pretrial release
decision and recommenp"ltion of the judge, crimina.1 history ofl the defendant, problems
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with the defendant such as drug or alcohol use, relationship of victim to the defendant,
and other data.
3. District Attorney Records. For Washington County, permission was
obtained to review the District Attorney records on adjudicated and unadjudicated cases
for the defendant sample. These records were more complete than court files for
disposition, criminal history, and other data.
4. The laws, policies and regulations governing pretrial release in Oregon
were obtained through the pretrial services offices of each of the three counties. the
Oregon Attorney General's Office, the Oregon Constitution, and Oregon Laws and
Oregon Revised Statutes.
OBSTACLES. LIMITATIONS AND BIAS IN DATA COLLECTION
Court files on criminal cases contain surprisingly little information on what takes
place in the court room. One possible explanation for this is that court proceedings are
often informal and do not generate documents that eventually get filed in the court casco
Another explanation is that the court files go through many hands and are publicly
accessible. The chances of documents falling out, getting misfiled and becoming lost are
probably great.
Summer months, in which the data collection took place, would more likely renect
a larger proportion of Hispanic arrestees than if the sample had been taken during the
winter. Especially for Washington and Yamhill Counties, the number of Hispanic farm
and field workers is greater during the planting and harvesting seasons.
Many crimes are sealional. The Uniform Crime Reports (1993) indicate that
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nearly all index crimes of murder, rape, robpery, aggra~ated assault, burglary, larceny-
theft and motor vehicle theft have the highes~ incident reports during the summer months
of July and August. An inmate sample coll~cted in months other than July and August
would therefore likely show relatively fewer' of these offenses.
As observed in Chapter I, jail popjJlations are subject to various influences.
Periodic drug sweeps in the Old Town section of Portliand, Oregon, for example, may
increase Multnomah County's jail population and a cOIT{tsponding increase in the number
of drug law violators. Immigration policies shift from Itime to time, as do enforcement
priorities aimed at suspected illegal aliens. Such fluctuations would make it difficult to
accuidtely portray as representative any Pll;rticular jai~ ba'ied on a sample of inmates
during a two-month period. Jail populatior, limitations also change for other reasons.
For example, after the data collection was completed I in Washington County, the jail
began some construction work which reducf;.d the jail's capacity.
CHAFTER IV I
RESULTS OF STUDY
INTROpUCTION :
This chapter will present the findings of the study in relation to each of the three
research questions, which were stated in <:hapter I. Chapter V will then evaluate and
interpret the findings.
RESEARCH QUESTIOIN 1
What are the general historical and legal features that underlie today's pretrial release
practices?
Chapter II, Review of the Litera~lre, briefly I summarizes historical and legal
events that help in understanding pretrial release. To address the research question
without being repetitive of information in Chapter II, I this section will relate the more
significant national changes in pretrial rel~e to Oregon's current pretrial practices.
Carbone (1983) explained that in A~nerica the l.!J .S. Constitution left to the states
how bail was to be administered, requiring only that hail not be excessive. The role of
bail in American jurisprudence was defin~d in U.S. ISupreme Court decisions, as in
Carlson v. Landon (1952) and U.S. v. Edwards (1981H wherein the court said that there
was no basic right to bail and the purpose Qf bail should be the least restrictive to assure
the defendant's appearance at trial. An Oregon Supreme Court decision (Sexson v.
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Merten, 1981, p. 6) emphasized tha~:, "the objective in determining wh~t type ohelease
to grant is that which is reasonably likely ~o assure the defendant's lat~r appeararlce. "
It was observed in the literature review that studies as early as th~ 1920's (Beeley,
1966) reported that poor and minoril)' defendants were! at a disadvantage when financial
bail was imposed on them because of their lack of money. Thomas (1976) report¢d that
as a result of Beeley's studies and C/ther :r~~views of bajl practices in t~e United States,
COUrl<; began relying less on financial bail and began using instead ~'ecognizanae and
conditional releases. Thomas noted that la.s state legislators became II10re aware of the
disparate impact of financial bail on poor! ~nd minority! defendants, pr~trial releas~ laws
were changed to emphasize greater lIse of,' \'lonfinancial; bail. The Oregon legislature, in
January, 1974, established statutory rules on pretrial release, including the pro:vision
(ORS 135.245(3», "A person in c;.ustody ... shaH be released upon the personal
recognizance unless release criteria ~how to the satisfaotion of the magIstrate that such a
release is unwarranted ... Iwher~~in) th~ magistrate shall impose e:ither conditional
release or security release." (see Appendil~ C).
A significant change in the practict~ of pretrial f(~lease came witt, the Federal Bail
Reform Act of 1966, which required, unles~ judicial discretion dcterminc;d otherwise, that
all federal defendants not charged with, capital crimes be released on recognizance
(Tobolowsky & Quinn, 1993). To a~sist tliW court<; with! accurate background information
on a defendant to be used in the rel~~ase d~dsion, Congress establishe<l pretrial services
agencies as part of the federal courts. Employees of the pretrial service:s agencies would
interview defendants, verify informatioill about theil' backgrounds, and furnish the
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information to the court prior to the release decision, according to Eskridge (1983).
Multnomah County, Oregon, began using pretrial services personnel in 1968 (Pretrial
Services Policies and Procedures Manual, 1991). Juszkiewicz (1992) said that most
counties in the United States have pretrial services agencies or personnel to assist the
courts in pretrial release matters. Hilfiker (1990), in a survey of Oregon counties, found
that pretrial services personnel perform a variety of duties, such all interviewing
defendants for court appointed attorneys, verifying information furnished by defendanlll
to determine eligibility for pretrial release, and assisting judges in court on other matters.
Oregon Law (Appendix C) authorizes the Circuit CourLIl to employ release officers, and
release officers have authority to release defendants on recognizance, conditional, and
security bail. (Release officers were found to have significant roles in the three target
counties for this study, as will be explained later in this chapter).
It was observed in the literature review that the Vera Foundation Manhattan Bail
Project in the 1960's wall influential in drawing national attention to the problems of
financial bail (Ares et aI., 1963). An interesting finding in this dissertation research was
that Oregon's pretrial laws, codified in 1974 all mentioned above, were based on Illinois
pretrial release law, which was derived from the American Bar Association pretrial
release standards, which in turn were based on the studies of the Vera Foundation
Manhattan Bail Project (Pretrial PoliLy and Procedure for Yamhill County, 1987). As
described by Juszkiewicz (1992), many states adopted pretrial relea'ie laws and policies
based on the Manhattan Bail Project studies.
A tinal ohservation in addressing this research question is in preventive detention,
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which was discussed in the literature review, pages 52 to 59. The Oregon Legislature
has not authorized preventive detention (Landau, 1992). The Oregon Supreme Court, in
Lowrey v. Merryman (1984) and Collins v. Foster (1985) has ruled that the sole criterion
to he considered in estahlishing hail is the reasonahle assurance of appearance hy the
defendant for trial, and that preventive detention is not authorized by statute. The
significance of this feature in Oregon pretrial release law is that the release decision is
not supposed to include the potential dangerousness of the offender or his or her
likelihood of committing new crimes once released (Danks, 1994). As set forth in the
Oregon statute on pretrial release (Appendix C), nine release criteria are mentioned.
Potential danger to the community is not listed among the criteria; however, Pretrial
Policy and Procedure for Yamhill County (1987, p. 3) states, ". . . releasing or
recommending release of adult offenders whose stahle roots in the community indicate
that they will appear in court when so directed, and who will pose no threat to public
safety if released." Multnomah County's Pretrial Services Policies and Procedures
Manual (1991, p. 13.0) also states, "Policy dictates that the primary consideration which
would exclude release on recognizance is whether the defendant is a danger to himself
or a danger to the community. II As interpreted by Harley Lieber (1992), a former
supervisor for MuItnomah County's Pretrial Services Unit, the danger to community
factor is only a consideration in whether to b'Tant recognizance release as opposed to
security release. It is not clear, however, how the community would he protected from
a dangerous defendant who was able to post security bail. This issue will be discussed
in Chapter V.
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RESEARCH QUESTION 2
How dpes the pretrial release process work?
This section will begin with an overview of the release environment observed in
the thn;e counties studied. General differences in how the counties manage the release
proces~ will he briefly outlined. Pretrial decisions for the defendant sample will be
presented, as well as the release outcomes.
Overvi~w of the Release Process
The initial booking process in each of the three county jails was similar. After
turning ovelr personal property, for which a receipt was given, the defendant was
fingerprinted and photographed, unless a photo and fingerprints were already on file
(W. B,/rrigan, 1993). The defendant furnished descriptive information, such as name,
date af'/d place of birth, and other background information to the jail intake personnel.
If the ~:hargl~ involved drugs, or if the intake supervisor suspected the defendant might
be cont;:ealinlg weapons or contraband, a strip search would be conducted, according to
Mary ~arrigan (1995), supervisor, Multnomah County Corrections. Strip searches,
conduQted hy jail staff of the same sex a~ the defendant, requires observation of hody
cavitie:~, hemd hair, or any portion of the body. Mary Barrigan said it is not unusual to
discov<;r dmgs secreted in body cavities. Inmates occasionally swallow containers of
narcotics prior to being arrested, which are later passed through the bowels and consur.1ed
during the incarceration period or sold to other inmates.
The intake process would he different if the defendant was hooked and released,
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as in cases where the defendant had been issued a citation by the police officer in lieu of
arrest and the defendant had appeared directly in court. If the judge had given the
defendant probation or continued the case, the judge would have instructed the defendant
to report to the jail for processing, after which the defendant would remain free from
incarceration, according to W. Barrigan (1993). Defendantll who were booked and
released would not have to surrender personal property or be subject to search.
For defendants who were to be lodged in jail following arrest, the prospects of
pretrial release began, and here slight differences among the three counties were revealed.
Criminal defendants in Oregon, charged with an offense other than murder or treason,
are eligible to post financial hail at any time during the pretrial incarceration period, in
accordance with Oregon Law (Appendix C). A uniform bail schedule specifies the
amount of hail for each offense. 2 The first difference among the counties studied was
in the form of payment acceptable by the jail when a defendant wished to post tinancial
bail. W. Barrigan (1993) explained that the Washington County Jail accepted Visa and
Master Card, charging the defendant an extra two and a half percent, which was what the
credit card companies would charge the jail. Neither Multnomah County (Wood. 1993)
nor Yamhill County (Hostetler, 1993) would accept credit cards for financial bail. All
three jails accepted, and preferred, callh; all three jails accepted callhiers' checks, and
none of the three jails accepted personal checks. W. Barrigan (1993) felt that the use of
2The uniform bail schedule was adopted by the Oregon Legislature in
1989 (Oregon Laws, 1989). In 1973, the Oregon Legislative Assembly
enacted a new security release system requiring defendants to post ten
percent of the bail; ninety percent of the amount will be returned to the
defendant upon completion of the case (Snauffer, 1974).
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credit cards added some convenience for defendants in posting hail, but hadliUle impact
on the overa)) ability of defendants to gain pretrial release on financial baH. l>olicies
among the three counties on the acceptable form of payment for bail were es~blished on
the hao;is of Circuit Court review and experiences of the jails, according to W. Barrigan
(1993), Wood (1993), and Hostetler (1993).
Stocks, honds, and real property can also be used to post hail, a,ccording to
Oregon Law (Appendix C). These commodities must be reviewed by the ~:ourt before
accepted as hail, according to Wood (1993).
The three counties differed in how much money was necessary to ppst tlnancial
hail if the defendant had heen charged with more than one offense. Multno~nah County
and Yamhill County required bail to be posted on each offense, according tOi Wood
(1993) and Hostetler (1993). Washington County allowed hail to he posted on the most
serious offense, if all offenses were related to the same incident (W. Barrigan, 1993).
In cases where the defendant had heen arrested on a warrant, in contrast tc, a prohahle
cause arrest without a warrant, the hail amount would be specitied on the warrant,
according to W. Barrigan.
Warrants or holds from other jurisdictions required approval from thatjurisdiction
for the defendant to be released on financial bail, according to W. Barrigan (1993)1. Wood
(1993) and Hostetler (1993). During the booking procedure, the jails t;:hecked the
defendant's name through the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) ancl the Oregon
Law Enforcement Data System (LEDS) for outstanding warrants. In ~:ases where
warranlo; or holds involved other jurisdictions. the pretrial release disposition was
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therefore shared by the county holding the defendant and the other agency issuing the
warrant or hold.
If the defendant was unable to po~1 financial bail, he or she might be relealled by
the jail on recognizance or conditional release, or on matrix release to alleviate
overcrowding. according the W. Barrigan (1993), Wood (1993) and Hostetler (1993).
To release inmates on recognizance or conditional terms, jails acquire authority for such
releases through Oregon Law (see Appendix C, section 135.235). which provides that the
presiding judge of the Circuit Court may appoint release assistance deputies who, in turn,
are responsible to the release assistance officer. This means that the senior release officer
in the county trains and supervises jail personnel on the procedures for recognizance and
conditional releases, according to Hirota (1993), Steele (1993). and VanArsdel (1993),
release officers with Multnomah, Washington and Yamhill Counties, respectively. When
the jails relealle inmates on recognizance or conditional terms. the jails use the criteria as
outlined in Oregon Law (Appendix C). (The decision-making process will be described
later in this section).
Matrix releases were used when the jail's inmate population approached the
maximum limit. Each of the jails in the target counties had population limitll established
by courts as a result of lawsuits filed against the jails. To more fully understand the
relationship of the lawsuitII and the release of inmates, the lawsuiL'i for each of the three
counties will be briefly outlined:
Multnomah County. Wood (1993) explained that the civil action of Gary Jordan
et aL, plaintiffs, v. Multnomah County et aL, defendantII, in U.S. District Court,
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Portland, resulted in a final order issued by U.S. District Court Judge James Redden in
1987. In addition to the court ordering improvements in exercise equipment, educational
I
opportunities leading to a General Education Diploma, and improving air quality in
Multnomah County's jails, the court oJrdered maximum population limits for certain
I
sections of the jail system and maximum confinement periods for inmates placed in these
sections.3 The court order also established ajiail release matrix wherein criminal offenses
I
were classified by categories ranging from ordinance violations, misdemeanors, and
felonies and authorizing the release of inmates when the population reached 90 percent
I
of capacity. If the jails were required to release inmates to enforce the population limits,
the priority of relea'ies was to follow the matrix design, releasing first those inmates
I
charged with ordinance violations and on through the categories of offenses, Wood said.
I
For the inmate sample in the dissertation sttlJdy (N =619), 332 of the defendants in the
I
sample were drawn from the Multnomah County Jail. Of the 332 defendant'i, 28 were
I
released by the jail because of overcrowdin;g (matrix releases). Wood (1993) said the
I
federally court-ordered population cap limited the number of inmates to 1,317. The cap
I
forced the county to relealie 4,157 inmates. early in 1988; 4,089 inmates in 1989 and
I
3,529 in 1990. The number of inmates released because of overcrowding in 1993 was
2,563, Wood said.
Washington County. W. Barrig,ill (1993) explained that a civil action of Aaron
I
Jungwirth et aI., plaintiffs, v. Washington County Administration resulted in a consent
I
3The population limitation dealt primarily with the Courthouse Jail,
with 71 beds. Multnomah CountY/Is other jails were the Justice Center
Jail, 476 beds; Inverness Jail, 514 beds; Correctional Facility, 190 beds;
and the Restitution Center, 120 bedsl (Wood, 1993).
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decree, issued in 1984 in U.S. District Court, Portland, by Judge Redden. The decree
established in the jail a law i library, religious diets, facilities for inmate/attorney
interviews, and postage ,md photocopying materials. The decree also held that the
number of inmates woul~ not lexceed the number of bed spaces available in the jail,
except under extraordinary circumstances, such as situations of mass arrest where
reasonable efforts would rIot allow for the booking and release of prisoners in a manner
capable of avoiding overcrowdi~g. W. Barrigan (1993) explained that the jail's capacity
in 1993 was 181 inmates. If this capacity was exceeded at the time of the inmate count
in the evening, inmates would be released under a matrix system, which was designed
by the Washington County Jail and the Circuit Court. (The matrix system for
Washington County is explained! further in Appendix A). Of the defendant sample in the
dissertation study from the Washington County jail (N= 193), eight defendants were
released because of overcrowding.
Yamhill County. Hostettler (1993) reported that a consent decree was tiled in
U.S. District Court, Portland, loy Judge Redden in 1983 in a civil action of Inmates v.
the Administrator of Yamhill County Jail. The decree called for the jail to have a law
library, telephones, mediclli care, improvementc; in diet and food preparation, natural light
and ventilation, porcelain ~ommodes and metal plumbing. On the issue of overcrowding,
the decree held that the jail would not allow more prisoners to be held overnight than the
amount of bed spaces available, I except under extraordinary circum~1ances. In 1993, the
maximum capacity of the Yamhill County jail was 150 inmates. Hostetler observed that
if inmate relea.c;es were ne~essary to prevent overcrowding, the supervisor on duty at the
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jail would conduct a review of inmates based on charge severity, criminal history, and
other background data to determine a release priority. For the dissertation defendant
sample from Yamhill County (N =94), none of the defendants were released because of
overcrowding.
Another component in the overall release process was the role of release officer.
Oregon Law (Appendix C) authorizes the Circuit Court in a judicial district to appoint
release a<;sistance officers, whose duties were explained earlier. The law also gave the
Circuit Court authorization to delegate release decision-making to the release officer.
Release officers in the three counties of the study had authority to make pretrial releases,
according to Hirota (1993), Steele (1993) and VanArsdei (1993).
Multnomah County. with 19 relea<;e officers, interviewed all criminal defendants
booked into jail (Hirota. 1993). By comparison. Washington County had two release
officers (Steele. 1993), and Yamhill County had one and a half release officers.4 In the
overall release process, release officers played significant roles in relea<;ing 92 of the
defendant<; in the sample. or about 15 percent of the 619 defendant<; in the sample, and
made recommendations on pretrial release to judges in about 70 percent of the cases.
Release officers used Oregon Law 135.250 (Appendix C) in making pretrial release
determinations. according to Release Officers Hirota (1993). Steele (1993) and VanArsdel
(1993). For release officers in Washington and Yamhill Counties, the factors which
determined which defendants to interview included: I) the severity of the charge for
which the defendant was currently incarcerated; 2) whether there was an existing pretrial
·One release officer in the Yamhill County Pretrial Services Office
divided her time between Yamhill and Polk Counties (VanArsdel, 1993).
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release file on the defendant, meaning that the release officer had previously interviewed
the defendant; and 3) if the court requested an interview of the defendant, according to
Steele (1993) and VanArsdel (1993). While Multnomah County interviewed all 332 of
the sample defendants from that county, Washington County release officers interviewed
29 percent of the sample defendants (N= 193), and Yamhill County interviewed 52
percent (N =94), based on analysis of information from release office records, court tiles
and hooking records. Samples of the interview forms used by release officers in each of
the three counties are iIIustrdted in Appendices E, F, and G. The forms were made
availahle to this researcher hy Hirota, Steele and VanArsdel.
A relevant component in the release process, as revealed in the research findings,
was the relationship between court operations and days held in jail for the defendant
sample. Oregon Law (Appendix C) requires that a release decision must be made within
48 hours after the defendant is arraigned. Courts in each of the target counties were in
session during weekdays, meaning that if a defendant was arrested on a Friday night, he
or she would be arraigned at the time the case was scheduled after court resumed on
Monday, according to Hirota (1993), Steele (1993) and VanArsdel (1993). A not-
surprising corollary in the research findings was that defendants who were booked into
jail on Fridays had longer mean days held in jail (15 days) than defendants who were
booked into jail on other days of the week, meaning that defendants entering jail after
courts were closed on Friday had to wait at least over the weekend for arraignment. ~
~nalysis of data for the defendant sample (N=619) showed that the
mean days held in jail for defendants who were booked into jail on Mondays
was 9 days; for Tuesdays, 8 days; Wednesdays, 12 days; Thursdays, 9 days;
Fridays, 15 days; Saturdays, 9 days; and Sundays, 7 days.
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Within the context of the release process, defendants appearing in court for
arraignment often had two considerations impacting on their pretrial release status, a~
revealed in the data analysis. The first consideration was whether to plead guilty to the
charge. If the defendant pled guilty, the judge could sentence the defendant, in which
case a pretrial release determination would not be necessary. The second consideration
was if the defendant pled not guilty to the charge, in which case the judge would make
a pretrial release decision, using as criteria the provisions in Oregon Law 135.230
(Appendix C), according to Bearden (1994). If financial bail was imposed on the
defendant, the judge could set bail at ten percent of the bail schedule, require the full bail
set forth in the bail schedule, or establish bail at any amount deemed appropriate to
ensure the appearance of the defendant later in court, according to Bearden and as
authorized under Chapter 467 of Oregon Laws (Oregon Laws, 1989). If detained in
custody, the defendant could request a bail hearing, at which time he or she could present
arguments or witnesses in support of a reduction in the pretrial release restrictions,
observed Bearden.
Summary of Decision-making
Research findings showed that the groups directly involved in pretrial decisions
were defendants, relea'le officers, jail personnel and judges. To some extent. decisions
of one group were interdependent on the decisiOll'l of another group. For instance. a
defendant released by the jail on recognizance obviates the need for a release officer
interview or judicial determination of the release ~1atus. If a defendant is held by the
judge on financial bail. the jail may be forced to release the defendant to avert
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overcrowding.
During the incarceration period of a defendant, the decision process is dynamic,
meaning that potential pretrial decisions aind release outcomes can change over time. To
illustrate, Appendix H is a "Wiring Schematic" of the Decision Process, developed hy
this researcher based on the findings of Ithis study. The model takes as its theme the
wiring diagrams commonly u~ed in the electrical wiring of houses. Current flows along
the lines where switches shunt the flo....f of current from one point to another. The
"switches" in this diagram, ~he solid dot'i, represent decisions of defendants, release
officers. jailers, and judges. The model is based on the hypothesis that defendant releases
from jail are partly discretionary for each IgrOUp and at the same time dependent on events
taking place in the release environment. lAs noted at the bottom of the diagram, the first
discretionary event might rest with the [1>Dlice officer, whether to arrest the suspect or
issue a citation. If arrested, the defendant's first pretrial release option is during the
booking procedure, where he pr she might post bailor might be released on recognizance
or condition by the jail. If lodged in custody, the defendant continues to experience
release options hy po~1ing hail or being l1eleased hy the jail on matrix, recognizance, or
condition. Moving toward ~e top of th(~ diagram, the defendant may be released by a
release officer or the judge.
For any type of pretriiill release, the defendant is expected to appear in court as
instructed. As noted in the diagram, the defendant may also choose not to appear; thus,
failure to appear (FTA) is a viahle option to the defendant at any point of release.
Defendants who are sent to prison, transferred to other jurisdictions or released after
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serving time following adjudication of the charges are not releases within the context of
"pre:trial." Defendants charged with murder or treason may be explicitly held, pursuant
to Oregon Law (Appendix C).
To the right of the diagmm, factors which might influence the pretrial releao;e
decision include activities of the district attorney, defense attorney, law enforcement
personnel, publicity, social status of the defendant, and the jail population. Nagel (1983)
and Mohr (1976) explained that, due to the discretionary and often informal nature of
Am(~rican criminal courts, influences both within and outside the courtroom are always
part of the decision process.
Observation by this researcher of arraignments in the three counties studied, from
menely a spectator's perspective, revealed that the procedures were informal with little
adversarial content between prosecutor, defense attorney, judge, or defendant. Defense
attomeys often argued for recognizance release for their clienl'i, citing work or home
nece:ssities that would be interrupted by incarceration. Prosecutors, just as often, cited
the defendant's crime or past criminal record to support a recommendation for detaining
the defendant on financial bail. The judge often solicited comments from the defendants
relaltive to employment, school, probationary status, and other activities. The judge
would then present his or her reasoning behind the particular pretrial release decision
being imposed, and the proceedings would move on to the next case. While these cases
involved both misdemeanor offenses in District Courts and felony cases in Circuit Courts,
the offenses did not appear to have a high profile or draw unusual media attention, which
coulld conceivably create more influence in the determination of the pretrial release status.
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In one case involving a defendant charged with Driving Under the Intluence of
Intoxicants (DUll), two women spectators seated in the courtroom introduced therr/selves
to another spectator as members of Mothers Against Drunk Drivers (MADD). However,
they did not speak up in court and whether, or to what extent, the judge was aware pf
their presence was not apparent. The defendant was released on the condition that he not
drive a vehicle and that he enroll in an alcohol treatment program.
Release Decisions and Outcomes
Tables IV. I and IV.2 offer a summary of the relationship between nretrial
decisions and release outcomes. A first observation, in Table IV. I, is that judges
rendered release decisions for only about 62 percent of the defendant sample. Th~~ other
defendants did not make it to arraignment, meaning that they were released by other
means, which will be explained more fully later. The decisions for judges rangel! frqm
hold, recognizance, conditional, program, ten-percent security and full security.
The category of "hold," as revealed in the data analysis, indicated that th~~ court
initially detained these 103 defendants. The courts had several methods to impose ,I hold,
such as notifying the jail to not release the defendant until he or she appeared in COUll.
or holding the defendant after the initial court appearance pending further examination
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TABLE IV.l
PRETRIAL RELEASE DECISIONS BY JUDGES
All Multnomah Washington Yamhill
N=619 N=332 N=193 N=94
JUDGE FR % FR % FR % FR %
DECISION
N/A 236 38.1 129 38.9 87 45.1 20 21.3
Hold 103 16.6 78 23.5 17 8.8 8 8.5
Recognizance 64 10.3 30 9.0 26 13.5 8 8.5
Conditional 104 16.8 35 10.5 38 19.7 31 33.0
Probrram 12 1.9 II 3.3 -- -- I 1.1
Security 10% 95 15.3 48 14.5 22 11.4 25 26.6
Security Full 5 .8 1 .3 3 1.6 t 1.1
TOTALS 619 100.0 332 100.0 193 100.0 94 100.0
of the charges or hackbrround of the defendant. Release outcomes for the 103 defendants
in this category indicated that 16 of them were sent from jail to prison. indicating that
they were possihly on parole; seven were transferred to other jurisdictions; 30 were on
prohation and were released from jail after serving sentences imposed hy the judge; 36
pled guilty to the current charge, and 14 of the cases were dismissed. An implication of
holding a defendant is that Oregon Law (see Appendix C) requires that all defendants,
other than those charged with murder or treason, he eligihle for pretrial release; an
explicit hold for the defendants in the sample. none of whom were charged with murder
TABLE IV.2
TYPES OF RELEASE FOR THE STUDY SAMPLE
HOW THE DEFENDANTS GOT OUT OF JAIL
All Multnomah Washington Yamhill
N=619 N=332 N=193 N=94
FR % FR % FR % FR %
Release Officer -
Recognizance 52 8.4 52 15.7 -- -- -- --
Release Officer -
Conditional 29 4.7 26 7.8 2 1.0 I 1.1
Release Officer -
Program 4 .6 4 1.2 -- -- -- --
Release Officer-
Security 10% 7 1.1 7 2.1 -- -- -- --
Judge -
Recognizance 63 10.2 29 8.7 27 14.0 7 7.4
Judge -
Conditional 106 17.1 36 10.8 34 17.6 36 38.3
Judge - Program 10 1.6 10 3.0 -- -- -- --
Judge -
Security 10% 16 2.6 2 .6 6 3.1 8 8.5
-
Jail -
Recognizance 19 3. I -- -- 18 9.3 I 1.1
Jail -
Conditional 16 2.6 1 .3 14 7.3 I 1.1
Jail -
Security 10% 30 4.8 8 2.4 17 8.8 5 5.3
Jail - Matrix 36 5.3 28 8.4 8 4.1 -- --
Time Served 126 20.4 61 18.4 45 23.3 20 21.3
Transferred
to Other
Jurisdiction 30 4.8 9 2.7 9 4.7 12 12.8
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TABLE IV.2
TYPES OF RELEASE FOR THE STUDY SAMPLE
HOW THE DEFENDANTS GOT OUT OF JAIL i
(continued)
All Multnomah Washington Yamhill
N=619 N=332 N:= 193 I N=94,
FR % FR % FR % FR %
Held in Error 1 .2 1 .3 -- -- -- --
Parole Board
Order 3 .5 -- -- 3 1.6 -- --
Dismissed 48 7.8 41 12.3 4 2.1 3 3.2
To Prison 23 3.7 17 5.1 6 3.1 -- --
TOTALS 619 100.0 332 100.0 193 100.0 194 100.0
or treason, would therefore be illegal. Defendants with bad~grounds ofl prior convictions,
probation violations, and those wanted in other jurisdictions explain why many of these
defendants were initially held. The relationship of the initial judicial decision of "hold"
and the 36 defendants who pled guilty is not well explaim;d in the research findings.
Twelve defendants who appeared before a judge were recomm~nded by the judge
to participate in a pretrial prob'Tam, as noted in Table IV. 1, and 14 defendant<; were
actually relea<;ed to programs: ten by judges and four by r~lease officers, as reflected in
Table IV.2. Multnomah County Pretrial Services supervised three Iprob'Tams: "Close
Street Supervision, Pretrial Release Supervision Prograr/l, and Burnside Supervision
PWb'Tam," according to Hirota (1993). These prob'Tams were designed I to closely monitor
pn~trial defendants and each program had certain criteria for inclusion, generally a
positive prospect for out-of-custody supervision and no pripr history of failing to comply
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with the court. The "Burnside Supervision Program" offered drug and alcohol
counseling. Hirota explained. Each of the progmms also had limited space, Hirota said,
meaning that before a judge could place a defendant in a prohl'fam, there had to be space
availahle. Program releases were all confined to Multnomah County; however, Steele
(1993) and VanArsdel (1993) explained that Washington and Yamhill Counties had
programs, such as drug and alcohol counseling, which were primarily availahle for
treatment of defendants following conviction.
Slightly under half of the defendants in the sample were released on recognizance
or conditionally, as noted in Table IV.2. Since gaining release by posting security bail
requires the defendant to have access to money, recognizance and conditional releases
were more prevalent than releases on security bail. As observed in Tahle IV. 1, judges
imposed security hail for 100 defendants, five of whom were detained on full security.
Analysis of release outcomes for the 100 defendants who were initially detained on
security hail revealed that 19 were released hy posting the money necessary to gain
release. The release terms for six of the defendant<; were later changed hy the judge to
conditional; eight were released on matrix hy the jails; six were transferred to other
jurisdictions; six were sent to prison; charges were dismissed for 14 of the defendants;
and the remaining 41 were relea<;ed after pleading guilty to the current charges. It wa<;
not clear from the research findings whether being confined in lieu of security bail
contributed to the defendant<;' pleading guilty. Goldfarb (1965), Goldkamp (1979) and
Thomas (1976) concluded that defendants in pretrial confinement received harsher
punishments than defendants on pretrial release, but the literature does not address
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whether confinement also induces guilty pleas.
The comparison of initial pretrial decisions with release outcomes indicate that
changes often occur within the release setting, such as judges reducing the restrictiveness
of security hail to conditional release, or heing released hy the jail hecause of
overcrowding. As noted in the "Wiring Schematic" of the Decision Process (Appendix
H), the pretrial release process hegins with the defendant, in his or her ahility to post
security hail. If unsuccessful in posting security bail, the defendant is incarcerated,
setting into motion the decisions of jailers, release officers, and judges. If eventually the
defendant receives pretrial release. the decision for the defendant is whether or not to
show up in court as instructed. Follow-up data collection, through April 30. 1994.
primarily to ohtain dispositions on the criminal charges of the study group, revealed that
10.2 percent of the defendants had one or more FTA incidents after receiving pretrial
release. In a few cases, most prevalent in Multnomah County, defendant<; who had been
given pretrial release were suhsequently rearrested four, five and six times later only to
be given pretrial release again. The highest number of rearrest and FTA incident<; was
seven, applied to three defendants in Multnomah County. In several cases, the defendant
was released on ten-percent security hail, only to fail to appear in court again.
Multnomah County Circuit Court Judge Frank Bearden (Bearden, 1994) remarked on
these situations by saying that defendants who are arrested, booked. released. and
rearrested, if they stayed long enough to have their cases heard, might likely receive
probation or have their cases dismissed; but, without a final disposition, the case remains
active and they continually enter and leave the criminal justice system.
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RESEARCH QUESTION 3
Is the process of pretrial release fair?
Introduction
To increalie awareness of the pretrial release process, this section of the
dissertation explores whether race and gender are associated with receiving pretrial release
and the length of stay in jail. Incarceration, as noted earlier in Chapter I, can have a
detrimental effect on a defendant's health, safety, employment, relationships among
friends and family, and social ~1anding in the community. Receiving pretrial relealie after
a lengthy stay in jail could therefore reflect on the overall fairness of the release process.
Equality in the administration of bail is grounded in the due process clause of the
14th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, and in state and federal civil rights acts
according to Shaughnessy (1982), Goldkamp and Gottfredson (1985), and Eskridge
(1983). Shaughnessy notes that law enforcement and adjudication practices that are based
on race, sex, and national origin have been construed by the Supreme Court as denial of
equal protection under the 14th Amendment.
Saulters-Tubbs (1993) observed that within the last two decades an issue of
primary concern in the field of criminal justice has been the disparate treatment of women
offenders. In reviewing past research, SauIters-Tubbs concluded that disparate treatment
is primarily due to the fact that women offenders not only violate the law, but also violate
socially prescribed gender roles. Men who fail to conform to societal dictates are viewed
as deviant. Women who fail to conform are considered even more deviant. Unlike men
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who fall into a deviarn category, women are deemed more immoral because deviance
supposedly goes agair~;st their very nature. Women offenders are therefore guilty of
double deviance. Previous research, according to Saulters-Tubbs, suggested that when
female offenders wer~ charged witlh committing non-typical or masculine crimes, they
w~re more likely to be refused bail tthan men charged with similar offenses. The greatest
di~paritY', however, OJ:icurred in tine prosecutors' sentencing recommendations, where
female offenders received harsher sentence recommendations than male offenders for both
gender-neutral and typically ma'icu'lline crimes.
Saulters-Tubbs (1993), in alstudy of 175 females and 1,482 males charged with
narcotics offenses, fOU._ld that gender of the otTender appeared to have little intluence on
th~~ charging decisions of prosecutors. While her study did not include pretrial release
de\,:ision:s and outcom~~i, she concluded that, "both prosecutors and judges may resort to
assembly line justice in order to: deal efficiently and quickly with the burgeoning
ca~~eloads. In so doin~, the gendeIf of the offender may play only a minor role in both
prpsecutorial and judil;ial decisions:. II (Saulters-Tubbs, 1993, p. 41).
Goldkamp an\~ Gottfredson (1985) said women were relea'ied more on
rec;ognizance based on judges' decisions, but studies did not show that women were
sulJstantiially better ris~s. In a stu(,Iy of the Nation's 75 most populous counties during
MllY 1990, Reaves (1992) reported I that males and females had about the same failure to
appear rate. Reaves ;said that wc,men were re1ea'ied more frequently on conditional
releases" by posting b~il through commercial bondsmen, and recognizance release. Men
w~~re released more fn;quently by iposting full cash bond, released by the jail to avoid
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overcrowding, and "unsecured bond," meaning that the defendant pays no momw to the
court but is liable for the full amount of bail should he fail to ap~ar in court (Reaves,
1992, p. 7). Reaves did not indicate whether there were differenc~s between males and
females in receiving pretrial relea'ie.
On the issue of race and pretrial release, the literature revealed few empirical
studies designed to observe how minority defendant'i compared with non-minorities in the
release process. Eskridge (1983) surmised that while a sound empirical evaluation may
identify race as a differentiating factor, to actually use race as a factor to determine
release eligibility would be in direct violation of federal and st~te civil rigmts acts.
Tobolowsky and Quinn (1993) compared released and detained d~{endants fori a study
group (N =210), wherein the authors reported that the proportion ~)fWhite and, African
Americans who were detained was relatively equal to their representation in the study
group. Hispanics, however, who comprised 12 percent of the sturJy group, cumprised
20 percent of the defendant'i who were detained. Most of the qefendant'i who were
detained, the authors said, were unable to post security bail; howeve;.r, the authorli did not
offer further suggestions or explanations as to why Hispanics w~re disproportionally
represented among defendants who were detained.
Freed and Wald (1964, p. 8), studying federal and state bail practices in ilie early
1960's, found that high bail was most frequently imposed in fOl.lr types of oases: I)
organized crime; 2) internal security, i.e. espionage; 3) civil right'! demonstrations; and
4) crimes of violence. While the authors did not examine race in relatiol1l to bail
practices, other studies (Skolnick, 1967; Thomas, 1976) reported th.at African Americans
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were often the target of arrest and detention during civil right'; demonstration~; in the
1950's and 1960's. Freed and Wald's findings that high bail was frequently imposed in
civil rights cases could therefore be interpreted as impacting especially on African
Americans.
In a study of 878 cases in the ciiminal courts of New York City, Shaughnessy
(1982) found that only 39 percent were able to secure any form of pretrial release.
Eighty percent of the cases studied were members of minority groups, including African
American, Hispanic, and non-English speaking immigrants from Southern Europe.
Shaughnessy found that all those released were employed, while employment among the
minority groups was often marginal or seasonal. Shaughnessy concluded that
employment counted heavily in the defendant's pretrial release, which left minority
defendant,; at a particular disadvantage because minorities had a less favorahle
employment history than did non-minorities.
In several references in the literature (Lawrence, 1987; Johnson, 1983; Reiman,
1990), minorities are mentioned as receiving harsher treatment in hail procedures,
although no empirical data are presented. Bates (1995), for example, reported that judges
are less likely to release minorities on bail because of biases in the deliberation process,
which assessment was based on anecdotes gathered in hearings. There is little douht,
however, that most of the views on American bail practices are that minorities are denied
pretrial release more often than non-minorities (Eisenstein & Jacoh, 1976; Goldfarb,
1965; Reiman, 1990).
Results of the dissertation research in relation to the issue of fairness will he
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presented next. Evaluations and interpretations of the findings will then be discussed in
the following chapter.
Receiving Pretrial Release
In the dissertation study group (N=619), 71 percent received some form of
pretrial release. These releases were recognizance, conditional, releases under supervised
pretrial programs, security release by posting ten percent of the bail schedule, and being
released by the jail on matrix to avoid overcrowding. Also included in pretrial releases
were defendants who were released hy order of the parole hoard, defendants where cases
were dismissed, and one defendant who was released because she had mistakenly heen
arrested hecause her name and general description matched a person for whom a warrant
was out'itanding. Table IV.2 (pp. 89-90) shows the frequency of releases by category for
the study group.
The categories of non-pretrial release for the remaining 29 percent of the sample
were time served, meaning that their cases were adjudicated in court prior to their
release; tmnsferred to other jurisdictions; and tmnsferred from jail to prison. In all. 18
categories accounted for the releases from jail for the sample group.
Seventy-tive percent of the study group is male and 25 percent is female. Of
males, 71 percent received pretrial release compared to 73 percent of the females. The
difference is not stati!l1ically significant (.30, the one-tail P-Value for the difference in
percents). There would be some expectation, however, that if the release decisions were
hased on crime severity and criminal history, which are among the criteria prescrihed in
Oregon Law (Appendix C), males would have received pretrial release much less
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frequently than did females. The evid<;nce for thils is that 56 percent of males were
charged with a felony offense when boo~:<;d into jail,1 compared to 48 percent of females.
The difference in perCenl'i is statistically sjgnificant a~ .04. Also, 68 percent of males had
a previous criminal conviction, compareQ to 58 pefCIent of females, which is statistically
significant at .01. When considering !l, previous :conviction for a violent crime, 26
percent of males were in this category, c~)/llpared to ill percent of females, a significance
of < .0 I indicated by the one-tail P-Value for the difference in percents.
By race and ethnic background, 64 percent of the study group is White; 15 percent
African American; 17 percent HispaniQ\ and four Ipercent other ethnic backgrounds.6
Seventy percent of Whites received pretrial release,1 compared to 76 percent of African
Americans and 69 percent of Hispanic~. The one-tail P-value for the difference in
percents revealed a significance level of .14 betweem White and African American, and
a significance level of .36 between Whitt; and Hispimic.
While there was no statistical signific:ance in comparing pretrial releases
among the groups of White, African Am~rican and lilispanic, there were some variations
when observing the actual types of rel~ase. ApPlendix I shows that White, African
American and Hispanic defendanL'i received recognizance, conditional, and supervised
program releases in almost equal perc~ntages. Whites, however, were released by
posting ten-percent security bail almo~t twice aSI often as African Americans and
Hispanics. African American defendan~~, on the olther hand, were almost three times
6The other ethnic background~ in the study group include 10 Native
Americans; 8 who were Southea~t Asian~ 2 Middle Eastern; and 2
Chinese/Japanese. Ethnic backgro~nds werel determined by the country of
birth or ethnic classification as reflected lin the jails' booking records.
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more likely to be released on matrix by the jail compared to White defendant'I, Hispanics
were released on matrix more often than Whites, but not as frequently as African
Americans. Cases were dismissed for African Americans and Hispanics more than twice
the frequency than for Whites. (While this section presents the research findings, the
following chapter will discuss in more detail evaluations and interpretations of the
findings).
For the defendants of other racial and ethnic backgrounds, eight of the ten Native
Americans received pretrial release, as did seven of the eight Southeast Asians. Of the
two Middle Eastern defendants, one received pretrial release, as did one of the two
Chinese/Japanese. Due to the small number of defendant'I in the "other" category, tests
of statistical significance in receiving pretrial release were not conducted with this group.
Logistic analysis, using "pretrial release" as the dependent variable, examined the
relationship of gender, race, crime severity and criminal history to the release outcome.
As observed in Table IV.3, gender was not an intluential factor in receiving pretrial
relea'le, nor was mce as represented by White, African American and Hispanic.
Variables that had the most direct influence included being a probation violator, arrest
on a felony charge, being charged with a narcotics violation, and being charged with
multiple offenses. Defendants in these categories received pretrial release less frequently
than those who were not probation violators, were arrested on misdemeanor charges,
were not charged with narcotics violations, and were charged with one offense or a
relatively low number of offenses. FTA status, previous conviction record, and even
being charged with a crime of violence were not statistically significant in the pretrial
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release outcome.
TABLE IV.3
LOGISTIC REGRESSION ANALYSIS
FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH PRETRIAL RELEASE
Dependent Variable = B SIGNIFICANCE
Pretrial Release LEVEL
-------------------------------------
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Failure to Appear .19 .46
Hispanic .40 .51
Prior Criminal Conviction -.23 .07
Felony on Current Charge .61 .01
Probation Violator 1.38 <.01
Gender .00 .99
Violence in Current Charge -.17 .56
African American -.08 .90
Number of Offenses When Booked .23 < .01
Convicted on Current Charge 1.47 <.01
Narcotics Offense in Current Charge -.57 .04
White .36 .52
Constant -2.68 < .01
N = 597
Days Held in Jail
All 619 defendants in the study group were released from the three county jails
in which they were booked in July and August, 1993, with the last one leaving on
January 5, 1994. The range of days held was 0 to 126; the mean days held was 10.0.
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By counties, Multnomah's proportion of the study group (N =332) averaged the longest,
wiith 11.8 days; Washington (N = 193) 8.5 days, and Yamhill (N =94), 6.5 days. Thirty-
two percent of the defendants were released on the same day they were booked. By the
enid of five days. 67 percent had been released. and at the end of 31 days, 91 percent had
been released.
Differences in mean days held in jail before release were found between
male/female. White/African American and White/Hispanic. As correlates to the length
of jail stay. notable differences were also found between felony and non-felony charges.
being convicted in the current case and not convicted, and having a prior criminal
conviction as opposed to no prior conviction. Table IV.4 is a summary of the mean days
held for the categories just mentioned. As observed. the mean length of jail stay for men
was about three days longer than for women, which was statistically significant. Whites
wlere released faster than were African Americans and Hispanics, the difference of which
W,llS statistically significant between White and Hispanic defendants. As noted, being
charged with a felony increased the length of stay almost four times longer than those
defendants charged with misdemeanors. Having a prior conviction also meant a longer
stay in jail.
Multiple regression analysis wa~ used to examined the relationship ofgender. race.
CUlrrent charge and criminal history with the length of jail stay. Table IV.5 indicates that
the variables having the most direct influence on the length of stay include the number
of charges filed against the defendant when booked into jail. The research findings
showed that defendants who were booked on only one charge had a mean days held in
IQ2
jail of six; as the number of charges increased, the mean days held generally increas~~d
proportionally, up to 21 charges with a mean days held of 110.
TABLE IVA
RELAT.ON 0F DEFENDANT CHARACTERISTICS
TO OAYS HELD IN JAIL BEFORE RELEASE
MEAN DAYS T-STATISTIC SIGNIFICANCE
HELD IN JAIL LEVEL *
MALE 11.0
FEMALE 7.7 2.1 .02
WHITE 8.1
HISPANIC 14.8 - 2.7 < .01
WHITE 8.1
AFRICAN-AMERICAN 11.9 - 1. 5 .07
FELONY 15.4
NON-FELONY 3.6 8.0 < .01
CONV ICTED 13.3
NOT-CONVICTED I 4.2 6.5 < .01
PR IOR CONV ICT ION 11.6
NO PRIOR CONVICTION I 7.0 2.8 < .01
* The level shown is tlhe one-tail P-Value for the T-Statistic fordifference in mean~. I
Being convicted qn the Icurrent charge resulted in a longer jail SlaY than those wllo
were not convicted, also ~latistjcally signiticant. Being arrested on a narcotics charge al~o
had a direct influence or/ the length of jail slay, and being charged in a crime involvillg
violence led to a long~r stay in comparison to crimes not involving violence.7
trimes of violence ilncluded robbery, assault, rape, or other offensl~s
wherein court recor~s indicated violence was present in the offense fpr
which the defendant was booked into jail.
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Defendants who were in a probation violation status also increased their stay in jail
compared to those who were not probation violators. For the study group, 23 percent
were in a probation violation status when booked into jail. An interesting contrast is that
FTA was not statistic;ally signifi<tant (.32) in influencing the length of jail stay, although
20 percent of the study group were in that category.
TABLE IV.5
MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH LENGTH OF JAIL STAY
Dependent Variable=Days held T-STATISTIC SIGNIFICANCE
before releasel LEVEL
----------------------------------
INDEPEND~NT VARIABLES
Fa ilure to Appeqr I -.99 .32
Hispanic .38 .70
Prior Criminal Conviction -1. 21 .23
Felony on Current Charqe -1. 92 .06
Probation Vio la~:or 2.58 .01
Gender .84 .40
Violence in Curr'ent Charqe 2.37 .02
African American -.04 .97
Number of Offenses When Booked 6.31 <.01
Convicted on Current CharQe 3.70 <.01
Narcotics Offense in Curr:ent Charge -2.74 .01
White -.76 .45
Constant 1.20 .23
R2 .19
N = 597
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Analysis of the research findings was focused on explaining why Hispanics
averaged longer jail stays than Whites and African Americans. As recalled earlier,
Whites averaged 8.1 days in jail, compared with 11.9 days for African Americans and
14.8 days for Hispanics. Signiticance levels for the one-tail P-Value for the T-Statistic
for difference in means identified three variables as directly influencing the length of jail
stay. These variahles were: heing charged with a felony (in the current charge), heing
convicted of the current offense, and having a prior criminal conviction (see Table IV.4,
p.102). In addition, multiple regression analysis identified tive variahles as having the
most direct influence on days held in jail:
Prohation violator
Violence in the current charge
Number of offenses when hooked
Convicted on the current charge
Narcotics offense in current charge
Significance Level
(.01)
(.02)
« .01)
« .01)
(.01)
Each of these variables will be examined in relation to White, African American,
and Hispanic defendant'i in the study group to observe whether the variables may account
for differences in days held.
Felony offense in the current charge. Analysis of charge severity revealed that
52 percent of Whites were charged with a felony as the most serious crime, compared
with 64 percent of African Americans and 56 percent of Hispanics. African Americans
had the highest frequency of being charged with a felony, although their average days
held in jail was about three days less than Hispanics. Since the degree to which charge
severity might influence the length of jail stay could depend on a number of
considerations, such a'i the nature of the crime, relationship hetween victim and the
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accused, input from the prosecuting attorney, and other factors, it is difficult to assess
this variahle's influence on days held.
Prior criminal conviction. Analysis revealed that 69 percent of Whites had a prior
criminal conviction, compared with 79 percent of African Americans and 44 percent of
Hispanics. For previous conviction for a violent crime, such a'i interpersonal crimes of
rape, robbery and assault, 21 percent of Whites had a prior conviction for a violent
crime, compared with 39 percent of African Americans and 13 percent of Hispanics. The
research findings on the variable of prior criminal conviction would suggest that Hispanic
days held injail would average fewer days than Whites and African Americans, not more
days.
Prohation violation. Research findings indicated that 23 percent of Whites were
in a probation violation status when hooked into jail, compared with 32 percent of
African Americans and 20 percent of Hispanics. As with the variahle of prior criminal
conviction, Hispanics had a lower incidence of probation violation than Whites and
African Americans, suggesting that prohation violation does not account for Hispanics
having a longer stay in jail.
Violence in the current charge. Violence was a component in the current charge
for 20 percent of Whites, 22 percent of African Americans and 13 percent of Hispanics,
which factor would also not he expected to account for Hispanics being in jail longer.
Number of offenses when hooked. On the number of charges at the time of
booking into jail, about half of Whites and African Americans were charged with only
one offense, wherein only 42 percent of Hispanics were charged with a single offense.
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Between two and four offenses were lodged against half of the Whites and half of the
Afriican Americans, while this applied to slightly over half of Hispanics. For tive percent
of Hispanics, more than four charges were tiled against them at the time of booking,
whkh also applied to three percent of Whites and none of the African Americans. As
recalled in the overview of the release process, to gain release prior to arraignment by
posting security bail would require posting bail on each separate charge if the arrest took
place in Multnomah or Yamhill County. (Washington County allowed posting bail on
the most serious offense if all charges stemmed from the same incident). Since Hispanics
had a slightly higher frequency of being charged with multiple offenses, this factor could
conceivably account for some increase in jail stay for Hispanics in comparison to Whites
and African Americans. According to W. Barrigan (1993), the influence of multiple
charges to how long a defendant would remain in jail would depend on the discretion of
the judge and prosecutor, as in whether the prosecutor will drop certain charges in
exchange for a guilty plea to a reduced number of charges. The implications of this
finding in the research (number of charges) will be evaluated in more detail in the
following chapter).
Convicted on the current charge. For Whites, 48 percent were convicted on the
current charge; 46 percent of African Americans were convicted; and 48 percent of
Hislpanics were convicted. Almost all of the convictions were the result of guilty pleas
to tJhe must serious charge. The frequency of conviction was exactly equal for Whites
and Hispanics, while the frequency of conviction was slightly lower for African
Americans. A comparison was made of sentences that were imposed on those convicted,
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showing that 31 percent of Whites were given incarceration time, a~ were 28 percent of
African Americans and 31 percent of Hispanics. The length of the: inqifceration terms
is shown below: I
1 - 30 days
31 - 60 days
61 - 90 da:ys
91 days - ] year
1 - ~ years
6 - ~O years
Over 10 Yl~ars
White
(N=394)
18%
4%
3%
4%
3%
1%
1%
African American
(N=95)
13%
2%
1%
7%
4%
1%
i Hispanic
(N= 108)
16%
2%
3%
6%
3%
In a~sessifllg the variable of conviction on the current char~e ill1 relation to the
length of jajl stay I for Whites, African Americans and Hispanics, it wa~ observed in the
data collectjon for the study that most inmates seldom serve the totj.tl mlmber of days in
their senten~e. W. Barrigan (1993) explained that the courts usuall¥ give credit for time
in jail serve~ prior to atUudication of the case and the time is occasionally further reduced
by the judge deplending on special circumstances, such as employment obligations of
, ,
defendants, family needs and other circumstances that are presente~ to: the judge by the
defendant <;Ir his or her attorney. Matrix relea'les may also be granted to defendants
following conviction and sentencing. The implication of this findillg is that it would be
difficult to IlSSessj from merely observing the sentence given a particular defendant, how
long the d~fenda:nt actually spent in jail. Analysis was therefqre <tonducted, using
crosstahula~ion tables on race hy jail sentence while controlling for ~laysl held in jail. The
analysis reyealedl that for Whites who were sentenced to one to i~O days in jail, their
average jail stay wa,; 7.5 days. For African Americans sentenced to one to 30 days, their
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average jail stay was 12.1 days, and for Hispanics, their average jail stay was 19.8 days.
In the category of 31 to 60 days for the jail sentence, Whites averaged 10.4 days, African
Americans averaged 4.5 days, and Hispanics averaged 34.3 days in jail before release.
For defendants who were sentenced to 61 to 90 days, Whites averaged 27.9 days before
release, compared with 28.0 days for African Americans and 54.3 days for Hispanics.
The final category that was examined in the cros~1abulations was the sentence of 91 days
to one year. Under this sentence, Whites averaged 31.3 days before release, compared
with 27.4 days for African Americans and 49.1 days for Hispanics. The implication of
this finding is that, when given similar jail terms, Hispanics in the study group served
longer times in jail than Whites and African Americans. This suggests that one
explanation for Hispanics averaging longer stays in jail is that they were detained for
longer periods of time following conviction than were Whites and African Americans.
This finding will he further evaluated in the following chapter.
Narcotics offense in current charge. For White defendants in the study group, 17
percent were charged with narcotics offenses, as were 23 percent of African Americans
and 42 percent of Hispanics. Analysis further disclosed that almost three-fourths of the
narcotics offenses for Whites and African Americans were for possession of narcotics,
compared with only one-fourth of Hispanics being charged with possession. Conversely.
one-fourth of the narcotics cases involving Whites and African Americans were for
delivery of narcotics. compared to three-fourths for Hispanics. Could this difference.
Whites and African Americans being charged mostly with possession of narcotics, while
Hispanics were charged mostly with delivery (selling) narcotics, he a factor contributing
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to Hispanics remaining in jail longer'? This will be evaluated further in the next chapter.
On the issue of fairness in the release process, it was recalled that 71 percent of
the study group received pretrial release. For recognizance releases, which is probahly
the most "trusting" of the release categories, meaning that the defendant is promising to
return to court and the releasing authority has reason to believe him or her, 23 percent
of Whites were released on recognizance, compared to 20 percent of African Americans
and 18 percent of Hispanics. Whether this implies that African Americans and Hispanics
are less trusting than Whites in the likelihood that they will appear for court is difficult
to assess, but is an area where further empirical research might be productive (suggestions
for further research are presented in the final chapter). For defendants released on
conditions, 24 percent of Whites, 24 percent of African Americans, and 24 percent of
Hispanics were thus released, suggesting a surprising uniformity among release officers,
jailers, and judges in their deliberations that conditional terms of release would likely
ensure the appeamnce of the defendant in court. Further analysis, however, showed that
the pretrial release outcome, meaning the actual departure from jail as a result of the
release decision, was different for the racial and ethnic groups in the study. For
example, 33 percent of Whites were released from jail on the same day they were
hooked. By ccmparison, 26 percent of African Americans were released on the same day
they were booked, and 23 percent of Hispanics left on the same day they were booked.
By the end of one week (7 days), 59 percent of Whites in the study group had heen
released. Of African Americans, 57 percent were released by the end of one week, and
for Hispanics, 50 percent. By the end of two weeks, 63 percent of Whites were out of
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jail, compared with 65 percent of African Americans and 58 percent of Hispanics. These
findings suggest that while there were no statistically significant differences among
Whites, African Americans and Hispanics in receiving pretrial release, Whites were
released, on average, fa~1er than African Americans and Hispanics. Implications of this
finding will also be evaluated in the next chapter.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
This chapter has presented the research findings in relation to the research
questions. The fir~1 question addressed the hi~10rical and legal features of pretrial release.
The literature review in Chapter II outlined the origins of pretrial release, the bail reform
movements in America, and previous research which sought to develop prediction
capahilities that would be useful to the court'\ in making release decisions. The literature
review also included legislative and judicial activities that resulted in a numher of changes
in pretrial release, such as preventive detention at both the national and state level and
the creation of ~1atutory laws governing release procedures in most states. The
dissertation research findings indicate that Oregon's laws on pretrial release were
influenced hy the Vera Foundation ~1udies of the 1960's (Ares et aI., 1963). The
findings also indicate that Oregon does not authorize preventive detention, meaning that
the release decision is limited to the least restrictive to ensure the appearance of the
defendant in court (Appendix C, Oregon Laws, 1989)
The second research question a'iks how the pretrial relea'\e process works. The
!,Yfounded theory approach for the study enabled the research to begin by conducting
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inquiries of jail administrat9rs, judges, and release officers, and by reviewing Oregon
laws, court decisions, and policy Imanuals dealing with matrix release procedures and
operations of pretrial releas.e offides in the three target counties. As information was
gathered on the release proc;ess, new questions would arise, which led to investigations
in other areas. For instance, the different forms of payment accepted by the three county
jails for posting security bail was not discovered until results of the research were being
reviewed. The question th{jn came up -- how do inmates post bail?
Understanding the release process was then enhanced by observing how the
process actually works in r~lation Ito a group of defendant<; who had been in jail. The
619 defendants in the study were Itracked through the hooking ~1age, jail custody, and
adjudication to determine how preltrial release decisions affected their release outcomes.
The study found that the relc;ase environment is highly interactive as defendants move in
and out of the booking stage, jaiil custody, arraignment, and case adjudication. To
illustrate, at the booking ~1a~e defendants may post financial bail, bypassing the custody
stage and going straight to </ITaignlment or case adjudication. If unable to post bail, the
defendants are incarcerated, requiting a pretrial release decision to be made by the jail,
release officer or judge. If release~ by the jail, as on recognizance, conditional or matrix
release, a pretrial decision would be unnecessary for release officers or judges. Pretrial
decisions are therefore interdependent on events, such as jail overcrowding, defendants
pleading guilty at arraigmnent, and the backgrounds of defendants, such as crime
severity, number of charges, an'd criminal history. As illustrated in the "Wiring
Schematic" of the Decision Process (Appendix H), the pretrial release options for any
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individual defendant qlO change dUiring the defendant's incarceration period. Release
outcomes may be the r~sult of discretionary decisions by jailers, relea'ie officers, judges.
the financial resources pf the defendant, the jail's capacity and population, and influences
from prosecutors. defense attorneys, and other sources. If the relea'ie process could be
summarized in a statelTIent, results~ of the research found the process to be dynamic,
interactive throughout the defendanlt's incarceration period based on decisions made by
the defendant. jailers. "eIease officers. and judges, and subject to other influences in the
release environment aQd the jail's population.
The third research question Iasked if the pretrial release process was fair. The
issue of fairness was raised often in the literature (Beeley. 1966; Eisenstein & Jacob,
1967; Flemming, 1984; Goldfarb, :1965; Goldkamp. 1979; Saulters-Tubbs. 1993). and
was of interest to the Oregon Supneme Court Task Force on Racial Equality (Carson,
1992; Landau. 1992). The study, 1,'TOUp for the dissertation consisted of 394 White
defendants, 95 African Americans. and 108 Hispanics. The overall study group (N = 619)
was comprised of 465 men and 154 women. To assess fairness, the groups of White,
African American, Hispanic, and men and women were observed in relation to receiving
pretrial release and leQgth of stay in jail.
The study foun~l that 71 percent of the defendants received pretrial release. While
women received pretri,ll release somewhat more frequently than men. the difference was
not statistically signitiqant. Differences in receiving pretrial release between White and
African American anp White and Hispanic were also not statistically significant.
Variables that were di\'ectly rdatedi to receiving pretrial release were being a probation
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violator, .~rrested on a felony charge, being charg~~d with a nar~otics offense, and being
charged with multiple offenses.
0/1 the length ofjail stay, the study found that Whites were released, on average,
faster thalfl African Americans and Hispanics, with the diffen.ence between White and
Hispanic lheing statistically significant. Multiple regression analysis, using days held as
the depen/;Ient variable, indicated that the most signjficant variablles associated with length
ofjail stay included being charged with multiple offenses, being lconvicted for the current
offense. being charged with a narcotics offense, being charged with a crime involving
violence, ~nd being a probation violator. Analysis of each of these variables in relation
to the len~th of jail stay for White, African Am~rican and Hispanic defendant'i in the
study grOillp explored why Hispanics had longer average jail stays than the average jail
stays of Whites and African Americans. Variables relating to the number of charges
against thc~ defendant at the time of booking and narcotics offenses suggest that these two
variables :might contribute to Hispanics remaining jn jail longer" which will be evaluated
in more d~tail in the next chapter. Analysis also s~owed that Hispanics remained in jail
longer tha./1 Whites and African Americans after re~:eiving similar jail sanctions. Another
finding of the research was that while Whites, African Americans and Hispanics were
given prel(rial release in relatively equal frequencit;s, Whites Wl~re released on the same
day as boqked into jail more frequently than were African Americans and Hispanics. At
the end of one week, a larger percentage of the Wl)ite defendants had been released from
jail than tpe percentage:s of African Americans an~ Hispanics in the study group.
CHAPTER V
EVALUATION AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
This chapter will evaluate the research filldings and· offer interpretations and
clarifications in some areas of the findings. The ev,aluation will look at each of the three
research questions, focusing on areas where the research was the most meaningful in
adding knowledge and understanding of the pretrial release process and environment.
Areas where the research findings raised additiorjal questions will he explored, with
implications for further research.
The fir~1 evaluation will he a perspectiw that comhines Research Question
Number 1, which deals with the migins and le~al featuresl of pretrial release, and
Research Question Number 2, which asks how the pretrial release process works. The
discussion will be centered around the issue of cOillmunity protection and the concept of
"dangerousness," meaning: from what has been learned from this research, should
citizens be concerned about their safety because of the way tlhe pretrial release system
operates'? (This was not initially included in \he research que~1ions because this
researcher's concern about community safety ma.terialized only after analysis of the
research findings).
It may be recalled, in the literature review in Chapter II, that America went
through a period, beginning in the 1920's and cc,ntinuing through the 1970's, where
courts were encouraged to use nonfinancial conditi<.>Ds of bail. I As observed by Eskridge
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(1983), considerahle progress was made, with courts resorting more to the use of
recognizance and conditional releases and relying less on security hail. Then, however,
in the mid 1980's, the federal government enacted legislation to allow courts to detain
defendants in non-capital cases wherein the defendant posed a danger to communities.
Many states also authorized detention based on community safety. As observed by
Tohorg (1986), in four cities of states with preventive detention, she found that the
dangerousness clause was seldom used, primarily because of the difficulty of prosecutors
proving to courts that the defendant posed a danger to others. Another prohlem, which
did not inhibit Congress when enacting the legislation authorizing preventive detention
or the U.S. Supreme Court when upholding the constitutionality of the practice (the
literature on preventive detention is reviewed on pages 52 to 59), is that predicting
pretrial crime has not heen possihle (Eskridge, 1983).
It must be assumed that there are occasionally cases that come before the courts
where the defendant is viewed hy the judge, prosecutor, and law enforcement as posing
a risk to the safety of others. Such cases may involve assaults, rape, robbery, domestic
violence, or other crimes where the defendant has displayed a repeated pattern of arrest,
release, and reoffending. Studies reported by the Bureau of Justice Statistics (1992), for
the 75 largest urhan counties in 1988, indicated that about 19 percent of felony defendants
who were released pretrial were rearrested during the pretrial period. Most rearrested
defendants, the study found, are rearrested for the same type of felony as the charge
already pending against them. Rhodes (1985) concluded that studies of pretrial release
in the adult courts indicate that approximately ten to 15 percent of the offenders
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considered safe enough to go home actually commit new crimes while awaiting their court
hearings. Reaves (1992) reported that about 16 percent of released defendants were
rearrested while on pretrial release. Released defendants with at least one prior
conviction were about twice as likely to be rearrested as those with no prior convictions.
Turning to the dissertation research, of the proportion of the study btTOUP that
received pretrial release on recognizance, condition and by posting security bail, 38
percent of those released had been charged with a felony when booked into jail. Over
half of those released with a felony charge were accused of a Class C felony, which is
the least severe felony category under Oregon's criminal code. Another 17 percent of
those charged with a felony and released were booked on Class B felonies, and 21 percent
of the felony releases had been booked into jail on Class A felonies, which is the most
severe crime category in Oregon's criminal code. From another perspective, of the
whole study group (N =619), of which about 54 percent were booked on felony charges,
almost half of those booked on felonies were relea'ied on recognizance, conditionally, or
by posting security bail. In addition, of the 149 defendants whose cases were dismissed,
almost one-fifth of those defendants had been charged with a felony. If matrix releases
are also considered, 78 percent of those releases involved people charged with felonies.
In all, 220 inmates, over one-third of the ~1udy group, had been booked into jail on
felony charges and released.
The centred question raised is, if the issue of dangerousness was of genuine
concern for the prosecutor, judge, victim, police, and others, what could the courts do?
Oregon law does not authorize the consideration of dangerousness in the pretrial release
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determination, as stated in the statute governing pretrial release (Appendix C) and as
emphasized in the decisions of Collins v. Foster (1985) and Gillmore v. Pearce (1987),
where the courts specifically said that prev~ntive detention is not authorized in the state
of Oregon. Would the only alternative, therefore, he for the courts to set bail high
enough to be unattainable by the defendant to assure his or her detention and the safety
of others? Toborg (1986) observed that the practice of high money bond, while illegal
because it is contrary to state law, "... is commonly used and widely endorsed as a way
to secure detention." (Toborg, 1986, p.39). Toborg alIso concluded, however,
The overwhelming reliance on money bail as the mechanism for
determining the release or detentioQ of a potentially dangerous defendant
. . . will not assure detention for those defendants where it is warmnted,
nor will the possibility of financjal loss necessarily be an adequate
condition to protect community saf~ty from harm by defendants released
on bail (Toborg, 1986, p. 40).
The issue of public safety was not thought ofl when designing the dissertation
research. It was not anticipated that such a surprising number of inmates in the study
group who had been charged with felonie~ would be ireleased. The matrix format, as
described in Chapter IV, gives some assura.nce that jails weigh the factors of danger and
risk to communities in making release dec~sions. In November, 1994, a special gmnd
jury looked into all Oregon state and county corrections! concluding that, "The grand jury
was troubled by the discovery of just how vulnerable the community has become to the
release of dangerous criminals from jail.!' (Monzano, 1994, p.B7). Cockle (1994)
reported on community outrage when a pretrial released defendant attacked and killed a
police officer in eas~ern Oregon. Danks (1994) alsb reported on the frustration of
prosecutors who are unable to use potential danger to the community when arguing for
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stric~ release conditions in cases befqre the court. While the issue of public danger
resulting from the pretrial release of inmates is not resolved, the research findings that
feloQy defendant'i are often released implies that more studies are needed to assess the
risk ~o communities in the release process. i
The second evaluation is cent~red on the issue of fairness in the pretrial release
proc~ss. Fairness: is evaluated from th~ perspective that men, women, and different races
should have equall ability to be released befme trial and the length of jail stay should not
depend on gender or race. The rese:p-ch findings indicate that Hispanics in the study
group had more difficulty getting out of jail even with pretrial release, and served longer
jail t.enns than Whites and African Americans who had been given a similar sentence.
A cQncern brought to light in the findings is whether a difference of one percent, which
is the difference between Whites &nd Hispanics receiving pretrial release, would
reasqnably equate to a difference of Hispanics averaging almost one week longer in jail
than Whites. AS! recalled, 70 percent of Whites were released, compared to 69 percent
of Hispanics; Whites averaged 8. I dflYs iIll jail; Hispanics averaged 14.8 days in jail.
Analysis of the research findings indiqlte th'lt Hispanics and African Americans were less
likely than Whites to be released on tile same day of booking into jail, and by the end of
one week, Hispanics and African Aplericans were still less likely than Whites to be
relet/sed. Anal~sis also focused on the indicators observed in multiple rehtfession as
direc;:tly influencing days held in jail. It was observed that Hispanics were more often
than Whites andl African Americans ~o be charged with multiple offenses. It was also
obse;.rved that Hispanics were charged with narcotics offenses more frequently than were
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Whites and African Americans, and perhaps more relevant to the issue of the release
process, the types of narcotics offenses, which for Hispanics more often involved delivery
(selling), while for Whites and African Americans, the charge was most often possession.
A central question is whether the differences in length of jail stay between
minorities and non-minorities of the study group are attributed to the factors of multiple
offenses and narcotics offenses, or if the differences are based on race. To evaluate this
question, two hypotheses are considered. The first hypothesis assumes that the
combination of multiple offenses and being charged with delivery of narcotics tended to
increase the length of jail stay for Hispanics. Multiple offenses, as observed in the
research findings in the discussion of the release process, would have generally made it
more difficult to post security bail, if the defendant,; were required to post bail on each
charge, as required in two of the three counties in the research setting. Multiple offenses
may also have increased the seriousness and priority of the crimes in the perception of
the release officers, jailers, and judges, whereby releases on recognizance and condition
would be more unlikely. With multiple offenses tied in with delivery of narcotics, the
priority of the cases may have been further heightened. The emphasis nationwide on the
investigation, prosecution, and punishment of narcotics offenders is well documented
(Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1992; Goldkamp, 1989; Flesher, 1992; Forer, 1994;
Walker, 1994). The perceptions by the judges in the Hispanic narcotics cases, that
delivery of narcotics deserves strong sanctions, could equate to the longer jail terms
served by Hispanics, longer terms than Whites and African Americans who were less
often charged with delivery of narcotics. To test this hypothesis, however, would require
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a case-by-case review with the prosecutor and judge to €Iicit their rationale and
motivation behind the prosecution and sentencing of the d~fendlants, which was not done
in the dissertation study.
A second hypothesis places race in a more prominent IiOle in accounting for the
differences in length of jail stay for minorities and non-mi~lorittes in the study group. As
noted earlier, Whites were more likely than African A~eridans and Hispanics to be
released on the same day of being booked into jail. For Whiites (N =394), 33 percent
were released on the day of booking; for African Ameriqans (N =95), 26 percent were
released on the day of booking, and for Hispanics (N = 108), 123 percent were released
on the day of booking. By the end of one week, 59 percellt of Whites in the study group
had been released, compared with 57 percent of the Afri,:an Americans and 50 percent
of the Hispanics. It wa-; also observed that while 47 percent of Whites received
recognizance and conditional releases, these two types Of releases were bTfanted to 44
percent of the African Americans and 42 percent of the Hispanics. In what ways could
race inHuence these differences in length of jail stay? II'I the decision-making process,
release officers, jailers and judges may have perceived millorities as posing a greater risk
of flight than non-minorities. For Hispanics, these perceptions! may have included a lack
of community ties, employment instability, and other fact.ors r,elated to an assessment of
flight risk. Furthermore, Hispanics may have communication problems and have less
comprehension of the judicial process than do non-minorities.! Even with a-;sistance of
interpreters, Hispanics may distrust the judicial and corrections systems, which could
further reduce communication between the defendant ;md those in decision-making
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capacities. In the informal context of courtrooms, Hispanics may lack the ability to pl~:ad
for shorter sentences or present exigencies of employment, family needs, or other reaspns
that could lead to judges reducing the terms of their jail sentences.
In several respects, the issue of race and ethnicity in the dissertation study is q:.lso
reflected in national trends in criminal justice. Walker (1994), for example, observed
that African Americans comprise less than 14 percent of the U.S. population, put I
represent over half of the populations in prisons and jails. In Oregon, African Ameriqms I
comprise less than two percent of the state's population (Center for Population Research I
Census, 1992), but account for over 15 percent of the dissertation study grollP.
Hispanics, comprising approximately four percent of Oregon's population (Center for
Population Research Census, 1992), comprise 17 percent of the study group. Skolnick
(1967) and Walker (1994) suggest that minorities are often and easily targeted by law I
enforcement for arrest on suspicion, where actual evidence of criminal wrongdoing is not
always present. The dissertation study found that African Americans in the study were
more than three times as likely to be released on matrix than Whites, and Hispanics were
released on matrix more frequently than Whites. Calies were also dismissed nwre I
frequently for African Americans and Hispanics than for Whites. The higher freque\lcy
of case dismissals for minorities in the study could indicate that evidence in the calies ~vas
lacking, or the procedures for gathering the evidence would not conform to l~lgal I
standards. Nagel (1983) said most case dismissals are the result of reluctance of I
witnesses to testify, withdrawal of complaints by victims, inability of police to lrn;:ate
reliable witnesses, and prosecution priorities that eliminate many calies from prosecu~ive I
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potential. In narcotics cases, Forer (1994, p.151) observed,
An American Bar Association study found . . . a pattern of racial
discrimination. Minority adults arrested for drug crimes rose by 57
percent between 1986 and 1991, while non-minority arrests rose· by 6
percent. Whereas one third of all persons arrested were minorities~ they
made up half the prison population. Cocaine, the preferred drug by
minority users, is penalized more heavily than heroin, which is 'more
widely used by the White community.
While it is not possible to test the two hypotheses presented above within the
parameters of the dissertation research, meaning that data were not collected on the
reasoning and motivation underlying release decisions in the qases, the research did not
reveal racism was behind pretrial relea'ie decisions or procedures in the three counties
studied. To the contrary, in all instances of personal contacts tJetween the r<l:searcher and
jail administrators, corrections personnel, release officers, judg~s, and others;, these public
servant'i were open, cooperative, and highly professional. rersonnel in the jails and
release offices made available the records and raw-data file~~ for scrutiny and review
without hesitation. If anything, there was the sense that they would like nothing better
than to reduce the jail populations as swiftly and efficiently as possible, where the gender,
race or ethnicity of an inmate was important only to the extent that another inmate would
add to the incremental stress and strain in ajail already crowde<.1 beyond human tolerance.
In the overall evaluation of fairness in the release process, the study found that
men, women, and different races have equal ability to be rel~:ased before trial. On the
length of jail stay, however, the research findings showed thi.lt White defendants in the
!>tudy group tended to he released sooner than African AmeriqlOs and Hisp~LOics, and the
differences could not be adequately explained by the factors w~ich were shown to directly
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influence the days held in jail. The implication of this finding is that additional research
is needed which rddresses the interaction of minority defendants in the release process,
which will be discussed further in the concluding chapter.
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
This final chapter will consider the contributions of the study to the body of
knowledge on the pretrial release process. Practical applications of the study will be
suggested, and implications for further studies will conclude the chapter.
The primary objective of this study has been to advance our understanding and
knowledge of the pretrial release process. The release environment in the three counties
studied turned out to be more complex than envisioned when the research project began.
There were many challenges in designing the study, and the data collection phase was not
without occasional bewilderment. An illustration of one of the difficulties was in
determining how some of the defendants in the study group got out of jail -- meaning
who decided on their release status'! It seemed that they just walked out without a trace
of paper. Security measures of the jails, of course, indicated that inmates really do not
just walk away unless someone in authority gives them permission to do so. In many
situations, a "triangulation" of sources was useful in tracing release outcomes to specific
decisions, meaning sources of jail records, court files and prosecuting attorney files. If
a person is booked into jail on probable cause, the prosecutor may decide quickly that the
calle lacks merits of prosecution. The case is dismissed, the defendant released from jail,
and there would be no record of the case in court files. In some cases, the defendant first
was arraigned in District Court on misdemeanor charges, where the judge rendered a
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pretrial release decision. The misdemeanor charges were then dismissed and t.he case was I
transferred to Circuit Court to handle the felony charges against the defendant, In Circuit:
Court, the judge often changed the pretrial release status of the defendant. In one case,
the District Court judge rendered a release decision of security bail for the defendant. I
The Circuit Court judge changed the release terms to conditional. The defendant was I
released, however, hy the jail on matrix because of overcrowding. All dlarges were I
dismissed by the prosecuting attorney. How should, therefore, the release: be coded? I
There were two judicial pretrial release decisions, one jail decision, aI1d the case I
dismissed. (The case was coded in data collection as a matrix release, since that was the I
way the defendant was released from jail). While the research results show or,ly one type I
of release per defendant, the release process was somewhat more diffuse and less clearly I
defined as perhaps the study implies.
In determining the best way to investigate the release process, the three research I
questions -- question one dealing with the history of pretrial release; ql.lestion two I
describing how the release process works; and question three exploring the fairness of the i
release process -- seemed an effective way to explore the essential comporlent'i of the I
release environment. From another perspective, the research questions direct~d the study:
into the past, into the present, and into the matter of fairness, which has beerl at the root I
of much of the research, discussion, and debate of pretrial release in America through the i
years. Presenting the findings in context with the research questions also seen-ted a good I
way to maintain the focus of the study. The findings were presented in the same order I
of the research questions.
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It is felt, overall, that the study has generally advanced our present understanding
of the pretrial release Iprocess. The major contributions of the study are primarily in the
following iWo areas: I
I. The release process was described from the point of incarceration to final
adjudicatiQn of the case for a study group of 619 criminal defendants. The study showed
the vario~s methodsi of release from jail, such as recognizance, matrix, and case
dismissals y and identilfied the principal decision-makers in the release environment, who
were the Qefendants, Ijailers, release officers and judges. The releases were analyzed to
show how defendant characteristics, such as crime severity and criminal history, affected
the releas~ outcomeS.1 This contributes to the body of knowledge in one respect because
the Iiteratl.Jre showed that the release process had not been studied. Also, no one has
document~d the inter.action of defendant relea'ies and decisions. This information could
be useful for future policy changes, by showing the interaction of release decision and
outcomes.
2. On the matter of fairness in the release process, the research findings
showed that factors such as a felony charge, multiple offenses, probation violation, past
convictioQ record, conviction on the current charge, and narcotics offenses influenced the
pretrial f{llease outcome and the length of jail stay. While gender and race did not
influence receiving pretrial release, the length of jail stay wa'i generally longer for
minoritie~ than for non-minorities. This finding in the research was evaluated from two
perspectives: one, that the criminal charges influenced the longer stay in jail for
minoritie~, and two, that race or ethnicity influenced the jail stay. Although both
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perspectives were explored, the discretionary nature of decision-making in the release
environment suggests that either perspective could be valid. A contribution of the
research findings on fairness is in bringing attention to potential problems of minorities
in pretrial release and incarceration situations. Suggestions for further studies on this
issue will be discussed later in this chapter.
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
I. The information gathered for this research might benefit the release
a'isistance offices in the three counties studied. During the many contacts of release
officers by this researcher, the release officers expressed interest in learning about the
research findings. Results of the study could be shared with the release officers orally
during future meetings, or a brief presentation by the researcher could be made at one
of the conferences held periodically by relea'ie officers in the Northwest region.
2. The Oregon Supreme Court Task Force on Racial Equality in the Judicial
System expressed interest in the pretrial release process. Findings of this research will
be shared with members of the Task Force during one of several meetings planned in the
future by Task Force leaders.
3. The research tindings may encourage criminal courts in the three counties
studied to review the interaction of minority defendants in the judicial process. The
observation that minorities tend to remain in jail longer than non-minorities implies that
some defendants could lack communication skills or comprehension of the judicial
system.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
1. Additional research is needed to explore the issue of fairness in the pretrial
release process. In particular, research designed to assess how Hispanic defendants
interact with judicial decisions, sentencing, defense attorneys, interpreters, and others
might shed light on a fmding in the dissertation research that Hispanics averaged longer
jail stays than Whites.
2. Additional research on the arraignment process in criminal courts might
be productive in showing whether detained defendants feel more compulsion to plead
guilty than do defendants who have been released prior to trial. An observation in the
research was that detained defendants more often plead guilty than those not detained.
The question that arises is whether the detained inmates figure they may as well plead
guilty since they are already locked up.
3. Additional research on the pretrial release process in other counties would
enable a comparison of release practices. It would be particularly informative to observe
the release process in the counties of Eastern Oregon, with less population density,
possibly less jail crowding, and fewer resources than in the counties studied for the
dissertation. The possibility that jail crowding influences release outcomes could best be
tested in counties with less jail crowding.
4. The observation that a large number of inmates who had been charged with
felonies and were released on recognizance, conditionally and on matrix suggest'l that
further studies might be warranted to assess the danger to communities resulting from
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these release procedures. The study would no doubt be welcomed by the community,
which views pretrial crime as high.
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Washington County
Sheriff's Office
Sheriff Jim Spinden
JAIL PROCEDURE
MATRIX RELEASES - JAIL CROWDING POUCY
EFFECTIVE
: 4·10-0193
: 1"()1-93
To comply wilh Fcdm1l Court Order , 83-634 (a Consent Decree) I.I1d byaulhority granted in O.R-S. 137.520 (3),
shilt commanders at the Washington County Jail may rdease inmates to ease jail onraowding, using the below
listed procedures.
PROCEDURE
~ 1.0 Mitro ComputatiQn
1.1 UPOIl the decisiOIl to lodge an inmate in a liriDB area Qr the Washington County Jail, a matrix
IJCOre will be assigned to the inmate.
1.2 Mttrix scores will be assigned by (QIlowinB the ronnula listed 011 the matrix alIDputatiQn rQnn,
SOCD , 54. Tbe flllll1score will be tramrerred to the inmate 5x8 card, listed in the lower center
or the card WIder 'clas:sifu:atiQn".
1.3 Mttrix scores wiJl be realIDPutcd by the officer assigned rrom the gnneyard shilt wbencyer any
or the (ollowing oa:urs.
• Charaes are added or released.
• The inmate becomes a.ssaultin. clisnJptiY.. IlDStabl.. unpredictable or an escape risk.
• The inmate is returned rrom the restitutioll cmtcr or mno,ed rrom trusty status.
• The inmate dcnlops psychological problans.
• The inmate is rrclassifaed to 7 Close or 8 MAX custody.
• Stall' bemmc aware or l.I1y information (Cen. alias D&IIIes, de) which were unknown wben the
oriIUIII matrix score WlIJ assigned.
1.4 Any starr manber disalYlring c:hanaes cksaibed in ucUOII 1.2 or this proc:alw-e is responsible rill"
JistinI the inmate'. name and status change 011 SOCD ronn D1IZIIlx:r 58.
1.0 MJtrix Indiglblros
PoIiq 4-1().Q193
Pqe lor3
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2.1 Inmates who may be a danger to any puson or thcrnsdves will not be included when considering
matrix releases. Any slafT member discovering any nason to believe an inmate to be a danger to
another person is required to place that inmate's name on SOCD form number 56. Reasons for
inclusion on this list include, but are not limited to the following:
• Arresting officer concern for the safety of any person.
- Statements made by the inmate indicating some danger to themselves or another.
• Intoxicated inmates unable to locate a responsible person.
• Statements made by lI!!Y person in person or by ldephone that the inmate is a threat to another
person.
• The inmate is charged with any person to person violent aime in which the victim is not aware
of the release beforehand, Jl!!J! specifically agrees to the I'l'lease.
2.2 Inmates that are pending a disciplinary bearing or alljudication will be placed on the matrix
indigible list by the officer initiating the disciplinary report. They will remain on the list until the
bearing or alljudicntion has lllkcn place.
2.3 Inmates sanctioned to disciplinary segregation will be placed on the matrix ineligible list for the
duration of the disciplinary segregatillD.
2.4 Inmates charged with or serving a sentence for direct conlmlpt of court will be placed on the
matrix ineligible list.
2.5 Inmates listed on the ineligible list~ be released from custody for ovmrowding nasons.
2.6 The matrix ineligible list ~U be reviewed daily by the prognuns manager for accuracy and
continuance. Should an inmate no longer be deaned a threat to thcmsdvC$ or another, they may
be ranoved from the ineligible list. In such cases the programs manager will document the elate,
time and nason for ranoving the inmate from the list on SOCD form number 54.
3.0 Rrirnse PromIllrrs
3.1 Matrix releases will be considered only after other release options wne been diminated. These
options include normal recognizance releases as ouUincd in Circuit and District Gmera1 Court
Order number 61; releases after security or baillw been postedj releases arranged by the court
release officers; and releases arranged for by the programs manager.
3.2 Matrix scores will be examined on a daily basis and a list of potential releases will be prepared
for the shift supcrrisor. Tbis is a responsibility of the programs manager during bis or her work
week, and of the post five officer during the absence of the programs manager.
3.3 The listing of potential releases will be documented on SOCD form number 55, which will be
maintained at the sergeant's work station. Any~ assigned a matrix score following
completion of the potential rdease list, will be added to the list if their score is lower tlw1 any
Dumber ClllTC11tJy listed.
3.4 Shift aupt:r'YUors, on an as Deeded basis will choose the lw.lest IOlring inmate, not listed on the
ineligible list, for rdease. 1'rHenteDce inmaus rdeased using the matrix system will be released
using a Jtandard m:ogniz.ance form. At the bouom ot the form, the release Ibou1d be dearly
noted as a matrix aowding release. The matrix score and authorizing aupcrrisor abould also be
listed at the bouom of the recogniDuxe form.
Policy 4-10-0193
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3.5 Sentenced inmates will be considered for normal matrix release if at least two thirds of their
sentence bas been saved, w. they ban been approYed for an early release by the court.
3.6 Shift supenisol'S will choose inmates for matrix release based on their assigned matrix scores.
The lowest scoring inmates, not on the Ineligible list, will be released a5 required to maint,ain
control of jail onrcrowding.
3.7 Upon releasing any inmate using the matrix system. the releasing officer is responsible for listing
the date and time of release as well as the authorizing supervisor on SOCD form number 55.
~.MidIllclT:COI1i':::~:;:caC::p=:;q-n------
Replaces Policy 4-1~192
Editing Officer •
Next Scheduled Review l"()l·94
Policy 4-1~193
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Dress-In & Strip Search Record
Prop~rty: Blue Bag
Lockerll _
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Inmate: _
Officer: _
Booking# _
BPST# _
Strip Search Conducted: Yes No Date: _
Ir "Yes". tbe reason for tbe search was (mark all tbat apply):
o Charged with a Drug Offense or a Fe/any Crime that is regarded as vio/~nL
o CCH includes a drug use history or a Felony Crime that is regarded as violent.
o D~meanor of tbe inmate (specifically list wbat caused the search; include dress,
actions, Under tbe influence of narcotics, furtive movements, elc. in tbe
comments section).
o Tbe inmate was transported to the Wasbington County Jail from another facUity
or was reporting to tbe jail to begin a senlence.
Comments:
*******.***************~********************************.********
Body & Sldn Condition
(document the aru)
Crab,
C.1IIT._
Scan
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QUESTIONS
1. How many citations were issu~d
2. What were the crimes for which citations were issued
3. What is the policy, regulation, legislation governing citation
4. How many felony arrests were made in the county'
5. What are the offense categories of these arrests
6. How many misdemeanor arrests were made
7. What are the offense categories of these arrests
8. What are the progression of events and options when an individual is booked
into jail following arrest
9. What were the initial (within 24 hours) dispositions of felony and
misdemeanor defendants following arrest
10. What was the total number of interviews by release officers (RO)
11. What is the breakdown by offense category for these interviews
12. What was the pretrial disposition of the defendants interviewed by an RO
13. What is the decision format or process used by the RO
14. How was this format developed
15. What changes over time have been made to this process
16. For pretrial decisions made by judges, what criteria is used in the
decision
17. What were the pretrial dispositions of defendants where the decision was
rendered by a jUdge
18. Does the county use a security bail schedule
19. How was this schedule developed
20. What is the ethnic, racial, gender, and age breakdown of citation and
arrested defendants
21. What particular problems ensue with defendants of various ethnic, gender.
and age classes in pretrial decisions
22. What factors influence the number of ethnic populations in the county
23. What is the jail capacity
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24. What determines this capacity
25. If there is a court ruling governing limitations on jail populations, what
is the history of this ruling
26. Are jail staffs authorized to release inmates
27. What is the policy relating to the release of inmates by jail staff
28. What is the total number of inmates released by jail staff
29. Have there been instances of inmate releases by jail staff post trial
30. What is the breakdown of those released by jail staff by offense category,
gender, ethnic class and age
31. What was the overall failure to appear (FTA) rate and the FTA rate
broken down by offense category, ethnic, gender, and age classes
32. How is FTA calculated
33. What are court policies governing release hearings
34. What is the history and development of pretrial practices in the county
35. How are pretrial matters supervised
36. How many release personnel are employed and what changes have occurred over
time
37. What training is received by release personnel
38. What are the duties of release personnel
39. How are release personnel recruited
40. How are release services funded and have there been changes over time
41. What are the rules, legislation, and policies affecting pretrial decisions
42. What influences have determined these policies
43. In what ways are felonies handled differently from misdemeanors
44. For defendants eligible for security release, how long were they
incarcerated prior to actual release
45. What were the security amounts for each defendant
46. What are the principal economies of the county
47. What resources are available to assist release personnel and the courts
(i.e. language interpreters, treatment programs, special release programs)
APPENDIX B
48. What options are available in pretrial release decisions (i.e. recog,
security, conditional)
49. Are there special or seasonal influences that govern police priorities
leading to diverse inmate populations or jail capacities
50. What was the incarceration rate per 1,000 population in the county
51. For the inmate population what was the history of incarceration
injuries, medical problems, suicide
52. What resources are available for inmate medical problems
147
53. Of all defendants arrested how many were already FTA
54. What are the similarities and differences of pretrial practices within each
of the 3 counties of Multnomah, Washington, and Yamhill
APPENDIX C
OREGON LAWS ON PRETRIAL RELEASE
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ISl5.24O
(g) AIly facts indicating the possibility of
violations of law if the defendant is released
without regulations;
(h) AIly facts tending to indicate that the
defendant has strong ties to the community;
and
(i) AIly other facta tending to indicate
the defendant is likely to appear.
(7) "Release decision" means a determi-
nation by a magistrate, using release crite-
ria, which establishes the form of the release
most likely to assure defendant's court ap-
pearance.
(8) ·Security release" means a release
conditioned on a promise to appear in court
at all appropriate times which 15 secured by
cash, stoCks, bonds or real property.
(9) ·Surety" is one who executes a secu-
rity release and binds oneself to pay the se-
RELEA.C3E OF DEFENDANT curity amount if the defendarit fnils to
l35.23O Reloosc of defendants; defi. comply with the release agreement. (1973 c.S36
nitions. A3 used in ORB 135.230 to 135.290, 1146)
unless the context requires otherwille: 135.235 Release assistance officer. (l)
(l) ·Condition.'l1 release" means a nonse- If directed by the presiding judge of the ci.r.
curity release which imposes rernations on cuit court in a judicial district, a release as·
sistance officer, and release assistance
the activities and associations 0 the defend- deputies who shall be responsible to the re-
ant. lease assistance officer, shall be appointed(2) ·Magistrate" has the meaning pro- under a personnel plan established by the
vided for this term in ORB 133.030. Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.
(3) -Personal recognizance" means the (2) The release assistance officer shall.
release of a defendant upon the promise of except when impracticable, interview every
the defendant to appear in court at all ap- person detained pursuant to law and charged
propriate times. . with an offense.
(4) "Release" means temporary or partial (3) The release assistance officer shall
freedom of a defendant from lawful custody verify release criteria information and may
before judgment of conviction or after judg- either:
ment of conviction if defendant has appealed. (a) Timely submit u written report to the
(5) "Release agreement" means a swom uwgiBtrate containing, but not limited to. an
writing by the defendant stating the terms evaluation of the release criteria and a re-
of the release and, if applicable. the amount commendation for the form of release; or
of security. (b) If delegated release authority by the
(6) "Release criteria" includes the fol· presiding judge of the circuit court in the
lowing: Judicial district, make the release decision.
(a) The defendant's employment status [1973 c.836 §H7; 1981 La. c.3 G37I
and history and financial condition; lS5.24O Releasable offeDBeB. (1) Except
(b) The nature and extent of the family as provided in BUbsection (2) of this section,
relationships of the defendant; a defendant shall be released in accordance
(c) The past and present residences of the with ORS 135.230 to 135..290.
defendant; (2) When the defendant iD charged with
(d) Names of persons who agree to assist murder or treason, release shall be denied
the defendant in attending court at the . when the proof is evident or the presumption
proper time; strong that the person is guilty.
(e) The nature of the current ~l.n~; (3) The I:IUIgistrate may conduct such
.......6" hearing as the InD.gistrate considers neces·(0 The defendant's prior criminal record, amy to determine wllethcr, under subsoction
if any, and, if the defendant previously has (2) of this section, the proof is evident or the
been released pending trial, whether the de- presumption strong that the person is guilty.
fendant appean..'<i as required; [1973 c..asa §l4BJ
14-63
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lM.245 Release decillion. (1) Ezcapt as
provided in ORS 135.240 (2), a~n in cus-
tody shall have the immediate right to socu-
rity release or shall be takeIi before a
magistrate without undue delay. If the per-
son is not released under ORS 135.270, or
otherwise released beforo arraignment, the
magistrate shall advise the person of the
right of the person to a security release as
provided in ORS 135.265.
(2) If a person in custody does not re-
quest a security release at the time of
arraignment, the m~to shall make a re-
lease decision rogarding the person within 48
hours after the arraignment.
(3) The magistrate shall iDJpoae the least
onerous condition reasonably likely to assure
the person's later appearance. A person in
custody, otherwise having a right to release,
shall be released upon the personal recogni·
zance unless release criteria show to the
satisfaction of the magistrate that such a re-
lease is unwarranted.
(4) Upon a finding that release of the
person on personal recognizance is unwar-
ranted, the magistrate shall impose either
c;:;nditional release or security release.
(5) Beforo the release decision is made,
the district attorney shall have a right to be
heard in relation thereto.
(6) This section shall be liberally con·
strued to carry out the purnose of relying
upon criminnl sanctions instead of financial
loss to assure the appearance of the defend·
ant. [1973 cl336 ~149J
135.250 General conditions of release
agreement. (1) If a defendant is released
before judgment, the conditions of the re-
lease agreement shall be that the defendant
will:
(a) Appear to answer the charge in the
court havmg jurisdiction on a day certain
and thereafter as ordered by the court until
the defendant is discharged or the judgment
is entered;
(b) Submit to the orders and process of
the courtj
(c) Not depart this state without leave of
the courtj and
(d) Comply with such other conditiollll as
the court may impose.
(2) If the defendant is released after
judgment of convictillnl. the conditions of the
release agreement SlUW be that the defend·
ant will:
(a) Duly prosecute the ap))CB1 of the de-
fendant as required by ORS 138.005 to
138.500;
(b) Appear at such time and place as the
court may directj
(e) Not depart this state without leave of
the court;
(d) Comply with ouch other conditions as
tho court may impose; and
(e) If the judgment is affirmed or thejudgment is roversed and the cause rornonded
for a new trial, immediately appear as re-
~ by the trial court. [1973 c.838 1150; 1991
c.W 110]
l35.255 Release agreement. (1) The de-
fendant shall not be released from custody
unless the defendant files with the clerk of
the court in which the mag:ist;rnte is :E·d.
ing a release agreement dufy executed • the
defendant containing the conditions 0 ered
br. the releasing magistrate or deposits socu-
nty in the amount specified by the
magistrate in accordance with ORS 135.230
to 135.290.
(2) A failure to appear as required by the
rolease agreement sliall be pUnishable as
provided in ORS 162.195 or 162.205.
(3) MCustody" for purposes of a release
agreement does not include temporary cus-
tOdy under the citation procedures of ORS
133.045 to 133.080. [1973 cl336 IlSl1
135.260 Conditional release. Conditional
release may include one or more of the fol·
lowing conditions:
(1) Release of the defendant into the care
of a qualified person or organization respon-
sible for supervi.J4ng the defendant and aa-
sisting the defendaiit in appearin~ in court.
The supervisor shall not be required to be
financially responsible for the defendant, nor
to forfeit money in the event the defendant
fails to a.s;"if in court. The supervisor,
however, notify the court immediately
in the event that the defendant breaches the
conditional release.
(2) Reasonable regulations on the activ-
ities, movements, associations and residences
of the defendant, including, if the court finds
it appropriate, restriction of the defendant to
the aefendnnt's own residence or to the
premiBes thereof.
(3) Release of the defendant from custody
during working hours.
(4) Any other reasonable restriction de-
siRIled to assuro the defendant's appearance.
[l9'73°c.83611ll2; 198IS c.818I1]
135.265 Security release. (1) If tho de-
fandant is not released on personal rocogni-
zance under ORS 135.255, or granted
conditional release under ORS 135.260, or
fails to agree to the provisions of the condi·
tional rolease, the magistrate shall set a se-
curity amount that will reasonably assure
the defendant's appearance. The defendant
shall execute the security release in the
amount set by the magistrate.
14-64
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(2) The defendant shall execute a release
agreement and deposit with the clerk of the
court before which the proceeding is pending
a sum of money equal to 10~t of the
security amount, but in no event shall such
deposit be less than $25. The clerk shall is-
sue a receipt for the sum deposited. Upon
dejlOlliting this sum the defenilimt shall be
released from custody subject to the condi-
tion that the defendant appear to answer the .
charge in the court having jurisdiction on a
day certain and thereafter as ordered by tho
court until dis~ed or final order of the
court. Once secunty has been given and a
charge is pending or is thereafter filed in or
transferred to a court of competent jurisdic-
tion the latter court shall continue the ori-
ginal security in that court subject to DRS
135.280 and 135.285. When conditions of the
rolease agreement have been performed and
the defendant has been discluirged from all
obligations in the cause, the clerk of the
court shall return to the person shown by
the receipt to have made the deposit, unless
the court orders otherwise, 85 percent of the
sum which has been deposited and shall re-
tain as security release costs 15 percent, but
not less than $5 nor more than $200, of the
amount deposited. The interest that has ac-
crued on the full amount deposited shall also
be retained by the clerk. The amount re-
tained by the clerk of a circuit or district
court shnll be paid over as directed by the
State Court Administrator for deposit in the
Criminal Fine and Assessment Account cre-
ated under DRS 137.300. The amount re-
tained by a justice of the peace shall be
deposited in the county treasury. The amount
retained by the clerk of a municipal court
shall be deposited in tho municipal corpo-
ration treasury. At the request of the de-
fendant the court may order whatever
amount is repayable to defendant from such
security amount to be paid to defendant's at-
tomey of record.
(3) Instead of the security deposit pro-
vided for in subsection (2) of this section the
defendant may deposit with the clerk of the
court an amount equal to the security
amount in cash, stocks, bonds, or real or
personal property situated in this state with
equity not exempt owned by the defendant
or sureties worth double the amount of se-
curity set by the magistrate. The stocks,
bonds, real or personal property shall in all
cases be justified by affidavit. The magistrate
may further examine the sufficiency of the
security as the magistrate considers neces·
sary. (1973 c.836 U53; 1979 c.878 ~l; 1981 c.837 §1; 1981
1.1. c.3 §112; 1983 c.763 §oW; 1987 c.906 §l4]
Not.l: The amcn~ta to 135.266 by aection 14.
chapter 905. Oregon Lawa 1987, talut eJI'ec:t July 1, 1992.
See .ection 39. chapter 9Oll, Oreion Lawa 1987. as
amended by aection I, chapter 460, Ore&'O'l Lawa 199L
'Iba ton (1989 Ed!&D) u aet fcrt.h for the ~a am-
vmIeDce.
lllll.2B5. (1) II the cla!mdAnt u DOt releucd on~
aonal~ UDder ORS W.265, or eranted COQo
cllilalla1 UDder ORS W.260, or faiIa to~ to
t!lo.proviailma of the ooncllilalla1 releuo, tho
ahall aet a aec:urity amcunt UW will I'UIOD4h1Y uaunt
tho dellmdAnr. appoaranoe. Tbo dafaDdant ahaU IDCUSe
tho aec:urity reIeaM in the a.moam Nt by the mqI.rtme.
(2) Tbo defendant ahall axecuta a reIeue~t:::t with tho clerk of tho ClOI:In before which the
u pending a aum of IIlOZlG7 equa1 to 10 pao-
cmlt of the aecurity amount, blli in DO event ahall llUch
depoait be laaa than $U. Tba clark ahalllaaue a reeaipt
for the aum dapoai::J;..~n dapoaitiD& thla mm tlie
daIendant ahall be I f:om aatody aubjact to the
condition that the defanwt appear to anawer tho
chari'a in the court havini jurUdicl:lan on a da:r oerWn
and thereafter as ordared by the court until cWcha.rpd
or final order of the court. Once aec:urUy hu t-n
!:ivan and a chari'a u pending or u thereafter filed In
or tranaferrad to a court of competc1t juriadictlon tho
Iatlu court ahall continue the orilPnal sacurity in UW
court aubjaci to ORS 135.260 and l.35.Wl. When amdi-
Ilona of the t1I1eue qreement have bean performed and
tho defendant hu bean diac.haJ'ied from all obliiatlana
in the c.auae, the clerk of the court .hall return to the
penon ahOWD by the receipt to have made tho depoait,
unIeaa tho court ordan otherwiae, 85 portent of the awn
whlch hu been dapcailbd and ahall t1IWn U aac=it)'
t1I1aaao coat.a 15 percent, but no; leu than $5 DO!' DlOl'lI
than $200, of tho amount depOOted. The intareat that
hu acauAld on tho full amount dapoaited ahall aIao be
nltainad by the clark and be appllad toward the coata
of tho aecurity reJouo program. 'Iba amount t1Itainad
by tho clerk of a circ:uit or di'1rict court .hall be do-
poailbd in the General Fund. Th~ amount t1Itainad by a
Juatlce of the peace .hall be dapoaitod in tho county
trauury. The amount t1Itained by tho clerk of a munioo
ipal court .hall be depoailbd in tho municipal corpo-
ration treaaury. At the requut of tha defendant tho
court may ordor what.aver amount ia t1Ipayablo to do-
fendant from .uch aecurity amount to be paid to do-
fendanra attorney of realrd.
(3) Inatead of the aecurity depoait provided for in
aubaection (2) of thia aec:tion the cWandant may depoJit
with the clerk of the court an amount cqUJl! to'tho 10-
eurity amount in cub, ltoclu. bonda. or real or peJ"o
aona.l property .ituated in thia .tata with equity not
eumpt owned by the defendant or auretiea worth doublo
the amount of .ecurity aet by the IIUlgiatrat.a. The
ltoclu. bonds, real or personal property oball in all
caaea be juatified by affi<!avito The IDlliiatrat.a may ful'o
thor examine the .ufficiency of tho aecurity u the
mqiatnt.a conaidcra necuaary.
135.270 TakiDg of security. When a se-
curity amount has been set by a mngi.~trate
for a particular offense or for a defendant's
release, any person designated by the
mngistrnte may take the security and release
the defendant to appear in accordance with
the conditions of the release agreement. The
pertlon de~ignated by the magistrate shall
give a receipt to the defendant for tho secu-
rity so taken and within a reasonable time
deposit the security with the clerk of the
court having jurisdiction of the offense. (1973
c.838 ~154l
135.280 Forfeiture and apprehension.
(l) Upon failure of a person to comply with
any condition of a release agreement or per-
sonal recognizance, the court having juris-
diction may, in addition to any other action
14-65
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provided by law, issue a warrant for tho ar·
reBt of tho person at liberty upon a Jlel:Sonal
recognizance, conditional or security release.
(2) A warrant issued under subsection (1)
of this section by a municipal officer as de-
fined in ORa 133.030 (6) may be executed by
any peace officer authorized to execute ar·
reBt warrants.
(3) If tho defendant does not comply with
the conditions of the releaso agreement, tho
court having jurisdiction shall enter an order
declaring the entire security amount to be
forfeited. Notice of tho order of forfeiture
shall be given forthwith by personal service,
by mail or by such other means as are rea·
sonably calculated to bring to the attention
of tho defendant and, if applicable, of the
sureties, tho order of forfeiture. If, within 30
days after tho court declares the forfeiture,
the defendant does not appear or satisfy the
court having jurisdiction that appearance
and surrender by the defendant was, or still
is, impossible and without fault of the de-
fendarit, the court shall enter judgment for
the state, or appropriate political subdivision
thereof, against tho defendant and, if appli-
cable, the sureties, for the amount of secu·
rity and costs of the proceedings. At any
time beforo or after judgment for the amount
of security declared forfeited, the defendant
or the sureties may apply to the court for a
remi3sion of the forfeiture. The court, upon
good caUlle shown, may remit the forfeiture
or any part thereof, as the court considers
reasonable under the circumstances of the
case.
(4) When judgment is entered in favor of
the state, or any political subdivision of the
state, on any security given for a release, the
ju~ent ~ay be enforce~ as a judgment in
!1 evil action. If entered In circuit court, the
Judgment shall be docketed, and if entered in
district court may be docketed, as a civiljudgment under DRS chapter 18. The district
attorney, county counselor city attorney
may have execution issued on the judgment
and deliver same to the sheriff to be exe-
cuted by levy on the deposit or security
amount made in accordance with DRS
135Y.65. The proceeds of any execution shall
be.used to satisfy the judgment and costa and
pwd into the treasury of the municipal cor-
poration wherein the security was taken if
the offense was defined by an ordinance of a
political subdivision of this state, or paid into
the treasury of the county wherein the secu·
rity was taken if the offense was defined by
a statute of this state and the judgment was
entered by a justice's court, or paid over as
directed by the State Court Administrator for
deposit in the Criminal Fine and Assessment
Account created under DRS 137.300, if the
offense was defined by a statute of this state
and the judgment was enterj3d by a circuit
or district court. Tho provisil'ns of this sao-
tion shall not apply to: I
(a) Money deposited pWr'Suant
'
to ORa
153.540 for a traffic offense. I
(b) Money deposited PWr'SU8Dt l to ORa
153.355 for a boating offense. I
(c) Money deposited PUI'SU8Dtl to ORa
153.745 for a wildlife or com,marciRl fiahing
offense.
(5) When the judgment pf forteiture is
entered, the security deposit 'Pf dep,OBit with
the clerk is, by virtue of the Judgriient alone
and without requiring furthell exeCUltion, for·
feited to and may be kept bl the state or ita
appropriate political subdiV1s~on. 'l"he clerk
shall reduce, by the value of the d.eposit so
forfeited, the debt remaining o,n the judgment
and shall cause the amount O.D depclsit to be
transferred to the revenue \1CCOUll,t of the
state or political subdivision ~hereoJr entitled
to receive the proceeds of e;tecution under
this section.
(6) The stocks, bonds, pe~'Sonal property
and real property shall be sold in Iihe same
manner as in execution sales j.D civil actions
and the proceeds of such sal~ shalll be used
to satisfy all court costs,. prior
encumbrances, if any, and frqm the balance
a sufficient amount to satisfy the judgment
shall be paid into the treas~ of W.e munic-
ipal corporation wherein thll secu.nty was
taken if the offense was de~ed by an ordi-
nance of a political subdivisiotl of tllls state,
or paid into the treasury pf thEI county
wherein the security was taketl if tbe offense
was defined by a statute of thill state and thejudgment was entered by a jUlltice's ICOurt, or
deposited in the General Funp available for
general governmental eJqlense~ if the offense
was defined by a statute of thi.jJ state and thejudgment was entered by a cirl:Uit or district
court. The balance shall be rj!tumed to the
owner. The real property sol,d may be re-
deemed in the same manner as real estate
may be redeemed after judicilll or execution
sales in civil actions. [1973 c.~ §155; 1961 .... c.3
Hl3; 1983 c.763 §4.5; 1987 c.7lD §1; l!l8'( c.906 1,15)
Note: The amendmeD14 to 135~ao by IIection 15,
chapter 905, Oregon La..... 1987, taka ¥!feet July 1, 1992.
Seo I«tion 39, chapter 905. OTqO\1 La..... 1987, U
amended by leCtion I, chapter 480, Oregoa x.a..... 1991.
'The tut (1989 Edition) I. 1<11 forth f~r the wer'. con·
veniance.
l.3l5.2SO. (l) Upon failure of II perapn to c:dmply withan,. condition of a releue egreeme'll or pclnonaJ "'"
colPliunce, the court havini jwUdictlon may, in ad~.
tion to aDY othor action provided 'by law, iuue a
warranl for the un.t of the penon al libe~ upon a
penonll1 recopiliance, coDditionll1 or \'CCUfiI}l releue.
(2) A WarraDI wued WlWlr '~Iioa (l) of thI.o
.ection by II municipal officer u deflD~<! in ORS 133.030
(6) may be ueeuled by any peaeo oltjCer auLboriud to
eucul<l ~I W&1Tlllll.a.
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(3) It the defendant doeoo not comply with tho coo·
ditiDna of the rel_ &iI'll8=t, the Clurt havinlr ~u.
rilldictIon shall enter an order declariIlg the entire
IllCUrity amount to be forfeited. Notice of the order of
forfaiture Iha1l be given forthwith by peraoDAl Illrvial,
by mail or by such other meane as are reuooably all·
cUlated to bring to the attention of the defendant and.
If applicable, of the SuretiOll, the order of forfeiture. If,
wit1ifu 30 daye aflAlr the Clurt doclaros the forfeiture,
the defendant does not appear or satisfy the Clurt hav-
ing juriadiction thet appearanoo and sunender by the
defendant was, or still is, impouible and without !ault
of the defendant, the Clurt sbll1l enter judiment for the
state, or appropriate political subdiviaion thereof,
apioA tho defendant and. if app1icable, the sureties, for
the llDlQuot of IllCUrity IlDd ClIts of the proc:oedinga. At
any time before or a&r judiment for the lUl10Ullt of
IllCUrity declared forfeited. the defendant or the auretiOll
may apply te the Clurt for a remiuion of the forfeiture.
The Clurt, upon !tood caUill sboWD, may remit tho
fod'c.lture or any put thereof; as the Clurt Clnaiden
reuooable under the circum.ltancea of the ClIICl.
(") When judiment is cntered in favor of the state,
or any political subdivision of the state, on IlDY IllCUrity
Jiven for a relDJUe, the judgment may be eoforood as a
Judgment in a civil action. If entered in circuit Clurt,
the judgment shall be docketed. and If entered in dis·
trict Clurt may be docketed, as a civil judiIllent under
ORS chapter lB. The district attorney, couoty Clunael
or city attorney may hava exocutlon iaaued on the
jw:l=nt and deliver same to the sheriff to be executed
by levy on the d_eposit or security amount made in ac·
cordance with OIlS 135.265. The proc:eode of any exe-
cution Iha1l be UIlld to satisfy the judgment and ClIts
and paid into the treuury of the municipal corporation
wherein the IllCUrity was taken if tho offenae was de-
fined by an ordinance of a political subdivision of thU
state, or J'Aid into the treasury of the couoty wherein
the IllCUnty was taken if the offense was defined by a
statute of thU state and the ju~t was entered by
a ju.ati.::e's court, or deposited ID the Genera! Fund
available for genera! governmental ~n... if the of·
fense was defined by a statute of thiIl state and the
ja.demmt was entered by a circuit or dis trict court. The
provisions of thU I«tion shall not apply to:
Cal Money deposited punuant to ORS 153.5.0 for a
traffic offcuc.
fbI Mono,. deposited punuant to ORS 153.355 for a
boa"tII otrllDll.
,c) MoOGY deposi~.b~uant to OIlS l53.7'5 for '"
wildlife or commorc:ial fi . otren.ae.
(51 Wbn tho judiIllent of forfeiture ilentered, the
s&CUl'ity doposit or doposit with the clerk ii, by virtue
of the judgment aIona and without~ further
8DCUtIol1, lorfeited to and may be kept by the st4t4 or
its appropriate political subdivision. The cleric shall
reduoo, by tho value of tho deposit 10 forfoitod. tho debt
~ on tho judgment and Iha1l c:aUM tho amount
on W,poIlt to be transferred to the revenue ",ccouot of
tho stato or political subdivision thoreof entitled to re-
ceive the proooedo of CWlCUtion uow,r this Illct.ion.
(6) The stocU, bondo, pcnonal property and real
pro~ Iha1l be sold in the nme lIWIDor III in ax&-
cuban aalaa in civil actions and the proceodo of such
aalo aIW1 be wed to lOWry Il1I court coats. prior
encumbranou, if any. and &om tho balAnoo a auftldent
IlDlDUDt to satWy the judiment Iha1l be paid into tho
truwJy of tho municipal corporation wherein tho 16-
curity was taken If the otrenoo was defined by an ordi·
nance of a political subdivialon of this state, or paid
Into tho t:'euur1 of the county wharein the IllCUrity was
taken if the otrml<l was defined by a statuto of thU
state and the judgment wu entered by '" juatioo's Clurt,
or w,posited in tlie Genera! Fund ",vail.abIe for &cnen.l
govenunental erpen.aea if the offense was defined by a
statuto of thU state and the judgmo.nt was entered by
a c:in:uit or district court. The ba1anoo Iha1l be returned
to the owner. Tho real property sold may be rodoemed
In the nme manner u real ...tate may be redeemed af·
ter judicllPol or execution sal.. in civil 1PoCt!0na.
135.285 ReIease docision review and
release upon appeaL (1) If circumstances
concerning the defendant's release change,
the court, on its own motion or upon request
by the district attorney or defendant, may
modify the release agreement or the security
release.
(2) After judgment of conviction in mu-
nicipal, justice or district court, the court
shall order the original relecse agreement,
and if applicable, the security, to stand
pending appeal, or deny, increase or reduce
the relecse agreement and the security. If a
defendant appeals after judgment of can·
viction in circuit court for any crime other
than murder or treason, release shall be dis-
cretionary. [1973 c.836 §1S61
135.290 Punishment by contempt of
court. (l) A supervisor of a defendant on
conditional release who knowingly aids the
defendant in breach of the conditional re-
lease or who knowingly fails to report the
defendant's breach is punishable by con·
.tempt.
(2) A defendant who knowingly breaches
any of the relnl1ations in the relellS8 agree-
ment imposed"" pursuant to OBS 135.260 is
punishable by contempt. [1973 c.836 §157l
135.295 Application of OKS ISl5.28O to
135.290 to certain traffic offenses. Pr0-
vision for release contained in OBS 135.230
to 135.290 shall not apply to any traffic of·
fenses cs defined for the Oregon Vehicle
Code except the following:
(1) Reckless driving under OBS 811.140.
(2) Driving while under the influence of
intoxicants unacr ORB 813.010.
(3) Failure to perform the duties of a
driver under OBS 811.700 or 811.705.
(4) Criminal driving while suspended or
revoked under ORB 811.182.
(5) Fleeing or attempting to elude a p<>-
lice officer under OBS 811.540. [197" La. c.35 U:
001 c.81B §3: 1983 c:.338 §888; 1987 c.730 §5; 1991 c.208 §:II
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APPENDIX 0
PRETRIAl SURVEY FROM JULY I, ~993 TO AUGUST 31, 1993
AND TRACKING OF PRETRIAl DISPOSITION
1. County number 1-Hultnomah 2-Washington 3-Yamhill2. Case ID _
3. Defendant DOB (Itl/DD/yy) _
4. Ethnicity: _(I)White _(2)Black _(3)Native American _(4)Hispanic
_ (5)Southeast Asian _(6)Chinese or Japanese
_(7)Oriental, don't know type _(B)Other
5. Gender: _(I)Hale _(2)Female
6. Date defendant booked _
7. Day of week: _(l)Hon _(2)Tues _(3)Wed _(4)Thurs _(5)Fri _(6)Sat
_(7)Sun
B Host serious charge: _(1) A FelonY _(2) B Felony _(3) C Felony
_(4) AHisd _(5) B Hisd _(6) C Hisd
_(7) Violation _(8)Infraction9. DRS _
10. Interviewed by Release Officer? _(I)Yes _(2)Ho
II. Date of interview: _
12 Recommendation of Release Officer: _(l)Hold _(2)Recog
_(3)Security bail _(4)Conditional _(5)NA
13. Amount of security bail: _
14. If conditional release, type of condition: _(I)3rd Party
_(2)treatment program __(3)other program or condition (please specify)
15. Was defendant eligible for conditional release to a special program but
program was full or unavailable? __(I)Yes _(2)No
16. Pretrial disposition: (please check only one)
Decision was by: Release Officer ~ Jail
released on recog _(1) _(5) _(9)
released on
security bail _(2) _(6) _(10)
conditional release _(3) _(7) _(II) Matrix release
denied release _(4) _(8)
17. If released by jail staff, was release to avert overcrowding?
_(I)Yes _(2)No
18. Actual date defendant was released: _
19. Number of days defendant was confined before release: __
20 Defendant still in custody as of 11/15/93 _(l)Yes _(2)Ho
21. Was defendant in an FTA status when booked? _(I)Yes _(2)No
_(3) Unknown
22. Was defendant in a probation violator status ~hen booked?
_(l)Yes _(2)No _(3)Unknown
23. Was defendant ineligible for release due to excepted status, i.e. hold for
USH, INS, out of state warrant, etc.? _(I)Yes _(2)Ho
24. Was defendant booked as a result of a citation issued? __(l)Yes _(2)Ho
25. Was community danger a factor in release decision? _(I)Yes _(2)Ho
26. Was violence a factor in the crime for which defendant is currently
charged? _(l)Yes _(2)Ho _(3)Unknown
27. CriBinal history of defendant:
_(l)prior conviction on violent crime
_(2)prior conviction on non-violent crime
_(3)prior history not known
APPENDIX D
28. At 1the time pf boclking on the current charge, did defendant have a problem
with: (l)English language __(2)Hental capacity __(3)uncooperative
__(IJ)Drugs qr alcohol __(Slather problelllS __(S)Ho known problems
29. Ass'lgned IDAI of Release Officer .... __
30. Ass'lgned ID~ of Judge __
31. PoplJlat ion qf the ja 11 on rlate defllndant was booked: __
32. Finlll outcoa:je of defendant I sease:
__(JI)Conviction on original charge
__(l1)Conviction on lesser charge
_(~I)Acquitta1
__(II )Dismissed
__(!i)Pending
33. Sentenced to:
__(JI)Probation ,0
_(~!)Time already served
_(~l) 1 • 30 days in jail
__(41) 30 • 60 day:s
_(~i) 60 • 90 daylS
__(Ei) 90 days • 1 year
_(7') 1 - S years
_(EI) S • 10 yearlS
_(SI) over IP yeal"S
__(10) fined
__ (11) COllJDUflity l.ervice or other
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APPENDIX E
.IN THE CIRCUIT~URT OF THE STATE OF OREGON FOR MULTN\JMAH COUNTY
MOTION FOR RELEASE OR SECURITY AMOUNT CHANGE I
Slato. of Oregon vs. Charge easo
'bllJmber
SlK:urity
ArncXJnt
~Dlliendllnt
,....-- _v -- _
[ )AKft l )TN
Addrestl!
C:~~) Zip
« , -
-,,-'---'-+01-,.
AGE
_ J
Co-Defendant
Primaryme
Alcohol rug: sl
Employ' I PTI
Curronl/last employer -Io...:A::2.1.:...-::2.=:;:f::::z:f::::2:....2. ,-------
Address:...,..,.. ---:~ ,-------
Dates of Employment \ ~
Education Lovol: Roads: Yesp« Nol ) Highest grade comPloted~Trade S~hool Yell[ ) N§.vh.Comments, ,. _
Probatlon!parolo Officcr::1/J.~ County ,-------
Probation!parolo Offonsos
EPR Hit: Yes! ) No! I "'7H':""o':""ld:"'":":"Y:"'"es-:!~):"'"':":N~o!:""':"") ~T::-y-p-o---------"'------
Probation!Parolo Comments .,------
DOB
,
Sex: M~:J. F[) Racll: Wl ~ B[ ) A! ) NA! ) Other! I POB__--........- 1_
Soc. Sec.N· . (Giving this number Is optional. It is reqlJested for purp~eG
of making 1I release decision under 135.235; it will be used for Identificallon.) I
HO'N long at current address...:-- _-i.YL Currently living with: Parents! I Relative! I Spousel )
Friends! ) Name
How long 1I rOslden""'::t-o"':"f':":M:"'"e-:-'tro-_->'::::..... Slate. ~_-----_
Prior address (1), ~ ""':"':"_:-- ,~------
Wrlh,__-..,. HO'N long ,-------
Last 12 mo. (2) --;-:---:- -,.. _
Wrlh, -..,..,.....- --,,...,....,,...-:-:-- HO'N long:-:-__:::;-_,__------
_~ Relationship Addross _Ph_~lli!
=:::~:~~::::_.......----
Commonts_.
------------------------,------
____....,.....,.--.,-...."..._.,....,......".._Probation Judge ,-------
Was thero 1I victim of alleged crime? -r---------------/"'"------
Was there vlolenco Involv
Interviewer's Commonts: J"L:"-'-..lo.CI~~~-=-.Ao<:;J,_.~..Io,;"I..k:....=:..;;;"";,,.;..;..r-..,..:;..JJ,.~~ra..o~"-.....L-S-/
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0# 78/ 23
CPMS DEFENDANT_..",..._
Llatall plllllioul convictions: -h%~~5=----~~~+i ------
MilldomlNlnors FT'A Crimirull tlPV
AttomeyNext Court DaleChargoP~g ealu Number
(1)' n.()~(2) _
(3) _
(4) -:::::~---------~.:...'----;"'i---------~~l-_:::::=+,~·::tJI=I=/\=:::Q~=~.<"'lA----=:;:=::~;:::::;;;;;:::.::.~:::::::::::::::::=
(7) _L'(8) ----j-,''-----------------------
Date
'.1he lRIeraigned. being duly lWOln:aay 1he irrlonnaon on 1he Motion lot Aaleue at Sec:L.<ily """"""I Chongl ia true. I Ul'denllnd
It\Il1he Infctmaon will be UHd Ie> d.eidl if I lhouid be ."'-«1 at haw my aoc:L.<ily &mCUlt reduced. I Ul'denllnd IhIt if I don'
all1he fnJIh. I can be clwged wilh I*)ury at fal.. I~ng• .nd If convic1od. I can be Imptiaonad. I furlhet Ul'denllnd flit
cetnrnunlty~1lC!I will be mild. Ie> Yelity lhillnfcnnallon. IIIJ1hOrlza 1hI Courllo mlb _ c:onlIlC1I.nd Yelity lhillnfonnCion:
9~.
.. _..~....,..".....!_-
Rol9llse Assistance ()ffi(:or
Reviowed: _
RIl19lls~~"
o at next coUltapPllllranco with following recommondation:
Releale Assistance Officer's Docision:
I ) Rel9llse on RecognizanceI ) Relllllse to Third Party as follows:, _
I ) Rel9llso to PRSP
I J Rol9llso Donied
'bYRol9llse doeisio
/" -' ---~----------I J I Soeurity cha d om $_--"'-- -.,.__ to $__
Dalo:' 10()-:4
....:HJ
Judicial Doclsion On Defondant'l RelBaso:
I J Releale on Rocognizancll Granted or Continued
I J RlIlllllso to PRSP Granted or ContinuGd
I J PRSP Intorview with Report back to Jujgo on ACC4plllnce Boforo Rolll:lso.
I ) Rlllllllse to Third Party as foIiOWil:~"'"7'"~~:__--:--~-~:___=__:_---­
I J Closo Strootlnterviow with Roport back to JUdgo on Acceptanco Boforo RolllllSO.
I J ~-~...,....,...,....,."....,....""......~_:__--"........,..,--.,...,.........,....,.-..",._-.....,....,..,....__,...._-­I J RlIlOllU Donied At This Time. Defonse May Sot Tho MaUor for a ContostGd Hllllring.
Dale: 10__.
JUdge
MOTION FOR RELEASE
CC 23 PAGE 2 Original: Court Yellow: Prlirial~ Plnlt: 0" GoIdI/Yod: 0aIand1il1
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APPENDIX F
tAM
P U, _
PRE-UIAL RELEASE
WASHINGTON COUHTY DISTRICT/CIRCUIT COURTS ".t:=======:Olio
CHARGE P Olt 1CHARGE-------- ,,------0111----
HAME CHAR;E ~ 0111 _
BI .t=h-;;D":"I":"t.::-_~ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.;;O~t-=r';"t·h'P~II:-:C:-:.:------- .Oro. Driver', Ll c"
==:.::~=~~::::===:;;.Niilii.ii.:lI;;niid'"ipPiihon •• 0' your Atto ...l _
.HOW LDHGSTATEtURREHT ADDRESS APT.' CllT
Your HOlnt teleohone nu.btr , H'lllge telephone flu_b,r
PrevlOUI Addr's':~::~::::::::::::::~~::::::::~~~~~::::~~~;;;;~~~;;;:~.HOWLONGP",vtous Address .HOW LONGPr,vlous AddrllS ,HOW LDHG==
Ar, you currently buying ,or r,ntln9-10ur ho•• l Amount paid plr aonth, _
H'I'"rhd t 51"91, ----.S'Plrltld • Divorced • How 10ng1You"cur~fVI! wi th: AIon' ,SPDuse_,Plrtnts_,A.lltl ves_-_-_-_-'.r"".""'t"'.-n...,d""----
Do you hu. Iny chlld..nT Y.. .NO'. Do you hi" cultody 0' th•• , Y.. No, _
Do you ft.l thlt drug or IlcDhiiTUi'i'"W1I rolatDd tD your IrrlltT Y.. •N0 , If ytS which
Do you ft.1 thlt yDU hlv, I p.obl .. dOlling with AlcoholT Dru;.l Y.. .No , If y .. which
Nlm. Df YDur A~~~~:: : -:~~~: ~~~~:---------
Hame of your P,r,nts: Ho., Phon' _
Add ... ,: WDrk PhDn. _
parents or spous, who can 'I,d')' youl" StitUI and I,'ul"t
on r,cogn1zance fro. Jail that you .auld IPP'lr It th'
OTHER COMMUHITY CONTACTS (Ptr,on, Dth .. thin you.
the Cou.t thlt If YDU w.r. rlltlltd p.ndtn; trill
pl"Op,1" t1l1u for all Court .atters):
~:::'-------------------------:~~::~~~~:------..,~~~~~~~~:'-------
Him. HO•• PhDn. WDrk Phon., _
A•• YDU cu",ntly: hDloy.d Unl.ploy.d T If Un••ploy.d, HDW LDn;T _
'Your nor"'ll Occupation . Your current Occupatton:-::-::_----------
'Your curr,nt IInploy,r How Long Your Sup,rvisor
Your ,mploytrs addr,ss -;;;0;;"11 May WI contact
YOUI" ,.hr)' Your Preytous £.plo)',r Ho. long
list .ny other soure, of tnco., you alY hay, S plr ':.-=o-:::n":"t·h----
How IIlny y,.rl hive you gonl to school • Currently enrolled It:, _
Whit ...ount Df cllh do yDU hlv. fn jll1, "", It hD•• : • Your blnk .nd brlnch _
Amount Of .one)' in checktng Iccaunt • I.aunt tn slyings Iccount,_= _
YDU. cld' I: Hit. Ytlr NDnthly ply••nt. TD _
A.. YDU I V.terln: YtI ND , Typ. 0' Otschlr;t: , _
Lfst h.rl Iny other nI3~lv...........-u..d or btln known by: _
A.. yo u cu rr.n t lyon TEMP. LEAiT.- p~,J....E__-:!PROBATION •l\HETtE/OXJNIY
P"DhlPrDb.ttDn Offtc.r PhDn" Ort;tnll chfl'Vl:: _
DD You cu ...ntly hlv, Any OTHER CHARGES PENDING IN COURY AGAINST YOU ANYWHERE1 AllY ,STAT[, IF SO LIST:
OTHER CHARGE WHAT COURT ---.rDWRELEASED _
OTHER CHARGE WHAT COURT HOll RELEASEO _
List b.low Iny prtDr cDnvfctlDn,~ (Includln; .Ijor traffic ofhn.tI):
NAHE or CRIHE OIt, LocltIDn S.ntl.c. _
NAHE or CRIHE Olto LDCltlDn Slnt•• c.
NAHE or CRIHE Olt.----LDcltIDn 5ont..c.-_:::::::::::::
NAHE or CRINE Dlto----LDcottDn S.nt..c.
Ill •• yDU tvlr III ltd to I"tlr 'or I crt.lnll proctl~ Wh.ro Whtn:=::======
HI" yDu tv.r tlclp.d fr .. cu.tDdy or btln chorgod with,~ Wh.r. Wh.n
HI" you tv.r btln rolttl.d fro. custDdy on rocD;fttunc, (RECO;)I Whl-ro--- ',-"W.h":".n:------
I.th. d.llndlnt In thts c.... on Dlth IIY thlt tho tn'or.ltton h.r.tn prDvtdld ts true Ind c..pl.t. tD
the btlt of .y tnDwltd;.. I h.r.by luthortu tho r.hl.. 0' thts In'or.ltton for purpDII' 0' v.rlfyln;
.y pr.llnt Slotu. fn Drder to ltd tho tourt tn conlld.rtn; .y r.qutlt fDr rohl" fro. cuHody. I under
lUnd thlt to knowtn~ly provtd. h,.. tn'or.ltton h.roln would cDnHltut. I crl •• Ind could 11ID ,ubj,ct
•• tD cDnt••pt Df CDurt Ind puntsh.lnt th.rofDr.
DATE: • SIGNATURE or DEFENDANT:
Sub.c.tb.d Ind 'WDrn tD b.'Dr••• thl, "'--:;'dl:-:y:'"":0:";,;----------,1"'9::-_-_-
DEPUTY CLERK Dr THE OISTRICTItIRCUIT COURT
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********·***·***~··*·DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SIDE················*·········
VERIFICATION (See ORS 135.230 (6) (a-i):
A. EMPLOYMENT AND FINAUCIAL CONDITION:
B. FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS:
C. PAST AND PRESENT RESIDENCES:
D. PERSONS WHO WILL ASSIST DEFENDANT:
E. NATURE OF THE CHARGE:
F. PRIOR CRIMINAL RECORD:
G. POSSIBLE VIOLATION OF LAW IF DEFENDANT IS RELEASED:
H. COMMUNITY CONTACTS:
0". 'OTHER FACTS:
•••*••••••*••***---***-*._**-*-****--**.**••_-***.***--***-*-._*-*****-*
RECOMMENDATION: RECOGNIZAnCE • SECURITY RELEASE • CONDITIONAL
RELEASE~. SECURITY REDUCTION • BAIL HEARING --:-
RESPONSIBLE PERSON:
SPECIAL CONDITIONS:
REASON FOR THIS DECISION: _
DATE: _
APPENDIX G
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APPENDIX G
IN THE COORT, COUNTY rI' TAWlILL, ST"TE Of OOEGON
fllo No. _THE ST"TE Of OREGON
vs.
g~: ~~: -----
Ct. No. _
Dofondont
Rfl.£ASE AGlED£NT
Rocognlz.nco __ full B.II
Condltlon.1 B.II Bond
Socur Ity
You oro being rolo.sod by tho Court/kolo.su "sslst.nco Dfflcor or Doputy In lI"u of rom.lnlng In custody on thu
cn.rgu or chorgos .g.1 n.t you of:
I. _
~.
3.
full 8.11 _
full B.II _
full B.II _
10$ _
10$ _
10$ _
Rocog.
Rocog.
Rocog.
I No Illogol drug uso.
I I No U500 of alcoholic bUVOrtlQds
I Portlclp.to In .n .Iconol/drug/montol ho.ltn ruh.blllt.tlon progr.m os ordorod by tho Rolooso Offlcor,
TOO AA£ TO RfPOOT:
TO:
Wuo,ly I I In parson I I By tolophono
Prutrl.1 Rolooso Oftlcer, TELEPHONE .'.-7513 I OthorJ Your attornt!y
TOO AA£ TO N'I'UJl: I I District Court I 1 Circuit Court
1.111 oppoor .nd .n,.or this ChOr!l"I.1 In tho doslgn.tod court .t __ M., __.,..,..-:-:-~_19
month/dofu
o TIl£R COKlI TlONS:
G£HEIW. COKlITlONS: I do horu~y ogruo thot I .hOll oppoor .t oil fhe tlmos ond pl.c•••s orllOr.d by tno court
lInrJ O!lo or~rtJtJ by on,. court whurll thl!:. chargo moy bo prosocut"". Furthor I sh,,11 llppaar 10r ttld trlol; and, jf
con ... l CTCJd, apPdor for JUdgoroont anl1 uxucut Ion 0' Judgotr'tJnt. I .111 obey i) II Ordors of tho COl"H" and corrp I y .t ttl
dO.,. cond I t Ions tho court may I i'l'(>05U. I nc I ud I OJ) bUT not II ml tod to. thOSO II s tod cbovo. I further 09roo ttlat 1t
Is my duty TO kOdP m'f attornuy tlnd tno Court advlsod of my whoroabouts at ell tllflOs, ond I shall not 100'1'0 tllo
!iTdTo of Orogon wiThOUT CourT porml!islvn. If I 6tn found oUTsldu this ST~TO, I heroby wolve oxtradltlon.
NO rotfIlICT WITIl VICTIM: I undurstond thot unl".. ,poclflcolly .uthorlled by tno Court, I .m to h.,e no contdct
wiTh Thu vlctlm(!i) of my crlmo(sl. dlroctly or tllr(~,J(Jh othurs.
NEW OlIHES: I .111 ObOY oil I".,. I flo" cnorgud .Ith 0 no. crlmo, this rulo.so .groomont moy bo rovol<ud by
fno Court ond I moy bu ,ubJoct tu roorrust .nd dut~ntlon ••• ltlng trl.1 on tnu chorgols) prosuntly pending
dQdlnsT m.:l.
fAILUH£ TO NJ'PENI: I un()urst"nd Thdt If I tdll to apPo4r ot 0"'1 tiro ordtJrud by thu Court, 0 "arrant mdy bd
Issuud tor nlY drrast, my Doll mdt bu forfoltod, I md)' CJt) sUbJuct to prostJcutlon, ond It 10und guilty, 50ntuncud
To 0 furm 0' Irnprlsonmont ond/or ,JOt,.
VICl.ATlOH Of CONJITf~S: I undur5oTj)nd that j) "orrdnt for my arrost .. III bo Issuod InnodloTuly upon any
..,loloTlon at a condition of this rdloost). Any vlolotlon ot Thtlse conditions. shall sUbJoct tM to 0 rovocatlon of
Tfll~ rOIOO'l.d, and ardur of dOtuntlon ond pro:.ocutlon 'or contuln~t of court (0 t Ina of not mre thon S300.00 or
l~prl!ionlOOnf tor. not I'II)ro tho" sh!; eLl rontns, or bothl. I moy 'ortolt anV socurlty postoeJ.
SEOJUITY: Tho CourT rt/yards thu stJcurlty OlJposl:- 05 dofondont's and ovallobltl to SGtlsty defendant's obllgotlons.
Cllnus, otfornuy tous.. victim rustltlJtlons, ofC.) undor Judgomon1. Whon Obligations of roloaso t1groumont
iuntuncu Dro satls'lor;]. tho Clurk Shdll return to tho wposltor, elghty-flvo (65) percunt of tho sum ooposltud,
dod rotdln tlS sucurlty ruloosu CO!it~, flttuun (1~) ptJrcunt, but not loss. than five C') dollars ncr moro thon two
nundrud 12001 dull.rs of thu O/IOunt dOposltud. If I vloldtO thls·.gr....""nt. thu full socurlty omounf lbulng tun
tlmo, thu omount doposltodl moy ~u lorlolto.l ond • JUdg~mont ontorod .golnst ... for the full .ocurlty .mount.
~ropurty moy bU lovlud upon to .0tlSly .ucn judgu.... nt. NOflC£: II. po.-SOfl ofhor th.n tho dofondont Is posting
this SOOlrlty, ho or sho "","oby odnowlo<lgos th.t such :wcurlty ..y be t ....en by tho court to s.t/sfy tho
dofandont's obllgotlons.
Sucur I tv pos tcd by :----.~,.,I-;:g"n"'"or.fu"r':"u:--,-Iu-"-"-'.-,--- COrondeo' i 5 SIgnafuro
H4111 ng Ad~ross
Subscribed ond ••orn fo bu'or.. mo this doy of 19
RoioDStl Assistencu 0" Ieur/Ouput)'
Tlmo _
Drlgl nol - Court
Ro,lsud 7/B9
Groun - Shorlft's Offlco Conory - Roleoso Officer Pink - 0" Goldonrod - Dofond.nt
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APPENDIX H
"WIRING SCHEMATIC' OF THE DECISION PROCESS
FTA
'" LAW ENFORCEMENT
'" PUBLICITY
'" SOCIAL STATUS
'" DEFENSEATINY
'" DA
'" JAIL POPULATI()N
FTA
DISMISSED
-
~ ACQUITIAL
~ PROBATION
COURT
I'
RECOGNIZANCE ... JUDGE
I CONDITIONAL ...
I BAIL ( ... '/'
~
..
,f- RECOGNIZANCE ~ RELEASE
OFFICER
f- CONDITIONAL~ ~
f-- BAIL ,"LJAIL '/'
.l. r- HOLD
(- MATRIX l~ .~ TIME
~ RECOGNIZANCE ~
-
I TRNSFR
~ CONDITIONAL I 0t? PRISON
f-. -BAIL ... I
< 0 BAlI=- ... ,.
BOOKING
~IARREST/ ICITATION:
~ I I
FTA
FTA
FTA
FTA
FTA
FTA
FTA
FTA
FTA
FTA
FTA
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African American White Hispanic
N=95 N=394 N=108
Release Offici~r - % % %
Recognizance 13.7 7.1 9.3
Release Offici~r -
Conditional 7.4 4.3 1.9
Release Officier -
Progrllm 1.1 .5 .9
Release Offid~r -
SecUIity 10% 1.1 1.5 --
Judge - Recognizance 6.3 12.9 4.6
Judge - Conditional 16.8 16.2 21.3
Judge - Progr.am 1.1 1.8 1.9
Judge - Secur.ity 10% 2.1 2.8 2.8
Jail - Recogniizance -- 3.3 3.7
Jail - Conditional -- 3.6 .9
Jail - S~curity 10% 1.1 6.1 2.8
Jail - Matrix 11.6 4.3 6.5
Time Served 15.8 20.3 24.1
Transf~rred to Other
Jurisd.iction 1.1 6.1 4.6
Held iQ Error -- .3 --
Parole J30ard Order -- .8 --
Dismis~ied 13.7 4.8 12.0
To Pri~on 7.4 3.3 2.8
